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ABSTRACT

This thesis is connected with the life and works of

piya' -ad-Dln b. al~Ath.Tr, an Arab rhetorician of the

6th/7th century A.H. It is divided into two parts,

the first of which has exploited all available sources

in order to sketch a brief biography of this scholar. A

list of works attributed to him is given, together with

arguments which suggest whether these attributions are

correct or false. A brief description of the contents

of these works is also given.

The second part of the thesis provides an analysis

of piy"a' -ad-Dln' s theory of rhetoric based on two works,

al-Mathal as-Sa' ir and al-J"amit al-KabTr. The four

chapters in this part each deal with a topic of discussion

in which Diya' -ad-Din1s own treatment is compared to that

of other rhetoricians, whenever he appears to differ from

them. Chapter Three deals with the foundations of rhetoric,

and Chapter Four with verbal composition connected with the

single word, Chapter Five with verbal composition connected

with compound expressions, and Chapter Six deals with

aspects of composition relating to signification.

Finally, a brief conclusion attempts to assess

piya' -ad-Bin*s place among Arabic rhetoricians and tries

to account for the popularity of the Mathal as-Sa' ir.
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INTRODUCTION

Diya' -ad-Dln b. al-Athxr's life was devoted to

scholarship on the one hand, and to the affairs of state

on the other. Although he aspired to glory in the

latter domain, his years in power were followed by long

periods of political obscurity, and when success as a

statesman eluded him, he redirected his energy to the

field of scholarship. The two aspects of Diya' -ad-Din's

career, statesman and scholar, are not unrelated, for

having lost the Vizara he obtained the post of head of

Diw~an al-lnsha* . where he devoted much of his time to

writing letters which were to serve later as epistolo-

graphic models. Whenever his mind was not occupied by

affairs of state, he was busy in the field of scholarship,

and in particular, rhetoric. It is as a rhetorician, a

critic and a stylist that Diya' -ad-Dln gained a

reputation, which for many years remained highly

controversial, so that he was to attract to himself both

adversaries and supporters from the world of scholarship.

piy'a' -ad-Din* s works have attracted their critics,

but no matter how defective they may be, no one can deny

that they were immensely popular throughout the greater

part of the Islamic world, in particular the Mathal as-

Sa' ir. His contemporaries attacked or defended this

work, according to their own literary loyalties rather

than from a critical assessment of its value. It

remained the subject of discussion, and even controversy,
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for over a century, after which it acquired a secure

position in the corpus of Arabic rhetorical theory.

A scientific analysis of the merits of piya' -ad-

Din's literary output has had to wait until the present

century when slowly and hesitantly monographs began to

appear, foremost among these being a book on Diya' -ad-

Din by Muhammad Zaghlul Sall"am entitled: piya' -ad-Din

b. al-Athir wa-Juhuduh fi n-Naqd,^" and a work of

Muhammad 4Abd-ar-Rahman Shu'ayb entitled: Ibn-al-Ath"lr
2

wa-Maqayisuh al-BaTaghiyya. The former writer dealt

mainly with piya' -ad-Din's approach to criticism and its

application to both poetry and prose, while the latter

aimed at establishing Diya' -ad-Din1s rhetorical criteria.

Both works however, have many defects, foremost among

these being the fact that they failed to provide a

detailed biography of our author, for the greater part

of the information about him exists only in manuscripts.

They also failed to investigate the authenticity of

most of the works they attributed to piya' -ad-Din, and

overlooked other works, of which they were probably not

aware, as reference to them are to be found in manuscripts

to which they did not have access, or failed to consult.

1) Published in Cairo, n.d.

2) Unpublished M.A. thesis, Dar al-4Ulum, University

of Cairo, 1957.
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Muhammad 4Abd-ar-Rahman Shu'ayb admits that he was♦ • *

unable to consult even some of the published works

attributed to Diya' -ad-Din. The work of Muhammad 4 Abd-

ar-Rahman Shu4ayb, in particular, has a further defect,

for although his intention was to determine Diya1-ad-

Din' s rhetorical criteria, he neglected to include

al-Jami4 al-Kabir in his analysis, and therefore failed

to present the development of Diya1 -ad-Din's views as

expressed in his major works. In addition to this,

Muhammad 4Abd-ar-Rahman Shu4ayb further failed to

investigate the extent to which Diya' -ad-Din relied on

previous scholars, as he confined his study to a mere

summary of Diya' -ad-Din1s own opinions on a number of

topics, together with the occasional comparison between

him and Ibn-Sihan al-Khafaj"i.

The aim of this thesis has been to carry on where

previous monographs have left off. All available

information has been exploited to provide as detailed

an outline of Diya1 -ad-Din's life as is possible. In

particular, one manuscript, entitled: 4UqTtd al-Juman

fx Shu4 ara1 Hadha z-Zaman, by a student of Diya1 -ad-Din,

al-Mubarak b. ash-Sha4 4ar, has provided much information

previously unexploited by scholars.

This thesis also presents a survey of all known

l) See I.A., pp. 46-48, 49



works by our author and examines those dubiously and

falselyattributed to him. This was made possible in

part by the relative ease with which manuscripts may

now be consulted, either through travel to the great

libraries of the Islamic world or through the medium of

microfilm.

No analysis of piya' -ad-Din's rhetorical theory

can pretend to be comprehensive or exhaustive, and

certainly a thesis of this size must restrict itself to

certain points which are of particular interest. The

topics of discussion dealt with are those which have

been the subject of controversy and which provide the

modern student of Arabic rhetoric with an insight into

piya' -ad-Din's own approach to the science.
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PART ONE

THE LIFE AND WORKS OF DIYA' -AD-DIN B. AL-ATHIR

CHAPTER I

HIS LIFE

Diya' -ad-Din Ibn-al-Ath.Tr was both a statesman and

a writer, and we therefore know more about his life than

that of many a great scholar who has been rescued from

obscurity only by the merits of his works. However, in

some respects Diya' -ad-Dln stood in the shadow of his

brothers, Majd-ad-Dln and 4Izz-ad-Dln, with whom he has

sometimes been confused. This confusion was in many

cases caused by the identification of the author of

manuscripts by the family name shared by the three

brothers, so that al-Jami4 al-KabTr, for example, has

been variously attributed to all the brothers."'" Because

of the uncertainty of some sources as to piya' -ad-Din•s

identity, it has become necessary to firmly establish

not only his name and lineage but also the authorship of

several works attributed to him.

His name and lineage

The full name of Diva' -ad-Din is Abu-l-Fath Nasr-
• * • •

All"ah b. AthTr-ad-Dln Muhammad b. 4Abd-al-KarTm b. 4Abd-

l) These attributions are discussed below, see page f I
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al-Wahid ash-Shayban! al-Jazarx.^" Most scholars who

have recorded Diya'-ad-Dxn's biography add another

Muhammad to his lineage after the above-mentioned
2

Muhammad. This addition however, is not attested xn

at least two different manuscripts of his own work:

1) See Ahmad b. Muhammad b. Khallikan, Wafayat al-A*yan

wa-Anba' Abna' az-Zaman, ed. Ihsan 'Abbas, 8 vols.,

(Beirut, 1968-1972), vol. V, p. 389. 'Afxf-ad-Dxn

al-Yafi'x, Mir'at al-Jinan wa-'Ibrat al-Yaqzan, vol.

II, (Istanbul, Topkapi, Ms. no. 2970), fol. 224b.

Salah-ad-Dxn as-Safadx, al-Wafx bi-l-¥afayat.

(Istanbul, Topkapi, Ms. no. 2920), vol. XXVII,

fol. l4b. Al-Mubarak b. ash-Sha''ar, 'Uqud al-Jurnan

fx Shu'ara' Hadha z-Zaman (Istanbul, Esed Efendi,

Ms. no. 2329), vol. IX, fol. 26b. 'Abd-ar-Razzaq b.

al-Fuwatx, al-Hawadith al-Jami'a wa-t-Tajarib an-

Nafi'a, ed. Mustafa Jawad, (Baghdad, 1351/1932),

p. 136. Yaqut ar-Rumx, Mu'jaro al-Buidan, ed.

F. Wiistenfeld, vol. II (Leipzig, 1867)» p. 79.

2) Wafayat, vol. V, p. 389* Mir'at, vol. II, fol. 224b.

Van, vol. XXVII, fol. l4b. 'Uqud, vol. IX, fol. 26b.

Ahmad b. Fadl-Allah al-'Umarx, Masalik al-Absar fx0 • ' •

Mamalik al-Amsar (Istanbul, Topkapi, Ms. no. 2797/a8),

vol. VIII, p. 2. Diya', pp. 31-32.
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1 2
Al-Mathal as-Sa'ir and Rasa'il Ibn-al-Athlr, the

first of which was copied during Diya'-ad-DIn's life¬

time, while the other was copied only eighteen years

after his death.

Stronger support for the theory that Diya*-ad-Dln•s

lineage had only one Muhammad comes from a manuscript

copy of Jami4 al-Usul fi Ahadlth ar-Rastil, by Diya' -ad-

Din's brother, Majd-ad-DIn al-Mubarak. At the end of the

first volume of this work, written in Majd-ad-DIn's own

hand, are found the following words: "It is written by

3
its author, al-Mubarak b. Muhammad b. 4Abd-al-Karim."

This statement is followed by the minutes of the lectures

given by the author, and the certificate of regular

attendance (sama4). Among those who attended the

lectures and whose names are recorded are: Diya'-ad-

Dln's father whose name is cited as Muhammad b. 4Abd-al-

1) Topkapi, Mss. no. 2451, fol. la, and no. 2449,

fol. la. See S.A. Bonebakker "Notes on Some Old
the

Manuscripts ofy^Adab al-Katib .... and the Matal
as-Sa'ir of Diya' ad-Din b. al-Atlr", Oriens, vols.

XIII-XIV (1961), pp. 187-188.

2) Topkapi, Ms. no. 2630, fol. la, and Rasa'il b. al-

Athlr, ed. Anls al-Maqdisl, (Beirut, 1959), P. 3»

3) Feyzullah Library in Istanbul, Ms. no. 299, fol. 301b.

Hellmut Ritter, "Autographs in Turkish Libraries",

Oriens, vol. VI (1953), P- 72, plate VII.
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Karxm,^ Diya'-ad-Dxn himself, who is referred to as

2
Nasr-Allah b. Muhammad b. 4Abd-al-Karxm, and Diya'-ad-

Dln's son Muhammad who himself recorded the minutes of

two of the lectures and signed his name as Muhammad b.

3
Nasr-Allah b. Muhammad b. 4Abd-al>-Karxm. In addition

• •

to this Diya'-ad-Dxn's other brother 4 Izz-ad-Dxn, when

recording the death of their brother Majd-ad-Dxn sets out

4
his lineage with only one Muhammad. Accordingly it would

appear that the second Muhammad has been incorrectly added

to the lineage of Diya'-ad-Dxn as well as to that of his

brothers. It is not clear when this error first appeared

1) Jami4. vol. I, fol. 302b. Hellmut Ritter, "Autographs

in Turkish Libraries", Oriens, vol. VI (1953), PP• 75-

76 and plate IX.

2) Jami4, vol. I, fols. 303b, 306b, Helimut Ritter,

"Autographs in Turkish Libraries", Oriens, vol. VI

(1953), pp. 72, 76-77 and plates X, XII.

3) Jami4, vol. I, fols. 303b, 305b and Hellmut Ritter,

"Autographs in Turkish Libraries", Oriens, vol. VI

(1953), P. 76 and plates X, XI.

4) Kitab al-Kamil fx at-Tarxkh, ed. C.J. Tornberg,

vol. XII, (Leiden, 1853), P. 190. See also Mu4 ,j am,

vol. II, p. 79. 4 Abd-ar-Rahman b. Isma4 xl, Abu-

Shama, Tara.jim Ri.jal al-Qarnayn, ed. Muhammad Zahid

al-Kawtharx, (Cairo, 19^7), PP. 68-69. F. Rosenthal,

"Ibn al-Athxr", E.I.2, (Leiden, 1971), vol. III.
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although it is found in early works composed by contemp¬

oraries of Diya'-ad-Din.

His Family

Diya'-ad—Din was born in Jazirat Ibn-4 Umar on

Thursday 20th of Sha4 ban 558^/24th July 1163. The town

of Jazirat Ibn-'Umar, from which Diya'-ad-Din acquired

his nisba is situated to the north of Mosul. Yaqut

estimates the distance between it and Mosul as a three-

3
day walk.

1) *Uqud, vol. IX, fol. 26b. Vafayat, vol. V, p. 389.

2) * Uqud, vol. IX, fol. 30a. Vafayat. vol. V, p. 396.

Masalik, vol-. VIII, p. 3. Jalal -ad-Din as-Suyuti,

Bughyat al-Wu'at fi Tabaqat al-Lughawiyyin wa-n-

Nuhat, ed. Muhammad Abu-1-Fadl Ibrahim, vol. II,# 7 • * 77

(Cairo, 1965), p. 315. 4Abd-al-4Azim al-Mundhiri,

at-Takmila li-Vafayat an-Naqala, (Aya Sofya, Ms. no.

3163), vol. II, fol. 23^a. Vicente Cantarino in

Arabic Poetics in the Golden Age (Leiden, 1975)*

states, somewhat surprisingly, that the date of

birth of Diya'-ad-Din is unknown (p. 19l).

3) Mu' ,j am. vol. II, p. 79.
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Diya'-ad-Dln•s ancestors came originally from

Ba'aynatha, a large village situated north of Jazirat

b. 'Umar.His father, AthTr-ad-DTn Muhammad was a well-

known figure in his town and later in Mosul. Athlr-ad-

DTn had strong ties with a number of the atabegs of

Mosul as well as with some of their wazlrs.

The available information about Athxr-ad-Dxn's life

is very sparse, mainly coming from his son *Izz-ad-Dxn,

who first mentions that the keeper of the guard of the

fortress of Jazirat b. 'Umar dispatched his father with

a message to the wazTr of 'Imad-ad-Dxn Zankx, Diya'-ad-
p

Din al-Kafratuthx, who held the wizara between 528/1133

and 536/1141. Athxr-ad-Dxn later entered into the

3
service of the wazxr J amal-ad-Dxn al-Isfahan!. The

1) ' UqDd. vol. IX, fol. 26b. Mu '.jam, vol. II, p. 472.

2) 'Izz-ad-DIn b. al-Athlr, at-Tarlkh al-Bahir fx d-

Dawla l-Atabikiyya, ed. •Abd-al-Qadir Tulaymat,

(Cairo, 1963), p. 118. Wafayat. vol. V, p. 143.

3) Jamal-ad-Din al-Isfahan! was probably the most

influential figure in the kingdom of *Imad-ad-Din

Zanki, He held the post of wazlr throughout the

reign of Sayf-ad-Dln Ghaz! I, and during part of the

reign of Qutb-ad-D!n Mawdud. The latter imprisoned

al-Isfahan! in 558/1162 until he died in 559/1163.

See, Wafayat, vol. V, pp. 143-145, Bahir, pp. 118-

119, 127-130.
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exact date of his attachment to the wazxr is not clear,

but it is reported that he was in contact with the wazir

in 54l/ll46."*" The wazir appointed him as his deputy in

managing what seems to be the financial affairs of
2

Jazirat b. 'Umar.

Following the death of the Seljuq Sultan Muhammad b.

Mahmud in 555/ll60 the prominent men of his Sultanate

sent messengers to atabeg Qutb-ad-DIn Mawdud in Mosul

requesting him to release Sulayman Shah, who was being

held captive by the atabeg, in order that they might

install him as a Sultan. Qutb-ad-Dxn agreed to this on

the condition that he would be appointed his atabeg, and

Jamal-ad-DIn al-Isfahan! his wazxr. When this was agreed

to, Jamal-ad-Dxn informed Athxr-ad-Dxn that he would

appoint him as his deputy in Iraq, but the whole plan

collapsed soon after the departure of Sulayman Shah, and

3
as a result Athxr-ad-Dxn remained in Jazirat b. 'Umar.

1) Bahir, p. 78.

2) Ibid., p. 118. Kamil (T), vol. XI, p. 204.

Diya' -ad-Dxn b. al-Ath.Tr, al-Jami' al-Kabxr fx

Sina'at al-Manzum min al-Kalam wa-l-Manthur, eds.• • 7

Mustafa Jawad and Jamil Sa'xd, (Baghdad, 1956), intro.

pp. 7-8. Rashxd al-Jumaylx, Dawlat al-Atabika fx

1-Mawsil ba'd 'Imad-ad-Din, (Beirut, 1970), p. 249.

3) Bahir, pp. 114-115.
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Xt is not clear how long Athlr-ad-IJIn held his post

there, but it is reported that he was still there at the

death of the atabeg Qutb-ad-ITin in 565/II69 Qutb-ad-

Din's successor, Sayf-ad-Dln GhazT, appointed Athir-ad-

Din' s elder son Majd-ad-Dxn to head the dlw"an of al-Jazira,
2

the post which had previously been held by his father.

Athlr-ad-Uin moved from Jazlrat b. 'Umar to Mosul

O

where he took up residence in 579/1183• There is very

little known about his activities in Mosul. The last

mention of him is contained in the minutes of a lecture

given by his son Majd-ad-Dln in 591/H94.** His death is

not recorded by any of his sons or in amy other available

source.

Athir-ad-Bin was a moderately wealthy person, who

derived a very good income from his post, and also

1) Bahir, pp. 146, 147-148. Kamil (T), vol. XI,

pp. 234, 235.

2) *A11 b. Anjab b. as-Sa'i, al-Jami4 al-Mukhtasar fl

'Unwan at-Tawarikh wa-'Uyun as-Siyar, ed. Mustafa

Jawad, (Baghdad, 1934), pp. 299-300. Yaqut ar-KQmT,

Xrshad al-ArTb ila Ma'rifat al-Adib, ed. D.S.

Margoliouth, vols. IV, VI, (London, 1927, 1913),

vol. VI, pp. 238-239. Wafayat, vol. IV, p. l4l.

3) Wafayat. vol. V, p. 389. Bahir. pp. 186-187.

4) J"amit , vol. I, fol. 302b.
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possessed a large estate in the village of 'Aqlma, near

Jazirat b. 'Ulnar,"*" and some of his wealth was invested in
2

commerce. Of Diya*-ad-Din's mother there is no mention

in any of the sources used in this thesis.

His family consisted of at least three brothers and

one sister. The brothers were Majd-ad-DTn al-Mubarak,

3
'Izz-ad-DTn 'AIT and Abu-Mansur al-Muzaffar. The name of

• •

the sister is not given. She married a Kurdish chief

called Hasan al-HakkarT and had a son called Sayf-ad-Din

Abu-Bakr, who later attended some of the lectures given
4

by his maternal uncle Majd-ad-Din. Majd-ad-DTn al-Mubarak

was born at JazTrat b. 'Umar in 544/1149, moved to Mosul

in 565/1169 and then returned to JazTrat b. 'Umar for a

5
while, before settling permanently in Mosul. There Majd-

ad-DTn worked for the government in the service of the

1) Bahir, pp. 147, 149. Kamil (t), vol. XI, pp. 234-235.

2) Bahir. pp. 154-155- Kamil (T), vol. XII, p. 53.

3) 'Uqud. vol. IX, fol. 26b. Wafayat. vol. Ill, p. 348,

vol. IV, p. l4l-l43, vol. V, pp. 389, 397. Irshad

vol. VI, pp. 238-241. Jami*, vol. I, fol. 302a.

Hellmut Ritter, "Autographs in Turkish Libraries",

Oriens, vol. VI (1953) pp. 73-75 and plate no. VIII.

4) Hellmut Ritter, "Autographs in Turkish Libraries",

Oriens, vol. VI (l953)> p. 76.

5) Wafayat, vol. IV, pp. l4l-l43• Irshad, vol. VI,

p. 238.
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atabegs, Sayf-ad-Dm GhazI II, 1Izz-ad-Dln Mas'ud I, and

Nur-ad-Din Arslan Shah I,"*" who offered Majd-ad-Din the
2

wizara which he declined. Although Majd-ad-DTn was

affected in his later years by paralysis, his admin¬

istrative services and advice remained very much in

demand and the atabeg Nur-ad-Dln Arslan Shah visited his

3
house for consultation on a number of occasions.

Besides being a politician Majd-ad-DTn was a very

famous scholar. He wrote a number of books on religious

and philological studies, among which are the Jami4 al-

Ustll fi Ahadlth ar-Rasul, an-Nihaya fi Gharlb al-Hadith,

al-Insaf fi 1-J am4 bayn al-Kashf wa-l-Kashshaf, al-Badi4
4

fi n-Nahw, al-Bahir fl 1-Furuq and al-Murassa'. He

died in Mosul on Thursday 29 Dhu 1-Hijja 606/24 June 1210.^
1Izz-ad-Dln 4 AIT was also born at Jazirat b. 'Umar

on 4 Jumada 1-Ula 555/13 May ll60. He left his birthplace

for Mosul, where he took up residence, and whence he

1) 4 Unwan. p. 299. Wafayat. vol. IV, pp. l4l-l42.

Bahir, pp. 187, 195, 190-191.

2) Irshad. vol. VI, p. 239. 4Unwan, p. 299.

3) Irshad, vol. VI, p. 239. Wafayat, vol. IV, p. 142.

F. Rosenthal, "Ibn al-Athir", E.I(Leiden, 1971),

vol. III.

4) Wafayat, vol. IV, p. l4l. Irshad, vol. VI, p. 24l.
4 Unwan, p. 301.

5) Wafayat, vol. IV, p. 143. Irshad, vol. VI, p. 238.
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travelled to Baghdad, Mecca, Damascus, Jerusalem and

Aleppo. He devoted his adult life to study and writing."'"
among his works are the famous chronicle al-Kamil fi t-

Tarikh; at-Tarikh al-Bahir fx d-Dawla 1-Atabikiyya;

2
al-Lubab fx Tahdhib al-Ansab, and Usd al-Ghaba. 'Izz-ad-

Din died in Mosul in Sha4 ban 630/May 1233.

The third brother, Abu-Mansur al-Muzaffar has7 • •

unfortunately failed to attract the attention of historians.

The only information we have about him is that he attended

a lecture given by his brother Majd-ad-Din in 589/1193. **

His Education

Diya'-ad-DXn probably began his study at an early

age in Jazirat b. 'Umar. He could well have attended

5
the same lectures as his brother 'Izz-ad-DTn.

1) Vafayat, vol. Ill, p. 248-250. Bahir, intro. pp. 9-12.

F. Rosenthal, "Ibn al-Athxr", E.I. (Leiden, 1971),

vol. III.

2) Wafayat. vol. Ill, pp. 348-349. Wafl, vol. XXII, fol.

52a. Bahir, intro. p. 13•

3) Wafayat, vol. Ill, p. 349. Wafl. vol. XXII, fol. 52a.

4) Jami *. vol. I, fol. 302a. Hellmut Ritter, "Autographs

in Turkish Libraries", Oriens, vol. VI, (1953)» PP. 73-

75 and plate VIII.

5) Kamil (t), vol. XI, p. 299.
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In Ra.iab 579/began 10 October 1183 > Diya'-ad-DIn

moved with his father and brothers to Mosul,1 where he

is reported to have memorized the Qur'an, and learned

some grammar, lexicography, traditions and literature

from his brother Majd-ad-DIn. He studied arithmetic

2
under Abu-l-4Abbas Ahmad b. 4 Abd-ar-Rahman b. Wahban.

He also studied grammar and recitations of the Qur'an
O

(qira'at) under Abu-l-Haram Makkl b. Rayyan al-MakisInl.

One can determine some of the aspects of his education by

examination of the titles and the authors of works which

he consulted:

l) In the field of Qur'anic studies he memorized the

1) 4Uqud, vol. IX, fol. 28a, 28b. Vafayat, vol. Ill,

p. 348, vol. V, p. 389. Wa.fi. vol. XXII, fol. 52a.

Muhammad b. Ahmad adh-Dhahabl, Siyar A4 lam an-

Nubala'. vol. XIII, (Topkapi, Ms. no. 2 910/13), fol.

236b.

2) 4 Uqtld. vol. IX, fol. 26b.

3) Ibid., Makkl b. Rayyan was born in Makisin. He

travelled to Mosul and Baghdad in order to study

and then settled in Mosul where he established his

own circle. He was a well-known scholar of grammar,

lexicography and recitation of the Qur'an. He died

in Mosul in 603/1206. See Wafayat. vol. V, pp. 278-

280.
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1 _ 2
Qur'an, and studied Jawahir al-Qur'an of al-Ghazalx

3
and al-Kashshaf of az-Zamakhshari.

2) Concerning Tradition, he states that he selected
4

and memorized more than three thousand traditions. He

also studied his brother's Jami1 al-Usul fx Ahadxth ar-
• •

5
Rasul, and later taught it to some of his students.

In addition to this there are indications that he

studied the Sahxh of al-Bukhari,^ the Sahxh of Muslim,• •• 7 ••• 7

the Muwatta' of Malik, the Sunan of Abu-Dawud, and the• • 7 7

Sunan of an-Nasa'x.

1) Wafayat, vol. V, p. 389. 'Uqud, vol. IX, fol 26b.

Diya'-ad-Dxn b. al-Athxr, al-¥ashy al-Marqum fx

Hall al-Manzum, ed. Ibrahim b. 'All 1-Ahdab,• • 7 • 7

(Beirut, (?), 1298 A.H.), p. 85.

2) Diya'-ad-Din b. al-Athxr, al-Mathal as-Sa'ir fx

Adab al-Katib wa-sh-Sha'ir, eds., Ahmad al-Hufx■ ——— 7 7 • •

and Badawx Tabana, 4 vols., (Cairo, vols. I-III,

1959-1962, vol. IV, n.d.), vol. Ill, p. 63.

3) Ibid., vol. II, pp. 171-172, 218.

4) Ibid., vol. I, p. 191. Vashy, pp. 5-6.

5) Jami'. vol. I, fols. 303b, 306b.

6) Mathal, vol. I, p. 191» vol. Ill, p. 60.

7) Ibid., vol. I, p. 191.
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3) In jurisprudence and the foundations of religion

(usul ad-din), Diya'-ad-Din indicates that he read the

Ihya' 'Ulum ad-Din, and the Kitab al-Arba4in of al-

Ghazali.^" He also refers to a third work by al-Ghazali,
2

but does not give the title.

O

4) In philology he read at-Tasrif of al-Mazini,
4

al-Fasih of Tha'lab, Islah ma Taghlat fih al-'Amma by
_

al-Jawaliqi, al-Khasa'is of Ibn-Jinni and some of the
7

works of Abu-'Ali 1-Farisi.

5) In literature in general, Diya'-ad-Din refers to
O

al-Aghani of al-Asfahani, al-4lqd al-Farid of Ibn-4Abd-
9 10

Rabbih, at-Tadhkira of Ibn-Hamdun, ar-Rawda of al¬

1) Mathal, vol. Ill , P. 63.

2) Ibid., vol. HH P. 88. Diya' , P. 60.

3) MfltAai. , vol. I. P- 51. Kabir, P. •OH

*0 Maihul., vol. I, P. 389.

5) Ibid. . vol. I, P. 256. Kabir, P. 50.

6) Kabir, P. 98 • Mathal, vol. II» PP . 84, 160.

7) Mathal. vol. II, pp. 162, 167, 169. Kabir, p. 29.

8) Mathal, vol. I, p. 367, vo1* 11» P- 198, vol. Ill,

pp. 106 , 154 •

9) Ibid.. vol. III, P. 73.

io) Ibid., p. 50.
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1 2 _

Mubarrad, the Maqamat of al-Harxrx, the Rasa'il of

3 4
as-Sabi' and also those of as-Sahib b. 4Abbad and
• • • • •

al-Qadx 1-Fadil.5
• *

In poetry he states that he at first memorized
C (uJ-o&l

more poetry than he could later re-eall, and then

confined himself to the poetry of Abu-Tammam, al-Buhturx

and al-Mutanabbx.^

6) Rhetoric is the subject in which Diya'-ad-Dxn

showed the greatest interest. He affirms that he

7
studied all the works written on the subject before him.

In his introduction to al-Jami4 al-Kabxr, Diya'-ad-Dxn

records the names of some of the authors whose works he

l) Mathal, vol. II, p. 12, vol. Ill, p. 105. Diya'-

ad-Dxn b. al-Athxr, al-Istidrak fx r-Radd 4ala

Risalat b. ad-Dahhan al-Musammat bi-l-Ma'akhidh al-

Kindiyya min al-Ma4 anx t-Ta'iyya, ed. Hifnx Muhammad

Sharaf, (Cairo, 1958), p. 68.

Mathal, vol. I, pp. 4l-42, 278, 362, vol. II, p. 47.

Ibid.. vol. I, pp. 71, 278, 282-284, 287, 302, 332,

vol. Ill, p. 108.

Ibid., vol. I, pp. 284, 285, 286.

Ibid., p. 65, vol. II, p. 374.

Ibid., vol. I, p. 98, vol. Ill, pp. 225-226, 229.

Washy, pp. 9-10. Istidrak, pp. 26, 30.

Mathal, vol. I, p. 35. Kabxr, pp. 1-3, 82, 256.

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)
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studied. They include: Abu-l-Hasan ar-Rummanx, Abu-1-

Qasim al-Amidi, al-Jahiz, Qudama b. Ja'far, Abu-Hilal

al-'Askari, Abu-1-4Ala' al-Ghanimx and Ibn-Sinan al-

Khafajx.^" In another place in this work and also in

al-Mathal as-Sa'ir, Diya'-ad-Dln makes references to

2 3 4
Ibn-al-Mu'tazz, al-Qadx 1-Jurjanx, Abu-4All 1-Hatimx,

5 6
Ibn-Aflah al-Baghdadx and az-Zamakhsharx. There is

also a reference to what appears to be the work of

4Abd-al-Qahir al-Jurjani, although Diya'-ad-Dxn does not

mention him by name, but only refers to him as "one of

7
the scholars." Diya*-ad-Dxn does not mention the

V

majority of the titles of the rhetorical works which he

consulted. As he refers to the books which he has read

usually by the name of its author, we are often left in

doubt as to the actual title of some of them. Those to

which he does refer to by title are: al-Muwazana of

1) Kabxr, pp. 2-3.

2) Ibid., p. 256. Mathal, vol. I, p. 342.

3) Kabxr. p. 256. Mathal. vol. I, p. 342.

4) Ibid., and 1stidrak, p. 48.

5) Mathal. vol. II, pp. 59, 62, 63.

6) Ibid.. pp. 171, 172.

7) Kabxr. pp. 76, 271. Mathal, vol. I, p. 2l4, f.n. 2;

p. 215, f.n. 3.
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- 1 2
al-Amidi, K. as-Sina'atayn of al-'Askarl, the Muqaddima

of Ibn-Aflah al -Baghdad!., ^ and the Tadhkira of Ibn-

Hamdun.^
•

His knowledge of foreign languages

There are indications among Diya'-ad-DIn's writings

which show that he probably had some knowledge of some

foreign languages. Writing about metonymy (kinaya) and

allusion (ta'rid), Diya'-ad-DIn noted that these two

figures of speech also occurred in foreign languages,

he himself having attested them in Syriac. He elaborates

on this by stating that the Gospel "which the Christians

5
possess" contained many examples of them. Diya'-ad-DIn

further indicates that he found an example of metonymy in

Persian, which he had found in a story relating to a

Persian king and one of his leading men. The king had

had a secret relationship with the man's wife and when

the man was informed of this he abandoned his wife. The

wife complained to the king about this and the king, for

his part, summoned the man and questioned him: "I am

1) Mathal. vol. I, pp. 35-36, vol. XI, pp. 110-111.

1stidrak, p. 127.

2) Kablr, p. 147.

3) Mathal, vol. II, p. 59.

4) Ibid., p. 29, vol. Ill, p. 50.

5) Ibid., vol. Ill, p. 75.
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informed that you possess a sweet fountain, but you do

not drink from it. What is the reason?" The man

replied: "0 king, I am informed that the lion frequents

it, and I fear it.""*'
Diya'-ad-Din moreover mentions that the figure of

speech known as muqabala (contrasting correspondence) is

not confined to Arabic alone, but also exists in Persian.

Diya'-ad-Dxn attributes the following saying to a Persian

wazir, as an example of this: "When the king Qubbadh died

_ 2
his wazir remarked: 'He moved us by his immobility.' "

Diya'-ad-DTn seems to allude to a familiarity with the

Persian language while commenting on a composition of

his own. Having composed a description of a handsome

feature, confident that he had coined a novel turn of

speech, he later had to admit: "And then I heard this

3
in the poetry of the Persians, by one of their poets."-^

In addition to this, Diya'-ad-Din tells a story

which besides supporting the suggestion that he understood

Persian, also gives rise to the possibility that he might

have known other languages. While travelling in 600/1203

in the country of the Rum, he came to Malatya, where he

met its preacher (khatTb) who was a poet. The preacher

1)

2)

3)

Mathal, vol. Ill, p. 75.

Ibid., p. 145.

Ibid.., vol. II, pp. 32-33.
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showed Diya'-ad-Dxn one hundred verses of his own

composition. Each twenty verses were compiled in a

different language: Arabic, Persian, Turkish, Greek

and Armenian. The verses were written in the same

metre and in the same rhyme. Diya'-ad-Dxn observes

that the preacher excelled in the foreign languages

more than he did in Arabic.^" There are a few more

2 3 4
references to the Persian, Turkish and Greek

languages, but these references, like the ones already

quoted do not state that Diya'-ad-Dxn definitely knew

these languages. It seems far more likely that Diya'-

ad-Dxn based his assertion of the existence of metonymy,

allusion and contrasting correspondence in foreign

languages on examples he found in translations. But

this cannot also be said about the novel turn of speech

he found by himself in the poetry of the Persians, for

the language in which Diya'-ad-Dxn presents this to us

suggests that he had seen it in the original Persian.

In addition to this Diya'-ad-Dxn does not offer the

Arabic translation of this verse, which might suggest

that it did not exist in translation.

1) Washy, pp. 71-72.

2) Mathal. vol. Ill, p. 86, vol. IV, p. 12.

3) Ibid.. vol. Ill, p. 86.

4) Ibid.. p. 145.
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The story of the preacher of Malatya is questionable,

for we cannot be sure that Diya'-ad-Din knew all these

languages, let alone so versed in them that he was

able to contrast the abilities of the preacher in the

different languages. As regards his critique, one

ought to ask whether the preacher excelled in the

foreign languages more than he did in Arabic or whether

Diya'-ad-DIn says this merely because he could evaluate

only what the preacher uttered in Arabic.

Apart from the documented evidence, it might be

suggested that Diya'-ad-DIn probably knew Persian and

Turkish or at least one of them, for the two languages

were widely spoken by many Muslims. Diya*-ad-DIn's

birthplace and Mosul, where he later settled, are both

situated relatively close to regions where the two

languages were spoken, and we can presume that proximity

to those languages must have given him at least a

familiarity with them.

His Career

During his stay in Mosul, Diya'-ad-DIn worked in

the service of the amir Mujahid-ad-DIn Qaymaz.It is

1) ' Uqlxd, vol. IX, fols. 28b, 30b. Mujahid-ad-DIn

Qaymaz was an emancipated slave from Sijistan. He

showed such great efficiency in administrative
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not exactly clear what kind of job he held although

there is a suggestion that he might have worked as a

secretary (katib), and indeed, among his collection of

letters there is one which he wrote on behalf of Mujahid

ad-Din Qaymaz . According to Diya'-ad-Din, Mujahid-ad-

Din QaymcLz failed to keep his promise to supply him with
2

rewards and gifts, thus forcing him to turn to society

at large in order to find a more rewarding position.

matters that the atabeg Sayf-ad-Din GhUzi IX

appointed him to be the keeper of the fortress

of Mosul and gave him very wide powers in the

administration of his kingdom. During the reign

of 'Izz-ad-Din Mas'ud I, Mujahid-ad-Din was

imprisoned by the atabeg for about ten months.

After his release he assumed his post which he

kept until his death in 595/1198, during the

reign of the atabeg Nur-ad-Din Arslan Shah I.

See Baliir. pp. 177, 183-184, 193. Kamil (T), vol.

XI, pp. 229, 230, vol. XII, p. 101. Wafayat, vol.

IV, pp. 82-84.

1) *Uqud. vol. IX, fols. 28b, 30b. Habib Zayyat,

"al-Juz' ath-Thani min Tarassul as-Sahib Diya'-

ad-Dln b. al-Athir", al-Mashriq, vol. XXXVII,

(1939), PP. 456-457.

2) 'Uqud. fols. 30b, 31a.
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In Rabi' al-Awal 587/April 1191, Diya'-ad-Dxn left

Mosul for Syria where he came into contact, probably in

Damascus, with Salah-ad-Dxn•s celebrated wazir, al-Qadx

l-Fadil."'" It is not clear how he was introduced to the

wazxr but we may assume that Diya'-ad-Dxn's brother Majd-

ad-Dxn was instrumental in this. Al-Qadx 1-Fadil in turn
• •

introduced him to Salah-ad-Dxn in Jumada 1-Akhira 587/July

1191.2
Although our sources do not indicate where this

first meeting with Salah-ad-Dxn took place, we do know

that at this time Salah-ad-Dxn was fighting the Crusaders

3
at Acre. This would suggest that the meeting took place

somewhere in the vicinity of the city. Muhammad Zaghltil

Sallam, while agreeing as to the date of the meeting,

1) *Uqud. fol. 28b. Wafayat. vol. V, p. 390. Wafx.

vol. XXVII, fol. l4b. Siyar, vol. XIII, fol. 236b.

Mathal, vol. Ill, p. 223.

2) *Uqud. vol. IX, fol. 28b. Wafayat, vol. V, p. 390.

3) Kamil (T), vol. XII, pp. 42-45. 'Imad-ad-Dxn al-

Katib al-Isfahanx, al-Fath al-Qussx fx 1-Fath al-

Qudsx, ed. Comte C. de Landberg, vol. I, (Leiden,

1888), pp. 344, 345, 357, 370. Baha'-ad-Dxn b.

Shaddad, an-Nawadir as-Sultaniyya wa-l-Mahasin al-

Yusufiyya aw Sxrat Salah-ad-Dxn, ed. Jamal-ad-Dxn

ash-Shayyal, (Cairo, 1964), pp. 164-173.
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has claimed however that Salah-ad-Din was wintering in

Jerusalem and that his army was on leave.^ This view

appears to be without any real foundation, because it is

confirmed by historians that Salah-ad-DIn at that time* • •

was fighting the Crusaders at Acre, which he was

struggling in vain to save from the capture which
2

eventually occurred on the 12th July, 1191. Furthermore

as it is agreed that the meeting took place in Jumada 1-

Akjira 587, which fell between 26 June and 24 July 1191,
the suggestion that Salah-ad-DTn was wintering is

curious in the extreme. It is indeed recorded that

Salah-ad-DIn wintered in Jerusalem, but this was five

3
months later.

Salah-ad-Din gave Diya'-ad-Din a position in his

court, probably as a secretary, and indeed in Diya'-ad-

Dxn's published letters we find one written on behalf of

1) Diya', p. 38.

2) Fath, vol. I, pp. 343-358. Nawadir, pp. 160, 166,

168, 171-172. Kamil (T), vol. XII, pp. 4l-45.

V.B. Stevenson, The Crusaders in the East, (Cambridg
1907), PP. 261-262, 267-269. H.A.R. Gibb, The

Life of Saladin, (Oxford, 1973), PP. 65-68.

3) Kamil (T), vol. XII, p. 48. Nawadir, pp. 204-205,

Fath, vol. I, p. 398.
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his master to the Caliph of Baghdad.^" He remained in

the service of Salah-ad-Din until Shawwal 587/begaji 22nd

October 1191, when Salah-ad-Dxn's elder son, al-Afdal,

requested the services of Diya'-ad-Dxn from his father.

Salah-ad-Dxn left the choice to Diva'-ad-Dxn after
• • • J

informing him that if he chose to join his son his

income would not be affected. Diya'-ad-Dxn made up his

2
mxnd to joxn al-Afdal who appointed him as hxs wazxr.

Some sources indicate that it was Salah-ad-Dxn himself
• •

3
who recommended Diya'-ad-Dxn to al-Afdal•s wizara.

• * 9 1. -

Very little is known about Diya'-ad-Dxn from the

time of his attachment to al-Afdal until the death of

Salah-ad-Dxn on 3 March 1193- But as wazxr. Diya'-ad-

Dxn is very likely to have accompanied his master. In

the case of al-Afdal himself it is reported that he was

in Jerusalem between 23 Dhu l-Qa'da 587/12 December 1191

and 3 Safar 588/19 February.1192. He then left for his

1) Rasa'il, p. 310.

2) Vafayat, vol. V, p. 390. 'Uqud, vol. XX, fol. 28b.

Mir'at. vol. II, fol. 225a. Vafx, vol. XXVII, fol.

l4b.

3) ¥afi, vol. XXVII, fol. Ikb.
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new estate, east of the Euphrates."*" After stopping at

Damascus to re-equip his troops, al-Afdal proceeded to

Aleppo to complete his preparations. While he was there

he received Salah-ad-Dxn1s order to return. He therefore
• •

went back to Damascus and remained there until he was

summoned by Salah-ad-Dxn to the defence of Jerusalem,
2

now threatened by the Crusaders. When the Crusaders

abandoned their plan to recapture the Holy City and

instead decided to seize Beirut, Salah-ad-Dxn sent

al-Afdal with the eastern contingents to intercept them

at Marj 'Uyun. Salah-ad-Dxn for his part attacked Jaffa

and occupied the town on 18 Ra.jab 588/31 July 1192,

leaving only the citadel in enemy hands. The Crusaders

quickly relieved the citadel and drove Salah-ad-DXn's

1) Fath, vol. I, pp. 398-399, 426-427. Nawadir, p. 20?.

Jamal-ad-Din Muhammad b. Wasil, Mufarrij al-Kurub fx

Akhbar Ban! Ayyub, 4 vols., I-XII, ed. Jamal-ad-Dxn

ash-Shayyal, (Cairo, 1953, 1957, I960), XV, ed.

Hasanayn Muhammad Rabl', (Cairo, 1972), vol. II,

PP« 377-378. 4Izz-ad-DIn b. al-Athxr, al-Kamil fx

t-Tarxkh, (Beirut, 1967), vol. IX, pp. 217-218.

2) Fath, vol. I, pp. 427-429. Nawadir, pp. 211-212,

215. Mufarri.j, vol. II, p. 379. Kamil (B), vol.

IX, p. 221.
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forces out of the town."*" Diya'-ad-Din states that he
2

was in the army that faced the Crusaders at Jaffa.

This implies that he was not, on that occasion, in the

company of al-Afdal, who was at that time stationed at

Marj 4Uyun.

On Wednesday 22 Sha4 ban 588/2 September, 1192 a

peace treaty was concluded between Salah-ad-Din and the

Crusaders. Accordingly Salah-ad-Din dismissed his army

and left for Damascus together with his sons and

3
secretaries. Following the death of Salah-ad-Din on

Wednesday 27 Safar 589/3 March 1193» his dominions were

divided amongst three of his sons. Al-Afdal became the

ruler of Damascus and southern Syria, al-4Aziz of Egypt
4

and az-Zahir of Aleppo and northern Syria. By virtue

of being the eldest of SallLh-ad-Din1s sons, al-Afdal was

regarded as Sultan.

1) Fath, vol. I, pp. 428-431. Kamil (b), vol. IX, p. 221.

Mufarri.j, vol. II, pp. 393-398. Crusaders, pp. 284-285.

2) Mathal, vol. I, p. 103.

3) Nawadir, pp. 23^> 239> 240-241. Fath, vol. I, pp.

436, 443, 447. Kamil (b), vol. IX, p. 222. Crusaders.

pp. 286-287.

4) Shihab-ad-Din 4Abd-ar-Rahman b. Isma'Il, Abu-Shama,

Kitab ar-Rawdatayn fi Akhbar ad-Dawlatayn, vol. II,

(Cairo, 1288 A.H.), pp. 224-225. Crusaders, pp. 224-

225 .

5) Mufarri j , vol. Ill, p.
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Al-Afdal retained Diya' -ad-Din as his wazlr and

secretary, giving him very wide powers to conduct affairs

of state. Although piya' -ad-Din was thirty years old at

this time, al-Afdal was seven years his younger. Diyl.' -

ad-Din felt that being relatively young they could not

act freely while surrounded by Salah-ad-Din's senior

amirs, and he therefore advised al-Afdal to replace them

with junior amirs, who would be much more loyal than the

others. Al-Afdal accepted his advice which resulted in

the flight of a number of senior amirs to al-'Aziz in

Cairo. Among those who fled were Fakhr-ad-Din Jiharaks,

Faris-ad-Din Maymun al-Qasrl and Shams-ad-Din Sunqur.

Even al-Qadi 1-Fadil, who had introduced Diya' -ad-Din to

Salah-ad-Din felt himself unwelcome in Damascus and
• •

accordingly asked al-Afdal for permission to leave, and

when it was granted he proceeded to Cairo.Saleih-ad-

l) KSmil (B), vol. IX, p. 23^. Rawdatayn, vol. II, pp.

228-229. Mufarrij, vol. Ill, pp. 10-11, Ahmad b.

'All 1-Maqrlzl, Kit"ab as-Sultxk li-Ma'rifat Duwal

al-Muluk, ed. Muhammad Mustafa Ziyada, vol. I, pt. I,

(Cairo, 1956), pp. 115» 127. Yusuf b. Taghrl Birdl,

an-Nujum az-Zahira fi Muluk Misr wa-l-Qahira, (Cairo,

n.d.), vol. VI, p. 120. Shams-ad-Din Yusuf, Sibt-

Ibn-al-Jawzl, Mir*at az-Zaman fi Tarlkh al-A'yan

(Topkapi Ms. no. 2907/l4), vol. XIV, fols. 199a, 199b.
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Dxn's secretary and historian 'Imad-ad-Din al-Isfahani

was also made redundant but for reasons concerning his

family and property remained in Damascus."*"
Al-'Aziz received the amirs very well and appointed

them to high posts. The amirs, for their part, encouraged

al-'AzTz to overthrow al-Afdal and to succeed his Irrotker

as Sultan. This proposal needed little encouragement,

for a dispute had arisen over the status of Jerusalem.

Although the city was among al-Afdal's dominions, the

cost of maintaining and defending it had become a great

burden and Diya'-ad-Dln had therefore advised al-Afdal

to cede it to al-'Aziz. The advice was accepted and

al-'Azxz was accordingly informed of this decision, which

was received with great enthusiasm. Al-Afdal's officials

in the city, on the other hand, did not share in the

jubilation and succeeded in changing his mind about his
2

decision, and as a result, he kept the city. This

incident, coupled with the encouragement of the banished

amirs, persuaded al-'Aziz to set out against Damascus.

When al-Afdal heard about al-'Aziz's action he reacted

1) Mufarrij, vol. Ill, p. 13.

2) Mufarri.j, vol. Ill, pp. 14-15. Zaman, vol. XIV, fol.

199a. Nu,j urn, vol. VI, p. 120. Suluk, vol. I, pt. I,

pp. 114-115. Isma'H b. 'Umar b. Kathir, al-Bidaya

wa-n-Nihaya, vol. XIII, (Beirut, 1966), pp. 8-9.
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by adopting a conciliatory attitude, even to the extent

of being prepared to acknowledge al-4Aziz's authority in

Friday prayers and to inscribe his name on the coinage.

These concessions were strongly opposed by Diya'-ad-DTn

and some other leaders, and al-Afdal accordingly decided

to defend his capital."'" He mobilized his forces and

sought the support of his uncle, al-4Adil, in Mesopotamia,

his brother, az-Zahir, in Aleppo, and his cousins, al-

Mansur in Hama, al-Mujahid in Hims and al-Amjad in

Ba4labakk.

A1-4Aziz in the meantime, arrived with his troops

at Damascus on 7 Jumada 1-Akhira 590/30 May 119^-. Shortly

afterwards al-Afdal's supporters arrived and al-4Aziz,

realizing that he could not defeat them, made a peace

2
treaty with al-Afdal and returned to Egypt. Following

al-4Aziz's departure al-Afdal felt confident enough to

turn towards amusements, entrusting the conduct of all

the affairs of his kingdom to his wazir, Diya'-ad-Din,

1) Mufarri.i. vol. Ill, p. 27. Suluk, vol. I, pt. I,

p. 116.

2) Kamil (b), vol. IX, p. 231. Mufarri.i, vol. Ill,

pp. 30-33, 35-37. Suluk, vol. I, pt. I, pp. 117-

118. Bidaya, vol. XIII, pp. 8-9. Nu.jum. vol. VI

pp. 121-122.
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and his chamberlain Mahasin b. 'Ajam."'"
The peace treaty did not however last long. Al-

Afdal•s close associates accused some of his leading

men of entering into correspondence with al-'Aziz. Al-

Afdal believed these accusations and consequently his

relationship with these men deteriorated into open

hostility and resentment. As a result, these leading

men fled to Cairo. Two of them in particular, 4Izz-ad-

Din Usama and al-Qadl Ibn-4Asrun, made it their duty to

inform al-4AzTz about the deteriorating situation in

Damascus. They told him that al-Afdal had no power,

and suggested that Diya'-ad-Din*s maladministration was

the root cause of all the troubles. Furthermore they

indicated that it was al-4Aziz's duty to save Damascus
2

from its dark fate.

Al-4AzTz once more decided to march on Damascus.

When al-Afdal heard about this he consulted his aides

about his future moves. Some of them advised him to

1) Mufarri.j, vol. Ill, p. 40. Zaman, vol. XIV, fol.

199h. Nujum, vol. VI, p. 122, 4Imad-ad-Din Isma'il

Abu-l-Fida', al-Mukhtasar fl Akhbar al-Bashar,

(Cairo, 1325 A.H.) vol. Ill, pp. 90-91.

2) Mufarrij, vol. Ill, pp. 38-40. Zaman. vol. XIV,

fols. 199h, 200b. Suluk, vol. I, pt. I, p. 118.

Nujum, vol. VI, pp. 122-123.
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reconcile himself with al-'Aziz by making some

concessions, but Diya'-ad-DIn alone advised him to seek

the help of his uncle, al-'Adil. Accepting the minority

opinion, al-Afdal set out to meet al-'Adil at Siffin. As

a result al-'Adil was persuaded to come to Damascus.

According to some historians al-'Adil was not satisfied

with Diya'-ad-Dln1s administration and accordingly
2

advised his dismissal. This al-Afdal refused to do.

However, before al-'Aziz reached Damascus al-'Adil

succeeded in persuading a large part of al-'Aziz's army

3
to join his own, forcing al-'Aziz to withdraw to Egypt.

Leaving Diya'-ad-DIn in Damascus, al-Afdal, together

with al-'Adil. pursued al-'Aziz, catching up with their
4

quarry at Bilbays. Al-Afdal favoured engaging the

enemy, but al-'Adil counselled, prudence. He argued

that giving battle would only weaken the army and

1) Mufarrij. vol. Ill, p. 42. Suluk, vol. I, pt. I,

p. 123. Nujum. vol. VI, p. 123.

2) Zaman, vol. XIV, fol. 201a. Mufarrij, vol. Ill,

p. 44. Nujum, vol. VI, p. 123. Rawdatayn, vol. II,

p. 229.

3) ICamil (b), vol. IX, pp. 23^-235. Rawdatayn, vol. II,

p. 230.

4) Mufarrij. vol. Ill, p. 52. Kamil (b), vol. IX,

p. 235. Rawdatayn, vol. II, p. 230.
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compromise the defence of the country. Some historians

believe that al-'Adil had an ulterior motive. 'Izz-ad-

Dxn b. al-Athxr states that, before al-Afdal and al-1 •

'Adil left Damascus, they agreed that after conquering

Egypt, Damascus would be handed over to al-'Adil. But

when al-'Adil later discovered the strength of the

force that al-Afdal had gathered around him, he feared

lest the promise remain unfulfilled. Al-'Adil therefore

objected to al-Afdal's demand for battle and insisted on

solving the conflict peacefully. Accordingly, at Bilbays,

al-'Adil sent a messenger to al-'Azxz asking him to

dispatch al-Qadx 1-Fadil to negotiate a truce. Al-Qadx

1-Fadil arrived and the two sides reached an agreement

by which al-Afdal agreed to withdraw to Damascus, and

al-'Adil for his part, chose to stay with al-'Azxz in

Cairo, where he was to have wide powers over the

2
admxnxstratxon of the country.

Al-Afdal arrived in Damascus on 1st Muharram 592/
_ —

6th December 1195• After his arrival he turned to

1) Mufarri.j, vol. Ill, pp. 51-52. Kamil (b), vol. IX,

p. 235. Nujum, vol. VI, p. 124.

2) Kamil (b), vol. IX, pp. 234-235. Mufarrij, vol. Ill,

pp. 53-54. Nujum, vol. VI, p. 124. Sululc, vol. I,

pt. I, pp. 128-129.

3) Rawdatayn, vol. II, p. 230.
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religion, neglecting his duties as ruler. Diya'-ad-DIn

for his part, continued to rule with a free hand, and so

alienated the leading men that they submitted many

complaints. On hearing of these, al-4Adil wrote to

al-Afdal asking him to dismiss Diya*-ad-Din, but once

again the request was dismissed. Al-4Adil therefore set

out to overthrow Diya'-ad-Din.^ He first asked al-4Aziz

to second his Egyptian army to his command in order to

achieve that aim, but later managed to persuade al-4Az!z
2

to accompany him personally on the march. When the

news of the expedition reached al-Afdal he asked his

amirs for their opinions. They advised him to submit

to the demands of his uncle and brother, but once again

Diya'-ad-DTn objected, and succeeded in persuading
3

al-Afdal to resist any pressure. When the Egyptian

army reached Damascus however, al-4Adil and al-4Azxz

approached some of al-Afdal1s amirs and persuaded them

to open the gates to them. As a result, al-4Adil and

al-'Aziz entered the city meeting only sporadic

1) Zaman, vol. XIV, fol. 202a. Rawdatayn, vol. II,

p. 230. Suluk, vol. I, pt. I, pp. 118-119, 129.

Mufarrij , vol. Ill, pp. 55-56. Nu.jum, vol. VI,

p. 125.

2) Mufarrij, vol. Ill, pp. 57-58.

3) Ibid., p. 59. Rawdatayn, vol. II, P. 230. Zaman,
vol. XIV, fol. 202a.
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resistance, and al-Afdal accordingly surrendered his

capital. The victorious leaders forced him to leave

Damascus for Sarkhad, a small fief which they set aside

for him."1"

Al-Afdal's friendship for his wazir was so loyal

that even in such desperate straits he never failed to

give Diya'-ad-DIn the necessary protection. When al-

4Adil and al-'Aziz occupied Damascus al-Afdal arranged

for Diya'-ad-DIn to be smuggled out of the capital by
2

night, hidden in one of al-Afdal1s trunks. Some sources

attribute this deed to al-Afdal's chamberlain Mahasin b.
• •

3
'Ajam, which would imply that al-Afdal was probably the

one who had ordered it, Mahasin being left to supervise

it. Ibn-ash-Sha44ar, on the other hand, states that

1) Kamil (B), vol. IX, pp. 235-236. Zaman, vol. XIV,

fol. 202a. Rawdatayn, vol. II, pp. 230-231. Suluk,

vol. I, pt. I, pp. 134-135. Mufarri.j, vol. Ill,

pp. 62-64.

2) Zaman, vol. XIV, fol. 202a, 202b. Rawdatayn, vol.

II, p. 231. Mufarri.j, vol. Ill, pp. 64-65.

Masalik, VIII, p. 2. Nu.j urn, vol. VI, p. 125.

3) Wafayat. vol. V, p. 390. Wafl. vol. XXVII, fol. l4b.

Mir* at, vol. II, fol. 225a.
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Diya'-ad-DIn was smuggled out by al-'Adil."*" It seems

that here the name al-'Adil is a copyist's error

substituted for the name al-Afdal, for the generally

accepted reason given for the action is that it was to

save Diya'-ad-DIn from falling into the hands of either

al-'Adil, or the common people of Damascus, who were

waiting for his appearance in order to exact their
2 -

revenge. Al-'Adil's efforts to arrest Diya'-ad-Dxn are

demonstrated in the following possibly apocryphal account

attributed to Ibn-Khallikan: When al-Afdal surrendered

the castle of Damascus to al-'Adil, the latter searched

for Diya'-ad-DIn but could not find him. When the

removal of al-Afdal's possessions from the castle began,

al-'Adil, fearing that Diya'-ad-DIn might be hidden in

one of the trunks, sat down on one of them and asked for

all the others to be opened before him. When the search

was completed, al-'Adil, frustrated by his failure, flew

into a rage and then left without looking into the one

he had been sitting on, which, according to the report,

1) *Uqud. vol. IX, fol. 27a.

2) Ibid. , and Wafayat, vol. V, p. 390. WafI, vol.

XXVII, fol. l4b. Siyar. vol. XIII, fol. 236b.

Mufarri.j. vol. Ill, p. 64. Suluk, vol. I, pt. I,

p. 135. Rawdatayn, vol. II, p. 231.
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was the hiding place of Diya'-ad-DIn.^
After his escape from Damascus Diya'-ad-Din left

for Mosul, taking with him a large fortune which he had

2
amassed while xn office.

Concerning the accusations made against Diya'-ad-

Din while he was in power, one should always be mindful

of the fact that most of the information we have about

him was first recorded by 4Imad-ad-Din al-Isfahani and

3 -
then quoted by other scholars and that 4Imad-ad-Din

himself was adversely affected by Diya*-ad-Din *s policies.

According to 4Imad-ad-Din, Diya*-ad-Din at first per¬

suaded al-Afdal to dismiss 4Imad-ad-Din and later when

al-4Adil and al-4Aziz besieged Damascus, Diya'-ad-Din
4

confiscated 4Imad-ad-Din's houses and fortune.

Ibn-Wasil, who very much relied on 4Imad-ad-Din's

account disagreed with him about the cause which led to

1) The attribution of this account to Ibn-Khallikan is

by his son. See Wafayat. vol. V, p. 390, f.n.2.

2) Zaman, vol. XIV, fol. 202a, 202b. Rawdatayn, vol. II,

p. 231. Mufarri.j. vol. Ill, p. 65. Suluk. vol. I,

pt. I, p. 135- Nu.jum, vol. VI, p. 125.

3) See for instance, Rawdatayn, vol. II, pp. 228-231.

Mufarrij, vol. Ill, pp. 13-14, 38-40, 42, 56, 59>

6l, 64-65. Nu.jum, vol. VI, pp. 120-125.

4) Mufarri.j , vol. Ill, pp. 10-11, 13-14, 61-62.
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the occupation of Damascus by al-'Adil and al-1Aziz.

4Imad-ad-Dxn states that their aims' were "to remove

Diya'-ad-Din from office, to expel him from the country

and to rectify the corrupt situation.Ibn-Wasil, who

lived in a later period, suggested that 4Imad-ad-Dxn

might have said this, fearing to incur al-4Adil's wrath

if he were to mention the real cause. Ibn-Wasil believed

that the cause lay in al-4Adil's desire to rule Damascus,

a desire which arose from his discovery of al-Afdal's

weakness at the time when he marched to support him.

Al-4Adil patiently awaited his opportunity, which finally

came at the end of 591/1195 when he succeeded in solving

the conflict between al-Afdal and al-4Azxz peacefully.

By doing so, al-4Adil saved al-'Azxz from defeat, and as

has already been mentioned, he remained in Egypt where

al-4Aziz gave him extensive powers in the administration

of his country. Ibn-Wasil states that during al-4Adil's

stay in Egypt he made a secret pact with al-4Aziz, by

which they would take Damascus from al-Afdal and give

him a small district instead. Al-4Adil accordingly

would rule Damascus as al-4AzIz,s deputy, the latter

holding the status of supreme Sultan in all the Ayyubid

dominions

1) Quoted by Ibn-Wasil, see Mufarrij, vol. Ill, p. 56.

2) Mufarrij, vol. Ill, pp. 56-57. See also Kamil (B),
vol. IX, pp. 235-236. Suluk, vol. I, pt. I, p. 135.
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'Izz-ad-Din b. al-Athlr, who on frequent occasions

speaks about his father and elder brother Majd-ad-DIn,

makes no mention of Diya'-ad-Din in spite of the

important posts he occupied; and this is all the more

remarkable, since 'Izz-ad-DIn writes of al-Afdal with7 0

great affection.^"
1Izz-ad-DIn sees the cause of conflict between al-

Afdal and al-'Aziz as stemming from the resentment of

some of the amirs who had been expelled by the former,

and his misplaced confidence in al-'Adil, who sought to

take advantage of the mutual hostility of the two

2
brothers.

1Izz-ad-Din•s complete silence about Diya*-ad-DIn's

role is difficult to understand. Adh-Dhahabl states

that there was a complete break-down in relations

1) Bahir, pp. 78, 114-115, 118, 147-149, 154-155, 185-

187, 190-191, 195. Kamil (T), vol. XI, pp. 204,

234-235, vol. XII, p. 190. Kamil (B), vol. IX,

pp. 231, 234, 235-236, 243-244, 302, 356-357.

D.S. Margoliouth, "On the 'Royal Correspondence*

of Diya'-Eddin Eljazari", flctes Du Dixieme Congres

International Pes Orientalistes. Session De Geneve,

1894, (Leiden, I897), Section III, pp. 11-12.

2) Kamil (b), vol. IX, pp. 231, 234-236.
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between the two brothers, without indicating the cause."''
It is therefore difficult to decide which one of them

was responsible for it. The date of their estrangement

has not been recorded, but if it came after Diya'-ad-

Din's assumption of the wizara, one might suggest that

it may well have occurred in some degree as a result of

Diya'-ad-Dxn's much criticised conduct.

However, 4Izz-ad-Dxn's silence might be taken as

tacit agreement with other historians who criticised

Diya'-ad-Din•s policy. Omission in recording the faults

of a member of his family would have been the natural

course of action for 'Izz-ad-Dxn, who was probably

prepared to put family honour above any personal grudge

held against his brother.

It is not recorded how Diya'-ad-Din spent his time

in Mosul. But it seems that he devoted most of it to

studying and indeed it is evident that in 593/1196 he

attended some of the lectures given by his brother
2

Majd-ad-DIn. Diya'-ad-Din might have been employed in

1) Muhammad b. Ahmad adh-Dhahabx, al-4Ibar fx Khabar

man Ghabar, vol. V, ed. Salah-ad-Dxn al-Munajjid,

(Kuwait, 1966), p. 156. Siyar, vol. XIII, fol. 237a.

Wafx, vol. XXVII, fol. 14a, 4Abd-al-Hayy b. al-4Imad

al-Hanbalx, Shadharat adh-Dhahab fx Akhbar man Dhahab.

(Cairo, 1351, A.H.), vol. V, p. 188.

2) Jami4, vol. I, fol. 303 a.
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the court of the atabeg Nur-ad-Din I, because among his

published letters there are two which he wrote on behalf

of the above atabeg in this period.^
On 20 Muharram 595/22 November 1198 al-'Aziz died.

His infant son al-Mansur succeeded him but because of

his youth, the leading men of Egypt decided to ask

al-Afdal to be regent. Al-Afdal accepted the offer

and accordingly arrived in Cairo on 7 Rabx* al-Awwal 595/
2

7 January 1199* DiyS.'-ad-DXn saw in this development

promise of advancement, and accordingly sent a letter of

congratulation to al-Afdal dated 595/ll99> and then
3

joined him outside Damascus before the end of the year.

Al-Afdal had been trying to capture Damascus from al-

'Adil but when his efforts failed he withdrew to Egypt

accompanied by Diya'-ad-Dxn. Al-'Adil pursued them as

far as Egypt, where he crushed al-Afdal's army and

besieged him in Cairo. Al-Afdal realizing that he could

not defend the city, surrendered it in exchange for Hani,

1) Rasa'il. pp. 128-129. Mathal, vol. Ill, p. 116.

2) Kamil (B), vol. IX, pp. 243-244. Rawdatayn, vol. II,

pp. 234-235. Mufarri.j. vol. Ill, pp. 89-91.

3) Mathal, vol. I, p. 367. Rasa* il. pp. 290-292.

Mufarri.j, vol. Ill, pp. 59, 112.
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Mayyafariqxn, Jabal Jur and Sumaysat. He finally left

Cairo on 18 Rabi' al-Akhir 596/6 February 1200, heading

for his former residence, Sarkhad.^"
Diya'-ad-Dxn on the other hand, fearing reprisal

from al-'Adil and certain other enemies, did not accompany

al-Afdal but secretly fled from the city. He described

his flight and the circumstances which led to it in a

letter to a friend of his, but only part of this letter

2
has come down to us. It xs not reported where Diya'-ad-

Dxn took refuge after his flight from Cairo. Most

sources merely mention that he was separated from al-

Afdal until the latter acquired Sumaysat (in 598/1201)
3

and then he rejoined hxm there.

The already strained relations between al-Afdal

and al-'3.dil became even worse when it was reported to

the latter in 598/1201 that al-Afdal was planning to

recover some of his lost dominions. As a result of

this, al-'Adil ordered the seizure of Ra's al-'Ayn,

Sartij and Qal'at Najm from al-Afdal and confined his

1) Kamil (B), vol. IX, p. 249. Rawdatayn, vol. II,

pp. 236-237. Mufarrij, vol. Ill, pp. 108-110.

2) Wafayat. vol. V, pp. 390-391. Mir'at, vol. II,

fol. 225a. Mufarrij, vol. Ill, p. 112.

3) Wafavat. vol. V, pp. 390-391. Wafx. vol. XXVII,

fol. 15a. Siyar, vol. XIII, fol. 236b. Shadharat.

vol. v, p. 188.
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authority to the city of Sumaysat. Al-Afdal replied

by first omitting the name of al-'Adil from his Friday

prayer, and later by requesting the Seljuk Sultan of

Rum, Rukn-ad-Din Sulayman, to be his suzerain. When

the latter accepted, al-Afdal recognised the Seljuk

dominion in 600/1203.^" Diya'-ad-Dxn states that he

visited the country of Rum in the above mentioned year,

but does not indicate whether his visit was merely

personal or whether he came in an official capacity
2

to the Seljuk Sultan.

Diya'-ad-Din's life in Sumaysat was not a happy one.

Not only did he suffer from the decline in his power but

3
also from a lack of income and occasional bad health.

His relations with al-Afdal and the latter1s courtiers

4
seem to have cooled. It is not therefore surprising

that he later asked al-Afdal for permission to leave for

Mosul. When this was granted, Diya'-ad-DIn left Sumaysat

on DhG 1-Qa'da 607/began 16 April 1211 for Aleppo and

1) Kamil (B), vol. IX, p. 260. Mufarrij. vol. Ill,

pp. 150, 152. Suluk, vol. I, pt. I, pp. l6l-l62.

2) Washy, pp. 7I-72. Mathal, vol. Ill, pp. 79, 133.

3) Rasa'il. pp. 308, 323-324, 335-337. Mathal. vol.

Ill, pp. 81-82.

4) Rasa'il, pp. 240-242. Diya', pp. 47-48.
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not Mosul, as he had pretended.

Among Diya'-ad-Dxn*s collection of letters there is

one undated and addressed to the ruler of Aleppo, az-

Zahir, which seems to have been written at this period.

In it Diya'-ad-Dxn complains about his present inactivity
and requests az-Zahir to help him to overcome his reversal

2
of fortune. It is reported that Diya'-ad-Dxn worked for

az-Zahir, but that the latter appeared to have been un¬

willing to keep such an argumentative person in his

3
court. When Diya'-ad-Dxn realized this, he angrily

4
left Aleppo for SinjUr and then for Mosul. It is not

stated whether Diya'-ad-Dxn held an official post in

Mosul at this time or not, but in his collection of

letters there are three which he wrote during this

period on behalf of the local atabeg.^

1) *Uqud, vol. IX, fol. 27a. Wafayat, vol. V, p. 391.

Siyar, vol. XIII, fol. 236b.

2) Rasa'il. pp. 335-337.

3) *Uqud, vol. IX, fol. 27a. Wafayat, vol. V, p. 391.

Vfafi. vol. XXVII, fols. l4b, 15a. Mir* at. vol. II,

fol. 225a. 'Ibar. vol. V, p. 156. Rasa'il. pp. 201,

235. Diya', p. 45.

4) 'Uqud, vol. IX, fol. 27a. Wafayat, vol. V, p. 391.

5) Rasa' il. pp. 197, 242, 257. Mathal, vol. I, pp. 179-

180.
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On Rabi' al-Awwal 6ll/began 11 July 1214 Diya'-ad-

Din moved to Irbil, where he remained for a while before

moving on to Sinjar. The date of his arrival in this

city is not mentioned in any of the available sources;

but it is evident that Diya'-ad-Din was in Sinjar in

Ramadan 613/began 12 December 1216. This date appears

on a manuscript copied by an unknown hand of al-Washy al¬

iiarq um by Diya'-ad-DIn. At the end of this manuscript it

is recorded that it had been copied from the manuscript

which had been read to the author in Sinjar on the above
2

mentioned date.

According to Ibn-ash-Sha44ar, Diya'-ad-Din remained

in Sinjar until 618/1221, when the amir, Badr-ad-DIn Lu'lu',

invited him to Mosul to be his head secretary in the

chancellery (dlwan al-insha'). Diya'-ad-Din accepted

the invitation and moved to Mosul where he took up

residence in the hospice (ribat) established by his

brother Majd-ad-Dln. He enjoyed a good income from the

1) Wafayat, vol. V, pp. 391> 396. Diya* , p. 49.

'Uqud, vol. IX, fol. 27a.

2) This manuscript is in Istanbul, 'Asir Efendi III,

no. 333• See 0. Rescher "Kutubhane-i-FeizIje

(in der Nahe der Fatih-Moschee) Und 4Asir Efendi I

II III (Nachtrag)." Z-D.M.G. vol. LXVIII (1914),

PP. 389-390.
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salary which had been arranged by Lu'lu'

The date of his arrival in Mosul which appears in

the above account and also in a less detailed account by

2
Ibn-Khallikan, is arguable. In Diya'-ad-DIn's collection

of letters there are two which he wrote on behalf of

Lu'lu' about events which had taken place on 27 Muharram

6l6/l4 April 1219, and 17 Rabl* al-Akhir 617/21 June 1220.

Both a statement at the beginning of the first letter and

the succession of events which followed after the dispatch

of the second, do not allow for the possibility that the

3
two letters might have been written at a later date.

1) *Uqud. vol. IX, fols. 27a, 27b.

2) Wafayat, vol. V, p. 391.

3) The first letter was written to the Caliph in Baghdad

to inform him about the defeat inflicted by the army

of Mosul upon 'Imad-ad-DIn Zanki at the fortress of

4Aqr. The letter begins with a statement indicating

that it was written immediately after the battle.

See Rasa'il, p. 60. Kamil (B), vol. IX, p. 321.

Mufarri.j, vol. IV, p. 24.

The second letter was written to al-Malik al-Ashraf

to inform him about the arrest of the Kurdish leader,

'Imad-ad-DTn b. al-Mashtub, by Lu'lu'. Diya*-ad-Dln

in this letter indicates that Lu'lu' was waiting for

the arrival of al-Ashraf in Mosul. Historical sources

however, record that this expected arrival took place

on 19 Jumada 1-Ula 617/22 July 1220. See Kamil (B),

vol. IX, p. 324. Mufarri.j, vol. IV, pp. 72-75*
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One might suggest that Diya'-ad-Din probably wrote the

two letters while he was on visits to Mosul, but as

there is no record of any such visit, it is more probable

that Diya'-ad-Din *s appointment by Lu'lu' took place as

early as the beginning of 6l6/l219.

At the time of Diya'-ad-Din1s attachment to Lu'lu'

the latter was acting as a regent for the minor ruler

Nasir-ad-Din Mahmud. For this reason Diya'-ad-Din,

while nominally for Lu'lu', was actually working for the

official ruler.1 After the death of Nasir-ad-Din in

619/1222 (or according to other sources, not until 631/

1233)» Lu'lu' seized power and thereby ended the rule
-

2 _

of the house of Zanki in Mosul. Diya'-ad-Din's position

was not affected in any way by this change.

Besides being employed in the chancellery, Diya'-

ad-Din was chosen by Lu'lu', on various occasions, to

3
carry messages to successive caliphs in Baghdad. In

1) Vafayat, vol. V, p. 391. Shadharat. vol. V, p. 188.

2) Mufarri.j, vol. IV, pp. 20-22, 25, 114-115. Tara.jim.

p. 114. Wafayat. vol. I, pp. 193-194. Bidaya. vol.

XIII, p. 214. K.V. Zetterseen "Lu'lu'", E.I.1.
(Leiden, 1936), vol. III. Shadharat, vol. V, p. 143.

3) 'Uqud, vol. IX, fols. 27b, 40b, 42a, 42b.

Wafayat, vol. V, p. 396. Rasa'il. p. 186.

Mufarrij, vol. IV, pp. 198-201.
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addition to his official position, Diya'-ad-Din occupied

himself with writing and teaching. It is reported that

he wrote most of his works in Mosul during these years,

and taught some of them, together with some of the

works of his brother, Majd-ad-Dxn, to a number of

students both in Mosul and in Baghdad whenever he went

there on a visit.^ Among the scholars who attended

Diya'-ad-Dxn1s lectures were Ibn-ash-Sha''ar, Ibn-as-Sa'x
2

and Ibn-as-Sabuni. Ibn-Khallikan, however, states that

he travelled more than ten times from Irbil to Mosul with

the aim of attending DiyS'-ad-Dxn1s lectures, but he

3
never succeeded in meeting him. With the advent of old

age, Diya'-ad-DIn felt the burden of his years. In a

number of his letters he complains of old age and of his

hair turning white. In one of these letters he further

complains of physical weakness which forced him to rely
4

on a stick in order to walk.

1) *Uqud. vol. IX, fols. 27b, 29b, 42a, 42b. Jami *,

vol. I, fol. 306b. Sivar. vol. XIII, fols. 236b,

237a. *Unwan. vol. IX, p. 300. Kabxr. intro.

pp. 28-29. Diya', p. 50.

2) 'Uqud, vol. IX, fols. 29b, 30a. *Unwan. vol. IX,

PP. 299-301. Kabxr. intro. pp. 28-29.

3) Wafayat, vol. V, p. 391.

*0 Rasa*il. pp. 121-123, 255-256. Wafayat, vol. V, p.

394.
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In 637/1239 Lu' lu' sent Diya' —ad—Din as a messenger

to the Caliph in Baghdad. Diya' -ad-Din became ill and

according to his contemporaries, Ibn-an-Najjar and

Ibn-ash-Sha4' ar, died there on Monday 29 Rabi' al-Akhir

637/28 November 1239*"^ Ibn-al-Mustawfi on the other

hand, indicates that piya' -ad-Din died on one of the

two Jumadas 637/between 29 November 1239 and 26 January
21240. Ibn-Khallikan who records both varying reports

regarded the first as the correct one. He based his

judgment on his belief that Ibn-an-Naj j"ar was the most

informed person about the matter, for he was a native

of Baghdad who had written a chronicle of his city and

would certainly have known all the details of piya' -ad-
3

Din's death. Although Ibn-al-Mustawfi was a contemporary

too, his version is further weakened by his uncertainty,

indicating neither the date nor the day, and appearing

to be uncertain even about the month. In addition to

this, Ibn-an-Naj j"ar and Ibn-ash-Sha* 'ar' s version is

1) See ¥afayat. vol. V, p. 396. 'Uqtid. vol. IX, fol.

30a.

2) Quoted by Ibn-Khallikan, see Wafayat. vol. V, p.

396.

3) Ibid.
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supported by a greater number of scholars"'" than those

2
who would support Ibn-al-Mustawfl.

The funeral prayer of Diya' -ad-Dxn was performed the

day after his death in the mosque of the Caliph's palace,

an honour granted only to important persons. He was

buried in Baghdad in the cemetery of Quraysh, now called

al-Kazimiyya, the exact location of his tomb reportedly

being on the western side of the court, in the mausoleum

3
of the Imam Musa b. Ja'far.

Diya' -ad-Din had a son called Sharaf-ad-Din Muhammad.

He was born in Mosul on Ramadan 585/began 13 October 1189,

1) See for instance, Siyar. vol. XIII, fol. 237a,

4Ibar. vol. V, p. 156, Bughya, vol. II, p. 315>

Shadharat, vol. V, p. 188, Nu.jtxm, vol. VI, p. 318.

Ahmad b. Mustafa Tash Kubrx Zada, Miftah as-Sa'lda,• • • • 7 • 7

vol. I, eds. Muhammad K. Bakri and 4Abd-al-Wahhab

Abu-n-Nur, (Cairo, 1968), p. 222.

2) See Takmila, vol. II, fol. 23^a, 4Abd-ar-Rahxm

al-Asnawx, Tabaqat ash-Shafi4iyya, ed. 4Abd-Allah

al-Juburx, vol. I, (Baghdad, 1970), p. 133.

Sa'ada, vol. I, p. 222.

3) Vafayat. vol. V, p. 396. 4Uqhd, vol. IX, fol. 30a.

Qutb-ad-Dxn al-Yunxhi, Dhayl Mir' at az-Zaman, vol.

I, (Hyderabad, 195*0» P« 65. Kabxr, intro. p. 27.
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and died on 2 Jumada 1 -Ula 622/12 May 1225."'" Sharaf-

ad-Din, like his father and other members of the family,

attended some of the lectures given by his uncle Majd-
2

ad-Dln. He is reported to have written a number of

works, but it seems that most of them merely take the

form of collections. Ibn-Khallikan states that he saw

the collection which Sharaf-ad-Dln prepared for al-Malik

al-Ashraf. It contains some of Sharaf-ad-Dln's own

compositions both in prose and poetry as well as some

3
of his father's letters. Ibn-Fadl-Allah al-'Umari

noted the titles of two other works which he attributes

to Sharaf-ad-Din, Ghurrat as-Sabah fl Awsaf al-Istibah7 • • • • •••

and al-Anwar fl Na*t al-Fawakih wa-th-Thimar. Salah-

1) Wafayat. vol. V, p. 397- Rasa' il. p. 260.

Masalik, vol. VIII, p. 50.

2) Jami'. vol. I, fols. 303b, 305b.

3) Vafayat, vol. V, p. 397.

4) See Masalik, vol. VIII, p. 50. Kabxr, intro. p. 9.

Some writers record the second work as: Nuzhat al-

Absar fl Na't al-Fawakih wa-th-Thimar. See 'Umar

Rida Kahhlla, Mu'.jam al-Mu' alii fin, 15 vols.,

(Damascus, 1957-196l), vol. XII, p. 79. Isma'll

Basha 1-Baghdadl, Idah al-Maknun fl dh-Dhayl 'ala

Kashf az-Zunun, vol. II, (Istanbul, 1947), col. 634.

Khayr-ad-Din az-Zirikll, al-A41am, vol. VII,

(Beirut, 1969), p. 347.
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ad-DIn as-Safadl, on the other hand, attributes the• « 7 7

Ghurrat as-Sabah to Diva' -ad-Din himself,"'' but the• • • • J 7

fact remains that this work belongs neither to Diya' -ad-

Din nor to Sharaf-ad-Din, but to an unnamed friend of

the former. This friend requested Diya' -ad-Din to

dictate a letter to him which he might use as an

introduction to his own work entitled the Ghurrat as-

Sabah fi Awsaf al-Istibah. This introduction, together

with the circumstances of its composition, is found

2
among the collection of Diya' -ad-Din's letters.

His Character

One of Diya' -ad-Din's students, al-Mubarak b. ash-

Sha4 4ar, has given us a description of his aged teacher,

dealing with both his physical and mental characteristics.

According to him, Diya' -ad-Din was a tall, handsome grey-

haired maui. He wore good clean garments and possessed

3
that presence which is peculiar to people of authority.

1) Vfafi. vol. XXVII, fol. 15a.

2) Rasa' il. pp. 245-247.

3) 4 Uqud, vol. IX, fols. 27b, 2 9b. See also Zakariyya

b. Muhammad al-QazwInl, Athar al-Bilad wa-Akhbar al-

4 lbad, (Beirut, i960), p. 352.
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His treatment of" other people, on the other hand, is

strongly criticised, not only by Ibn-ash-Sha''ar, but

by most of those who wrote about him. Ibn-ash-Sha''ar

in particular states that Diya' -ad-Din was an arrogant,

ill-tempered person, who showed little respect for other

people. It was his custom to confront all those who

addressed him aggressively, be they even king or sultan,

and to denigrate the qualities of others. Diya' -ad-Din's

attitude towards al-Qadi l-Fadil was singled out as an

example of this unbridled arrogance. As has been

mentioned above, it was through the good graces of

al-Q"5.di l-Fadil that Diya' -ad-Din was introduced to

Sarah-ad-Din and he himself commanded respect both for

his statesmanship and literary ability, but whenever

Diya' -ad-Din refers to al-Qadi l-Fadil, he does not use

the more common honorific title by which he is generally

known, but gives only his proper name, an act which can

only be regarded as studied insult.^" Among Diya' -ad-Din's

published letters, there is one which was sent to Mu'in-

ad-Din b. Sukayna in reply to a letter praising Diya' -ad-

Din's ability as a stylist, and ranking him in merit with

l) 4 Uqud. vol. IX, fols. 27a, 27b, 29a, 29b. Wafi.

vol. XXVII, fols. l4b, 15a. Masalik, vol. VIII,

p. 3. Mathal, vol. I, pp. 65, 66, 67, vol. II,

p. 37^-. Washy;, p. 10.
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al-Qadi 1-Fadil. Diya' -ad-Dln was angered by this

intended praise, for he felt it seriously understated

his own value, which he felt surpassed by far that of

al-Qadi 1-Fadil.This arrogance and churlishness in

dealing with others contributed to his political failure,

and in times of adversity he had no lack of enemies

seeking to revenge themselves for his gross lack of

manners and common courtesy, so that his flight from

Damascus had to be effected by means of concealment in

2
a trunk in order to preserve his life. This insensitivity

was perhaps the reason behind Ibn-Khallikan's failure to

meet him, for as has been mentioned above, the latter

had travelled more than ten times from Irbll to Mosul in

order to meet him, each time returning without the

3
requested interview. His overbearing character no doubt

was in part responsible for the rupture in relations

k
between himself and his brother 4Izz-ad-Din.

The accuracy of the reports of his arrogance is all

too apparent when one observes the disdain with which he

1) Rasa' il, pp. 311-31^.

2) 4 Uqud, vol. XX, fol. 27a. Wafayat. vol. V, p. 390.

Wafi. vol. XXVII, fol. l4b.

3) See Vafayat, vol. V, p. 391.

4) See Wafi. vol. XXVII, fol. l4b. Siyar. vol. XIII,

P. 473.
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regards others in his works.^ Quoting a statement

attributed to Abu-l-'Ara' al-Ma'arri, in which the latter

asserts that no one word in al-Mutanabbx's poetry can be

replaced with a perfect synonym and yet have the same

effect or elegance, Diya' -ad-Din comments that Abu-1-'Ala'
2

was not only physically blind but was also a bigot. Even

Ibn-Sina does not escape the vicious pen of our author,

for upon reading some observations by him on Greek poetry,

he is dismissed as an ignoramus who was dealing with

matters which, no matter how valuable they might be for

the Greeks, served no purpose whatsoever for the study of

3
Arabic composition. Among others who suffered from the

haughty and high-handed critical evaluation of Diya' -ad-

Din were Ibn-Jinnl, Ibn-ad-Dahhan, al-Ghazali and al-

Ghaniml. . Diya' -ad-Din was sometimes able to overcome

his arrogance even to the extent of indulging in what

among others would pass for normal behaviour. Ibn-ash-

Sha*'ar concedes that he occasionally would ask Diya' -ad-

1) See for instance, Rasa1 il. pp. 311-314, 330-331.

Mathal, vol. I, pp. 286-287, 367, vol. XI, pp. 4-5,

249.

2) Mathal, vol. I, p. 4ll.

3) Ibid., vol. II, pp. 5-6*

4) See Mathal, vol. I, pp. 347-348, vol. II, pp. 84,

88, 94, 249. 1stidrak, pp. 1, 13-14.
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DTin some questions about either the meaning of a line of

poetry or the date of the death of one of the eminent

men, and would receive from him a perfect answer, delivered

without anger or contempt. On a few occasions he went as

far as to request Ibn-ash-Sha''ar's opinion, and to enquire

about the latter's work, and on receiving an answer even

to show his appreciation.^
In matters of religion and spiritual life, one knows

little about him, save that he was a Shafi'ite and studied

the Qur' an and the traditions, and later taught the Jami'
2

al-Ustil fi AhCadlth ar-Rasul to his students. We know
• •

however, that he was not a religious zealot, for he

permitted himself to write letters on behalf of some of

his friends in which he speaks favourably of wine and

3
young boys. This aesthetic appreciation is echoed in

if.
his poetry. In his letters he uses expressions which

5
a devout Muslim would certainly not dare to utter. As

1) 'UqM. vol. IX, fol. 2 9b.

2) See Ibid., fol. 26b. Tabaqat, vol. I, p. 133•

Jami*. vol. I, fol. 306b.

3) Rasa' il. pp. 116-117, 162-164, 168, 219-225, 245-

248. Kabir, p. 94.

4) See Wafayat. vol. V, p. 396. Maslilik, vol. VIII,

p. 31. Mathal, vol. I, p. 386.

5) See for instance, Rasa' il, p. 163» 186, 187-

Mir' at, vol. II, fol. 225b.
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far as his honesty is concerned, he stands accused of

embezzling three years' revenue of Damascus and its

surroundings.

l) Mufarrij, vol. Ill, p. 65. Zaman, vol. XIV, fols.

202a, 202b. However, this accusation is questionable,

mainly because it was firstly reported by 4Imad-ad-

Din al-Isfahani who was adversely affected by Diya' -

ad-Din's policy, and partly because one finds it

difficult to accept that Diya' -ad-Din, who left the

city smuggled in a trunk, would be able to take such

a fortune out of the city.
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CHAPTBR II

THE WORKS OF DIYA' -AD-DIN

The works attributed to Diya' -ad-Din are numerous,

but may be divided into two major groupings based on

the authenticity of the attribution. The first grouping

(i) consists of those works of which his authorship is

well established or probable, the second grouping (il)

consisting of works of which the attribution is false.

The first of these groupings can be subdivided into three

groups:

IA. Works which take the form of collections of

poetry, tradition and proverbs.

IB. Epistolographic works.

IC. Works devoted mainly to rhetoric and criticism.

The first group consists of the following:

IA 1. Mu' ni s al -Wahda

Brockelmann and some other modern scholars attribute

this work to Diya' -ad-Dln, in spite of the fact that it
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does not appear among his works in the classic sources."

But it should be borne in mind that these classic

sources do not name all the works Diya' -ad-Dln wrote,

but only those considered to be the most important.

The name of the author appears twice on the first

folio, which is written in a hand which differs from
2

that of the rest of the manuscript. The name is

recorded as Ibn-al-AthTr, and in the absence of any

mention of his other names, or any reference to his

other works, one must refrain from making a categorical

attribution to Diya' -ad-Dln.

In the first folio of the manuscript, there is a

statement couched in somewhat vague language, which

indicates that he (the author or more probably the

1) Carl Brockelmann, Geschichte Per Arabischen Litteratur,

5 vols., (Leiden, 1-11, 1943, 1949. Supp. I, II, III,

1937, 1938, 1942). Supp. I, p. 521. Ahmad Ahmad

BadawT, al-Hay"at al-'Aqliyya fl 4Asr al-Hurtxb as-

SalTbiyya bi-Misr wa-sh-Sha'm, (Cairo, n.d.), p. 2^9-

Idem, "Ibn-al-AthTr", ar-Risala, (June, 1949), issue

834, p. 1031. Muhammad A. al-Hamdan, Ban~u-l-Ath.Tr,

al-Furs'an ath-Thalatha, (Riyadh, 1974), p. 152.

Diya' , pp. 66-67. I.A., pp. 49-50.

2) Ibn-al-AthTr, Mu' nis al-Wahda, (KoprSlu, Ms. no.

1400), fol. la.
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copyist) started the "service of his honourable learned

master .... in obedience to the order of the amir Sarah-

ad-Din b " The surname of the amir is not clearly

written and is therefore liable to different reading.

"Tangiz" is the version adapted by Brockelmann"'" and
2

Zaghiul Sallam. The latter states that the catalogue

of Dar-al-Kutub in Cairo refers to this amir as one of

the amirs attached to Sal"ah-ad-Din al-Ayyubl. ZaghlTil

Sall"am does not agree with this, and in spite of his

doubt about the authenticity of the inscription, he

believes that this Tangiz was the Mameluke amir (d. 74l/

13 40) who ruled Syria on behalf of the Mameluke Sultan

3
al-Malik an-Nasir.

Even assuming that the statement in the manuscript

is genuine, Zaghlul Sallam strongly denies that piya' -ad-

Din could possibly be the author of the work. He suggests

instead that the manuscript probably belongs to 'Imad-ad-

Din Ismail b. al-Athlr (652/1254 - 699/1299) or to his

son Ahmad b. Isma'll (d. 737/1336).** ZaghlTil Sallam's

suggestion, however, is open to question, firstly because

he has confused the name of the amir Salah-ad-Din b.
—- • •

1) G.A.L. supp. I, p. 521.

2) piya' , p. 67, f.n. 1.

3) Ibid.

4) Ibid.
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(Tangiz) with, that of the amir Sayf-ad-Din Tangiz b.

'Abd-Allah al-Hus"am1, who did in fact rule Syria,"*" and

secondly because there is internal evidence in the

manuscript itself which clearly indicates that its

author must have lived in the sixth century A.H. While

wrriting about satire, the author discusses a number of

incidents in which it was used and then says:

"And from this kind (of stories connected

with satire) a poet in our present era lam¬

pooned one of the prominent men with well

written verses. The poet was imprisoned and

chastened. Then the wazir Abti-'All b. Sadaqa

(d. 522/1128), who was trying to persuade the

poet to refrain from composing lampoons, asked

him: 'What made you lampoon this man? Did you

ask him for gifts and you were refused, or did

you eulogize him and you were deprived of a

reward, or did you have a judicial proceeding

before him and the case was decided against

you?' The poet replied: 'None of these
2

happened.' "

This incident must have taken place sometime between

513/lH9> the year in which Abu-'All b. Sadaqa assumed

1)

2)

Compare Mu' nis, fol. la, with Nujhm, vol. IX,

PP. 327-328.

Mu' nis, fol. 4b.
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th.e wizara, and the year 522/1128 when he died while in

office."*" The poet was Hibat-Allah b. al-Fadl b. al-

Qattan, who died in 558 /ll62, the year in which Diya' -

ad-Din was born. The prominent man was Qadi 1-QucTa 'All

b. al-Husayn az-Zaynabl (d. 5^3 /ll48). In addition to

this, the author, towards the end of the manuscript,

quotes four verses by two poets and introduces them

saying: "The following short poems are taken from the
4

lampoons of the poets of our era." He then cites two

verses by Abu-Mansur al-Asb"agh.1 and two others by Abti-

Tammam ad-Dabbas. There is no reference to the former

poet in any of the standard sources available, but the

1) Kamil (B), vol. VIII, pp. 291, 313, 327.

2) Wafayat. vol. Ill, pp. 481-482, vol. VI,

PP. 57-58, 60-61.

3) Wafayat, vol. Ill, pp. 481-482, vol. VI, 57-58,

'Abd-ar-Rahman b. 'All b. al-Jawzl, al-Muntazam fl

Tarlkh al-Muluk wa-l-Umam, vol. X (n.p. n.d.

photographic reprint of Hyderabad, 1358 A.H.)

PPJ 135-136. Kamil (B), vol. VIII, p. 291.

4) Mu' nis, fol. 69a and 69b.
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latter is reported to have died in 524"*"/ll29. ^-s

therefore clear that the author of this manuscript must

have lived, wholly or partly, in the sixth century A.H.

But whether Mu' nis al-Wahda belongs to Ibn-al-Athir or

to a different author, one cannot be sure, nor can one

be sure to which of the three Ibn-al-Athlrs it belongs,

if one is to accept that it belongs to one of them.

However, it seems likely that Diya' -ad-Din was the

author of Mu' nis al-Wahda, mainly because the manuscript

bears the name Ibn-al-Athir, and Diya' -ad-Din was the

only one of the brothers who showed a great interest in

poetry, which is the subject of this work. Diya' -ad-

Din's character, which is strongly stamped on al-Mathal

as-Sa' ir as well as some other of his works, does not

emerge in the same way, in Mu' nis al-Wahda. Although

this might weaken the suggestion that the work belongs

to him, it may be explained by suggesting that Mu' nis

al-Wahda was, perhaps, one of the early works of Diya' -

ad-Din. In addition to this, the main purpose of this

work, as appears from both its title and contents, is

l) 'Imad-ad-Din al-Isfaharii, Kharidat al-Qasr wa-

Jaridat al-'Asr, Iraqi part, vol. II, ed. Muhammad

Bahjat al-Atharl, (Baghdad, 1964), pp. 330-332.

Muntazam, vol. X, pp. 16-19. Kamil (B), vol. VIII,

p. 332. Wafayat, vol. II, pp. 181-184. Irshhd,

vol. IV, pp. 88-89.
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to amuse the reader. With this as the main intention of

the book it would, perhaps, have been counterproductive

for the author to have interposed into it serious

discussion.

The title of the work appears three times in the

manuscript; twice on the title folio and the third time

in the introduction where the author states the title

which he had given it."*" Below the first title, it is

stated that the work contains panegyric, satire,
2

description and similes. The manuscript begins with

a very short introduction in which, after the invocation,

the author indicates that he collects in his work some

delightful poems and excellent stories. This is followed

3
by the first chapter which deals with satire. The

present manuscript contains only this chapter, and

although it is recorded at the end of the manuscript
4

that it has been completed, it is possible that even

some part of this chapter is missing; for just a few

lines before the end of the manuscript, the author states

that he is going to reproduce short poems (muqatta'at)

selected from the satirical poems of his own era, but

1) Mu' nis, fol. la and lb.

2) Ibid., fol. la.

3) Ibid., fol. lb.

4) Ibid.. fol. 69b.
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mentions only two such pieces.^ In addition to this,

the author, by referring to the chapter on satire as

chapter one, leads the reader to anticipate further

chapters. This expectation is strengthened by the

statement which indicates that the work contains,

besides satire, some poetry on other subjects. However,

it is quite probable on the other hand, that this

statement was written at a later date, and that the

person who wrote it did not mean to suggest that the

manuscript would include separate chapters on the other

subjects, but rather some references and a few quotations,
2

which in fact occur in the chapter on satire.

The chapter on satire is divided into the following

sub-chapters: satire in general, humorous satire, satire

against women, satire against men, and satire about short

people.

The author quotes poems by more than one hundred

poets from both the pre-Islamic and the Islamic periods

up to the sixth century A.H. However, the largest

number of verses are selected from the works of Ibn-ar-Rhml,

1) Mu' nis. fol. 69a, 69b.

2) See for instance, Mu' nis, fols. 6b, 7a, 15a, 15b

and 17a.

3) Mu' nis. fols. 21b, 37a, 53a-60b.
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1 2 3 4
Di'bil, al-Farazdaq, al-Akhtal, Abu-Nuwas, and

al-Hutay' a."'
Besides poems, there are quotations from prose.

6 7
These include sayings by Najah b. Salama, al-Jahiz,

8 9
Ibn-Sayyaba, and AbTi-sh-Shamaqmaq.

IA 2. A book consisting of selections from the poetry
mm

of Abti-Tammam, al-Buhturi, Dik-al-Jinn and

al-Mutanabbi.

Ibn-Khallikan states that this work is in one large

volume."^ This selection has not come down to us. It

is not possible, therefore, to know on what basis the

selection was made. Ibn-al-Mustawfl, who consulted the

1) Mu' nis, fols. 2b, 3a, 7b, 24b, 35b, 42b, 44b-52a.

2) Ibid.. fols. 25a, 27a, 27b, 31b, 32a, 38a-40a, 66a

3) Ibid.. fols. l6a, 17b, I8a-20b, 23b.

Ibid.. fols. 3b, 4a, 22a, 23b, 6lb, 67b.

5) Ibid., fols. lb, 2a, 3a, 3b, l6b-17b.

6) Ibid., fol. l4a.

7) Ibid., fol. 36a.

8) Ibid., fols. 44a, 65a.

9) Ibid., fols. 12b-13a.

10) Wafayat, vol. V, p. 392.
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work, cites two verses by Diya' -ad-Din in which the

latter praised his own understanding of poetry, as well

as his choice in the selection.^"

IA 3. A book consisting of selections from the Traditions.

It has already been mentioned above in the chapter

dealing with the life of piya' -ad-Din, that he selected

more than three thousand traditions which could be used

2
by writers in their writings. This selection too has

not come down to us.

IA 4. Al-Muntakhab min Kitab Jami4 al-Uslil.

There are at least two manuscript copies of this

work attributed to DiySi' -ad-Din. The first copy, which

bears the above title, is preserved in the Chester

Beatty Library in Dublin. It contains 157 folios, and

was copied by Muhammad b. 4 Abba,s al-Mawsill s-Sa4cTl in
O

Shawwal 636 /began 7 May 1239» about six months before

the death of Diya' -ad-Din. The second copy bears the

title "Mukhtasar Jarni4 al-Ustil fi Ahadith ar-Rastil" ,• • • 7

1) Vafayat, vol. V, p. 392. Mir' at, vol. II, fol. 225b.

2) Vashy, pp. 5-6. Mathal, vol. I, p. 191.

3) A.J. Arberry, The Chester Beatty Library, A Hand¬

list of the Arabic Manuscripts, (Dublin, 1964),

vol. VII, Ms. no. 5263.
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and is preserved in the Laleli Library of Istanbul.^" It

contains 159 folios and the name of the copyist is not

given. This work, however, is not recorded among the

works of Diya' -ad-Din in any of the available sources.

It is recorded, as has already been mentioned in the

section dealing with the life of Diy"a' -ad-Din, that he

studied the Jami4 al-Usul of his brother Majd-ad-Din,

and taught the work to a number of his students after

the latter's death. It is therefore possible, in view

of his familiarity with his brother's work, that Diya' -

ad-Din made the above mentioned selection from his

brother's Jami4 al-Usul.

IA 5. A book consisting of a selection of proverbs.

Diya' -ad-Din states that he selected a number of

proverbs from Ma.jma4 al-Amthai of al-Maydani. These

proverbs occupy only a few pages. The purpose of this

selection is to provide others with proverbs which they
2

could incorporate into their own works. This selection

too has not come down to us.

IA 6. His poetry

Besides being a stylist, Diya' -ad-Din tried his

1) Ms. no.637.

2) Mathal, vol. I, pp. 61-62.
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hand at poetry, but was unable to produce good verse.

The largest part of his poetical composition varies in

length between one and three verses, and is considered

to be quite without merit.^ His longest known poem

however, consists of eleven verses, and was addressed to

Mujahid-ad-Din Qayin&z. In this poem, he complains of

Majd-ad-Din's failure to fulfil his promise to deliver

gifts to him.^

IB. The second group of the works of Diya' -ad-Din

consists of the following:

_ 3
IB 1. A1-Washy al-Marqum fx Hall al-Manzum.

The exact date of the composition of this work is

not known but it is almost certain that it was written

sometime between 7 Rabi* al-Akhir 596/26 January 1200

1) ' 'Uqud, vol. IX, fol. 30b. Wafayat, vol. V, p. 396.

Wa.fi. vol. XXVII, fols. 15a, 15b. Masai ik.

vol. VIII, p. 31. Kablr. p. 95. Mathal, vol. I,

p. 386, vol. II, p. 259, vol. Ill, p. 246.

2) 1Uqud, vol. IX, fols. 30b-31a.

3) Edited by Ibrahim b. 4All 1-Ahdab (Beirut ? 1298/

l88o). The editor states that he based his edition

on a single old manuscript, but does not give the

date of copying. The work is badly printed and

contains no indices.
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and Ramadan 6l3^/began 12 December 1216. This work

consists of a short preface and introduction and the

main body of the work which is divided into three

sections. In the preface Diya' -ad-Din mentions the

title given to the work, and also describes the plan he

2
is going to follow. In the introduction Diya.' -ad-Dln

advises secretaries to acquire a considerable knowledge

of every science, and in particular to memorize the

Qur' an, a large number of Traditions and a good deal of

3
poetry. Diya' -ad-Dln objects to those who advise

secretaries to memorize a great deal of oratory and

epistles, mainly on the grounds that the|j should not

borrow phrases from either a writer or an orator. He

also objects to the borrowing of ideas from prose works

l) The first date is the date of the death of al-QacH

1-Fadil, on whom Diya' -ad-Dln in this work requested

God to have mercy, indicating that al-Qadl 1-Fadil

was already dead at the time of composition. The

second date refers to the month in which an old

manuscript of this work was read to the author

while he was in Sinj"ar. See 0. Rescher "Kutubhane-

i-Feizlje (in der Nahe der Fhtih-Moschee" und 4Asir

Efendi I, II, III (Nachtrag)", Z.D.M.G. vol. LXVIII

(1914), pp. 389-390.

2 ) Washy, p. 4.

3) Ibid., pp. 4-5.
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because of the danger of retaining some of the original

words in what is intended to be an original composition."'"
Explaining the reason behind his advice to memorize

poetry but not prose, Diya' -ad-DIn states that poetry

exists in greater quantity than prose, and to borrow

from this vast body of works allows the borrowing to

escape notice. In addition to this Diya' -ad-Din exhorts

the secretary to develop his own style, free from the
2

influence of other writers. DiyS.' -ad-Din pays a great

deal of attention to the importance of practice in

learning how to write, encouraging the secretary to

memorize what he prescribes for him, and then to

paraphrase it and incorporate it into his own writing.

Diya' -ad-Din warns him that he is likely to face a

number of difficulties, but if he keeps practising, he
3

will soon be able to write in a distinguished style.

The first section deals with paraphrasing of poetry.

This section is subdivided into three chapters:

1. The paraphrasing of poetry using the original

words.
4

1) Washy, pp. 6-7.

2) Ibid.

3) Ibid., pp. 7-8.

4) lb

I'
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2. The paraphrasing of poetry using only some of the

words of the original."*"
3. The paraphrasing of poetry using words other than

2
those of the original.

Diyh' -ad-Din regards the first as the least elevated

form of this art, and accordingly allows only the

beginner to practise it. But he does, however, enumerate

ten types of verses which can only be paraphrased in this

3
way. He considers the third method to be the best,

mainly because the writer depends on his own words and

partly because the reader does not discover the source

4
from which the writer draws hxs meaning.

The second part of the work discusses paraphrasing

of the Qur'an. Diya' -ad-Din here indicates that there

are two different ways in which this may be done:

1. The writer may take part of a verse and use it

either at the beginning or at the end of his

sentence, or,

52. he may take only the meaning of the verse.

1) Washy, p. 4o.

2) Ibid., P- 70.

3) Ibid., pp. 8, 11, 12-31

4) Ibid., PP. 70-71.

5) Ibid., pp. 85-86.
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The third part of the work deals with the Traditions.

Diya' -ad-Din states that Traditions should be paraphrased,

using the same method as for the Qur'an.^"
piya' -ad-Din provides his work with countless

examples from his own writing. He never quotes a single

example from the compositions of other writers. That

this work was intended as a text book for aspiring

secretaries is clear from the presentation of its ideas:

Diya' -ad-Din first cites the example and then goes over

it explaining from which verse or tradition he derived

the meaning and then moves to the second example, and

2
then the third and following examples likewise.

IB 2. Ar-Risala (al-Mukhtara'a) fi l-Ma'ini l-Mubtada'a.

piy^ -ad-Din states that he wrote a work entitled
3

ar-Risala fi 1-Ma*arii l-Mubtada'a. whereas his pupil

Ibn-ash-Sha* 4"ar gives the title with the additional word
4

"al-Mukhtara'a". As-Safadi and Ibn-Fadl-Allah al-'Umaii
• • •

5
refer to the work as Kifab al-Ma'ani l-Mubtada'a. On

1) Washy. pp. 99-100.

2) See for instance Washy, pp. 31> 41-42, 47-48, 50-51,

80, 86, 87, 88, 100, 102-104.

3) 1stidrak, p. 60.

4) 'Uqud, vol. IX, fol. 30a.

5) Wail. vol. XXVII, fol. 15a. Ma£alik, vol. VIII,

P. 3.
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the other hand, Ibn-Khallikan and some later scholars

who relied on him attribute to Diya' -ad-Din a work

entitled al-Ma'arii 1-Mukhtara'a fi Sina'at al-Insha' . ^
It seems likely that this is the same work. The phrase

fi Sina4at al-Insha' might have been added by Ibn-Khallikan

in order to explain the subject of the work and then the

copyist thought it was part of the title and, therefore,
2

annexed it to the title. It might also be the copyists

or even the authors who placed the word al-Mukhtara'a in

place of al-Mubtada4 a. As this work is unfortunately not

extant, it is not possible to elaborate on its contents.

The information which we have about it is limited to the

reference made by piya' -ad-Din in which he indicates

that he discussed, among other things, the comparison

between different manners of speech which deal with

3
different subjects, and to a remark made by Ibn-Khallikan

1) Vafayat. vol. V, p. 392. Mir* at, vol. II, fol. 225a.

Bughya, vol. II, p. 315. Mu' allifin, vol. XIII, p.

98. Hayat, pp. 248-249. piy"a' , p. 71. Tash Kubri

Zada and Hajji Khalifa attribute this work to

Muwaffaq-ad-Din al-Mada' irii, see Sa'ada, vol. I, p.

222. Kashf az-Zunun 4 an AsamI 1-Kutub wa-l-Funun,• • 7

eds. Serefettin Yaltkaya and Kilisli Rifat Bilge,

2 vols., (Istanbul ? 19^1, 19^3), vol. II, col. 1730.

2) A4lam, vol. VIII, p. 354.

3) Istidrak, p. 60.
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in which he states that the work has reached the utmost

degree in that subject."*"

IB 3. Al-Miftah al-Munsha' li-HacQqat al-Insha'.

This work, which is as yet unpublished, is attributed

to Diya*-ad-Din although it does not appear among his
2

works in any of the early sources.

The manuscript used for this thesis was copied by

the scholar al-Hasan al-Burxrix (d. 1024/l6l5). There

is no mention of the date of its copying, but it is

likely that the date was recorded at the end of the work

from which a number of pages are missing. The title of

l) Wafayat, vol. V, p. 392,

Z) There are in existence three copies of this manuscript

in Dar al-Kutub of Egypt. They are: Adab, Tal'at

no. 4908, Adab, no. 4934, and Adab, Taymur no. 847.

See also G.A.L. supp. I, p. 521. Hayat, p. 249.

piya' , p. 71. Wizarat ath-Thaqafa wa-l-Irshad

al-Qawmx (of Egypt). Turath al-Insaniyya. vol. II,

(Cairo, n.d.), p. 105. 1.A. p. 50.

3) Dar al-Kutub, Adab, Tal'at, no. 4908. This

manuscript, which is annexed to other manuscripts,

is paginated. It begins with page 279 and ends

with 320.
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the work as it appears above"'" is recorded twice in the

manuscript, once on the title page and again in the

2
introduction. The author's name appears on the title

page in full ass Diya' -ad-Din Nasr-Allah b. al-Athlr
3

al-Jazari. There remains, however, some doubt as to

whether al-Miftah al-Munsha' belongs to Diya' -ad-Din or

not. Muhammad Zaghlul Sallam in one of his early works

attributes it to Diya' -ad-Din, but in later works he

denies, without providing conclusive evidence, that

Diya' -ad-Din could possibly be the author, maintaining

that al-Miftah al-Munsha' probably belongs to 4Imad-ad-

1) Muhammad Zaghlul Sall"am, however, refers to the

title as Miftah al-Munsha' fl Siria4 at al-Insha' .
• •

The manuscript copy he consulted (Dar al-Kutub,

Adab, no. 493*0 is not available to this writer,

but its title is recorded in the Catalogue of Dar

al-Kutub as al-Miftah al-Munsha' fi Hadxqat al-Insha' .

This latter version corresponds with the version

adopted by Brockelmann. See Diya' , p. 71? Muhammad

Zaghlul SalTam, Diya' -ad-Din b. al-Athxr, in the

series of Naw"abigh al-Fikr al-4Arabi, no. 36,

(Cairo, n.d.), p. 55. G.A.L., supp. I, p. 321.

2) Munsha' , pp. 279» 282.

3) Ibid., p. 279.
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Din b. al-Athlr or to his son."'' A comparison of

al-Miftah al-Munsha' with works safely attributed to

Diya' -ad-DIn, provides both differences and resemblances.

The author of al-Miftah al-Munsha' shows a religious

feeling stronger and more profound than, that shown in

al-Mathal as-Sa' ir, al-Washy al-Marqum and al-Istidrak.

This is exemplified by the frequent references made to

2
God and frequent intercessions for His guidance.

Moreover, just as has been observed previously in the

Mu' nis al-Wahda, the personality of the author of

al-Miftah al-Munsha' is not dominant in the work. This

is in marked contrast to what one finds in al-Mathal as-

Sa' ir, al-Vashy al-Marqum and al-Istidr"5.k. The author of

al-Miftah al-Munsha' , for instance, cites a great many

3
examples of opening prayers for letters. They are

1) The reason which Muhammad Zaghlul Sallam gives for

his denial, is that al-Mift"ah al-Munsha' deals with7 •

the primary requirements of writing as well as with

the technique of writing a letter. He also

indicates, without elaboration, that the style of

this work is very much different from that of

al-Mathal as-Sa' ir and al-1st idrak. See Diya' , p. 71 •

Athir, p. 55. Muhammad Zaghlul Sallam, Tarikh an-

Naqd al-'Arabi, 2 vols., (Cairo, vol. I, 1964,

vol. II, n.d.), vol. II, p. 276.

2) Munsha' . pp. 280, 282, 283, 286.

3) Ibid.. pp. 287-310.
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presumably of his own composition but he never mentions

this, whereas Diya1 -ad-Din in both al-Vashy al-Marqum

and al-Mathal as-Sa' ir, points out almost every quotation

which he derives from his own composition, and usually

goes further to praise his own writing and to explain

its beauty."'"
If one assumes, however, that these opening prayers

were derived from the writings of the author of al-Miftah

al-Munsha* there would be a good argument for the author's

being Diya' -ad-Din, for they are written in a style

similar to that adopted by him; they are written in sa.j *

and their author clearly adopts Diya' -ad-Din*s method
2

for paraphrasing the Qur' an, Tradition and poetry. In

addition to this Diya' -ad-Din states that he wrote a

book containing one hundred opening prayers suitable for

both official and private letters. Diya' -ad-Din refers

to this work as the "Kitab al-Ad'iya", but it remains

unclear whether this is the title or merely a description

3
of its subject. Neither is it clear whether or not this

1) See for instance, Washy, pp. 3» 13-14, 16E, 32, 4l,

44, 46, 47, 64, 75-77, 80, 90-91, 98, 99, 109.

Mathal. vol. I, pp. 130, 132, 133, 135, l4l, 150,

153, 154, 189, 192-193, vol. II, PP. 33-34, 53, 57.

2) See Munsha1 . pp. 288, 289, 291, 292, 2 93, 295, 296,

297, 299, 305.

3) Washy, pp. 70, 97, 112.
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work contains other chapters beside that on ad*iya.

Such an independent work has not come down to us, but

the second part of al-Miftah al-Munsha' is devoted to

such prayers containing in all ninety.^ Moreover, some

of the chapters of al-Miffah al-Munsha' discuss the

forms of addresses according to the status of the sender

and the addressee. These forms are of the type which
2

Diya' -ad-Dln used in his letters. Furthermore, the

author of al-Mift"ah al-Munsha' , while explaining the

literary terms which occur in his work, neglects the

alteration (tashTf) and the riddle (lughz), because,

according to him, they were very well known in his

3
time. Diya' -ad-Dln makes a similar comment in

al-Mathal as-Sa' ir; writing about riddles, he states

that some of those composed by al-HarTrT were so famous

4
that there was no need to include them in his book.

It is difficult to decide whether al-Miftah al-

Munsha' belongs to Diya' -ad-Dln or not, but in con¬

sideration of the evidence laid out above, it seems

1) Munsha' . pp. 287-310. 1.A. p. 50.

2) Compare Munsha' , pp. 282-285 and Rasa' il, pp. 20,

27, 29, 4o, 48, 60, 69, 177, 194, 207, 251, 252,

264, 273, 308, 337, 388.

3) Munsha' , p. 314.

4) Mathal, vol. Ill, pp. 90-91.
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likelier that this work was written by him. The matter

of the character of the author, which is the strongest

evidence against this attribution, might be explained

by suggesting that this book, like Mu' nis al-Wahda, was

probably one of his earlier works.

Al-Miffah al-Munsha' contains an introduction and

two parts. In the introduction the author speaks of

the importance of epistolography, the qualities

required in the secretary and also the knowledge he

should acquire."'" The first part deals with the form

and structure of letters according to the status of
2

both the sender and the addressee. The second part is

devoted to examples of opening prayers. It contains

3
prayers for both Muslim and non-Muslim subjects. At

the end of the second part the author explains some

rhetorical terms mentioned in the introduction, which

are among the different skills the secretary should

4
acquire. The manuscript ends with quotations of poetry

1) Munsha' . pp.

2) Ibid., pp.

3) Ibid., pp.

k) Ibid., pp.

280-282.

283-287.

283, 287-310.

281-282, 310-318.
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and is clearly incomplete.

IB 4. At-Tawassul ila 'Ilm at-Tarassul.

Ibn-ash-Sha''ar is the only scholar to attribute
2

this work to Diya' -ad-Din. Ibn-ash-Sha' '"ar was very well

informed about both the life and works of Diya' -ad-Din,

for after studying his works he obtained an i.jaza from

him, by which he was authorized to transmit all his

3
works. This work under the title at-Tawassul ila 'Ilm

• •

at-Tarassul has not survived. However, as the work on

the same subject with the title al-Miffah al-Munsha* ,

which is not mentioned in the earlier sources, does

exist, one cannot help but wonder as to whether this is
4

the same work under two different titles.

1) This is clear from the way the manuscript ends.

The author first states that he chose to conclude

this work with quotations of poetry. He then cites

several of these quotations without naming their

authors. He merely introduces the quotation by

the phrase, Ghayruh, (and another poet says). This

phrase, however, is the last word in this manuscript;

see Munsha' , pp. 318-320.

2) ' Uqud. vol. IX, fol. 30a.

3) Ibid., - fols. 29b, 30a.

4) See above, pp. 1 <^ — $3
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XB 5. Rasa' il Ibn-al-Athir.

Diya' -ad-Uin was a very well known stylist, and was,

together with al-Qadl 1-Fadil and 1Imad-ad-Din al-Katib

al-Isfahani, among the most famous of his age. In the

office of secretary and wazir, Diya' -ad-Din wrote a

great number of letters on behalf of different rulers.

He also wrote many letters, both personal and on behalf

of his friends.''" The complete collection of the letters

l) Ibn-ash-Sha''ar provides an interesting insight

into how Diya' -ad-Din prepared his letters. He

states that as Diya' -ad-Dln was not quick witted

in letter-writing, whenever he wanted to write one

he secluded himself and gave orders that he should

not be disturbed. He concentrated deeply on what

he wanted to say and then wrote the first draft,

which usually did not satisfy him. He therefore

tore up the first draft and tried again and again

until what he had written was satisfactory. Ibn -

ash-Sha' '"ar tells us that it took Diya* -ad-Din a

full day and a night, or even longer, to complete

a letter. See 'Uqud, vol. IX, fol. 29a, 29b.

It is clear, however, that Diya' -ad-Dln did not

write all his letters in the manner described by

Ibn-ash-Sha4 '"ar for a number of letters are

reported to have been dictated by piya' -ad-Dln.

This possible contradiction, however, could be
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of Diya*-ad-Din is reported to have existed in about

ten volumes, with a selection from these contained in a

single volume."'" Anis al-Maqdisx has published what
2

appears to be this selection. The complete collection,

explained by suggesting that either these letters

were prepared beforehand, or that Ibn-ash-Sha' '"5.r

was merely describing the general practice of Diya' -

ad-Din. See Rasa' il. pp. 116, 157, 171, 245, 260, 273.

1) Ibn-ash-Sha''ar is the only scholar who gives the

approximate number of volumes of the complete

collection. Diya' -ad-Din himself and Ibn-Khallikan

merely mention that the Rasa' il exist in several

volumes. See *Uqud, vol. IX, fol. 30b. Mathal,

vol. II, p. 5. Wafayat. vol. V, p. 392.

2) Under the title Rasa' il Ibn-al-Athlr. (Beirut, 1959),

Anls al-Maqdis"i based his edition on the TopkapT

(Ahmad III) Ms. no. 2630. The title of this

manuscript, however, is Tarassul al-Mawla 1-Wazir....

Diya' -ad-Din. .. . b. al-Athir al-Jazarl. Arils al-

MaqdisT did not use the two other copies of this work:

Bodleian, no. Uri 3^4, and L.S.O.A.S., no. 47281.

See Ras"a' il. pp. 3, 5-6; D.S. Margoliouth "On the

Royal Correspondence 'of Diya' - Eddin Eljazarl'

'

flctes du Dixieme Congres International Pes

Orientalistes. Session De Geneve 1894, (Leiden, 1897),

section, III, p. 10; C. Cahen "La Correspondance de

Diya' ad-Din ibn al-Athir, Liste de lettres et textes

de diplomes", B.S.O.A.S., vol. XIV, (1952), pp. 3^.
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on the other hand, has not been discovered but some

parts of it, at least, have been located. The second

volume is preserved in the library of the American

University of Beirut. It consists of 230 pages and

contains 55 letters. They all are written by Diya' -ad-

Dln except the last one which is a letter from al-Afdal
1

to Diya'-ad-Dln. This manuscript contains some letters

which are found in the published collection. In addition

to this C. Cahen states that an Iraqi citizen possesses

a manuscript containing 215 letters written by Diya' -ad-

Dln. All but one appear to have been written before

6l0 /1213. This manuscript, like the previous one,

1) The number of the manuscript is 892.76D62TA,

see HabTb Zayyat nal-Juz' ath-Thcuil min Tarassul

as-Sahib Diya' -ad-Dln b. al-AthTr", al-Mashriq.

vol. XXXVII, (1939), pp. 455-^57, 461-463, 466-467.

Arils al-Maqdisl, "Rasa* il b. al-AthTr", Majallat

al-Ma.jma' al-'Ilml l-'Arabl. vol. XXXI, pt. Ill,

(July, 1956), pp. 514-517. Rasa' il, pp. 5-6.

2) This manuscript was on loan to the Bibliotheque

Nationale of Paris for a short period. Because of

this C. Cahen was able only to read the introduction

to each letter. C. Cahen assumes that this

manuscript was copied between the XI and XV

centuries A.D.: See C. Cahen "La correspondance de

Diya ad-Dln ibn al-AthTr, Liste de lettres et textes

de diplSmes", B.S.O.A.S.. vol. XIV, (1952), pp. 34, 37-
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contains some letters which also exist in the already

published collection.^ Some scholars, in discussing

the works of Diya' -ad-Din, mention that he wrote the

"Risalat al-Azhar" and a "Risala on the description of

2
Egypt". These, however, are not independent works,

being merely parts of the collection of the Rasa* il.

The first Risala. which is still to be published, exists
3

in about 3 folios. The second Risala has not come down

to us, but Ibn-Khallikan, who quotes two phrases from it,

speaks of it only as a letter among the collection of
4

the Rasa' il. A third Ris"ala entitled "Ris"ala fi d-Dad
• •

"""" — -

wa-z-Za' " is also attributed to Diya' -ad-Din. This

1) Compare C. Cahen's article, pp. 35-37 with the

Rasa' il. pp. 149, 201, 235, 257, 276, 280.

2) G.A.L. vol. I, p. 358, supp. I, p. 521. Turath,

vol. II, p. 105. Isma'il Basha 1-Baghdadi,

Hadiyyat al-tArifin, vol. II, (Istanbul, 1955),

col. 493. Kabir. introd., p. 36. F. Rosenthal,

"Ibn al-Athir", E.I.2 (Leiden, 1971), vol. III.

BanTi, pp. 150-151. Muhammad Zaghlul Sal ram wrongly

records the first work as "Riyad al-Azhar" see

Diya' , p. 71.

3) Cambridge, Ms. no. Q9.219/8. Berlin^Staats Bibliothek^
Ms. no. 6lll. Esed Efendi, Ms. no. 2865/3.

4) Wafayat, vol. V, pp. 392, 394-395.

5) Hadiyya, vol. II, col. 493. Turath, vol. II, p. 105.

Banu, p. 150. Kabir, introd., p. 36.
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Risala has not come down to us, but it is likely that it

is among the collection which has not been discovered.

The collections which do survive contain both

official and private letters. Most of the official

letters were written on behalf of SaTah-ad-Din"*" and his
• •

2 3
sons, al-Afdal and az-Zahir, and the atabegs of Mosul,

4 5
Nur-ad-Dln Arslan Shah and his son, ' Izz-ad-Dln Mas'ud,

and the atabeg Badr-ad-Din Lu' lu' . ^ A large number of

these letters are very important as they are historical

documents for events which took place during the life of

7
Diya' -ad-Din. Others are mainly letters of congratulation,

g
intercession, reproof and condolence.

There are a number of letters which Diya' -ad-Din

wrote in order to show his virtuosity in the art of

1) Rasa* il, pp. 149, 310,

2) Ibid., pp. 218, 276, 278, 290, 293, 303, 305, 3l4,

319, 322.

3) Ibid.. pp. 201, 235.

4) Ibid.. pp. 128, 257.

5) Ibid., pp. 197, 242.

6) Ibid., pp. 60, 63, 69, 186.

7) See Rasa1 il. pp. 17, 21, 24, 25, 30, 31, 39, 40, 54,

60, 63, 69, 132, 139.

8) Rasa' il. pp. 44, 48, 51, 57, 197, 199, 201, 218, 276,

290, 293, 303, 305, 314, 315, 322.
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letter-writing in comparison to other secretaries. He

chose some famous letters, written by various celebrated

secretaries, and then wrote on the same subject. Among

those whose skill he challenged are Abu-Ish"5.q as-Sabi' ,

al-Qacfi 1-Fadil and Ibn-Ziyad al-Baghdad"!.

The private letters are generally written on

similar subjects to those of the official letters. They

include letters of congratulation, intercession,

condolence, reproof, complaint, thanks, description and

2
letters connected with Diya' -ad-Din' s daily needs.

Among these is one which Diya' -ad-Din dictated to a

friend in order that he might use it as an introduction

to a book which this friend wrote on the "descriptions

3
of morning drinking." Another letter was written by

Diya' -ad-Din for his son, Sharaf-ad-Din Muhammad, in

order that he might send it to one of the literary men

k
of Mosul. Diya' -ad-Din also wrote a number of letters

in which he describes candles, hunting expeditions,

1) Rasa*il, pp. 149, 190, 282. Mathal, vol. I,

pp. 67-68, 286-287, 295, 301-331, vol. II, p. 372,

374.

2) See for example, Rasa' il, pp. 76, 79, 122, 157,

212, 213, 226, 227, 233, 275, 289, 327, 335, 340.

3) Ibid.. p. 245.

4) Ibid., p. 260.
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hunting animals, fishing, drinking parties and gardens.

IC. The third part, those works of Diya' -ad-Din

devoted to rhetoric and criticism, consists

of the following:

XC 1. Al-vTami4 al-Kabir fx Sina'at al-Manzum min al-
• •

Kal"am wa-l-Manthur.^

3
This work has been attributed to Diya' -ad-Din and

1) Rasa' ii, pp. 72, 91, 93, 96, 97, 100, 103, 105-106,

116, 162, 189, 195.

2) Edited by Mustafa Jawad and Jamil Sa4"id (Baghdad,

1956).

3) See for instance, Shams-ad-Din Muhammad b. Qayyim-al-

Jawziyya, Kitab al-Faw"a' id al-Mushawwiq ila 'UlTun

■ al-Qur' an wa-'Ilm al-Bayan, ed. Muhammad Badr-ad-Din

an-Na4sarii, (Cairo, 1327/1909), p. 8. Jurjx Zaycfan,

T7a.ri.kh Adab al-Lugha 1-*Arabiyya, ed. Shawqi. Dayf,

(Cairo, 1957), vol. Ill, p. 5^. A*lam, vol. VIII,

p. 35^. Diya' , pp. 68-69. Kabir, introd. pp. 39-^0.

Diya' -ad-Din b. al-Athxr, al-Mathal as-Sa' ir fi Adab

al-Katib wa-sh-Sha'jr. ed. Muhammad Muhyi-d-Din 4Abd-

al-Hamxd, (Cairo, 1939), vol. I, introd., pp. ya'

dal, ya' ha* . G.A.L. vol. I, p. 358. F. Rosenthal,

"Ibn al-Athir", E.I(Leiden, 1971), vol. III.

1stidrak, introd., p. 2k. Turath, vol. II, p. 104.

Ihsan 4 Abbas, Tarikh an-Naqd al-Adabx 4ind al-4Arab,
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also to his brothers Majd-ad-DIn and 4Izz-ad-Dln, but

it does not appear among any of the lists of works by

the three brothers compiled by the early biographers.

A copy manuscript of this work attributed to Diy"a' -ad-

Din is preserved in the Dar al-Kutub of Egypt (copied

131V1896) .1
p

Tash Kubri Zada attributes this work to Majd-ad-Din

(Beirut, 1971), P. 592. Qudama b. Ja'far, Naqd-

ash-Shi'r, ed. S.A. Bonebakker, (Leiden, 1956),

introd., p. 59- Salah-ad-Din al-Munajjid, A4 l~am

at-Tarikh wa-l-Jughrafiya 4ind al-4Arab, vol. Ill,

(Beirut, 1963), p. 76.

1) Ms. no. 270 Ball-gha. The editors of al-Jami4 al-

Kabxr based their edition on this manuscript only.

They ascribe the work to Diya' -ad-Din without

reference to attributions made to Diya' -ad-Din*s

brothers. See Kabir, introd., pp. 39-^-0.

2) Tash Khbri Zada indirectly attributes the work to

Majd-ad-Din. He first recorded the biography of

Majd-ad-Din among the philologists and when he came

to discuss the science of exposition (4ilm al-bayan)

he referred to al-Jami4 al-Kabir as one of the works

specialising in it. He attributes the work here to

"Ibn-al-Athlr al-Jazari", adding that the reader is

already acquainted with his biography. The

biographies of Diya' -ad-Dln and 4Izz-ad-Dln are

recorded in later chapters. See Miftah as-Sa'ada,

(Hyderabad, 1328/1910), vol. I, pp. 109-110, 162, 179.
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and indeed this attribution can be found in one of the

early extant copies now preserved in the Esed Efendi

Library in Istanbul (copied by Ahmad b. 'All n-Nasikh

in Shavwal 706"^" (began 5th April 1307). The title of

this work, as it appears above, is recorded twice in

this manuscript, once in the introduction and once again
2

at the end. But the title as given on the first folio

is: Kitab fih al-Jami4 al-KabTr fi Siha*at an-Nazm wa-
• •

n-Nathr, below which Majd-ad-Din b. al-Athlr is given as

the author. On this folio, however, there are two notes

written in different hands. One contains a brief

biography of Majd-ad-Din in which the titles of a

number of his works are given, while the other indicates

that the author also wrote al-Mathal as-Sa' ir (a work

certainly written by piya*-ad-Din.
BaKS.' -ad-Din as-SubkT (d. 777/1375) attributes this

3 _

work to an unnamed brother of Diya' -ad-Din. Haj jT

Khalifa, who records the work as al-Jami* al-Kabir fi
4

* Ilm al-Bayan, attributes it to * Izz-ad-Din b. al-Ath"ir.

1) Ms. no. 3003, fol. 120b.

2) Ibid.. fols. 2a, 120b.

3) 'Arus al-Afrah fi Sharh Talkhis al-Mift"ah, among

other commentaries entitled Shuruh at-Talkhis,

(Cairo, 1937), vol. I, p. 30.

4) Kashf, vol. I, col. 571.
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Al-Qalqashandx (d. 82l/l4l8) on the other hand ascribes

this work to Ibn-al-Ath*lr al-Jazafl, but like as-Subkl

before him, does not give the full name of the author.

An old manuscript of al-J^uni* al-Kablr bearing only the

name of Ibn-al-Ath"ir al-Jazarl is preserved in the

Oriental Public Library at Bankipore (copied in the 7th

century A.H. and probably not later than 698/1298).

The attribution of this work to Majd-ad-Bin could

be dismissed for the following reasons: the manuscript

which bears his name contains evidence which shows that

1) Subh al-A4 sha fl Sxrili'at al-Insha' , (Cairo, 1963?),

vol. I, p. 469.

2) Ms. no. 2196. The date of copying of this manuscript
((

is not given but the margins of folios 5 9b, 70a, 72a,

72b, 150a, 154a, 154b and 157a contain extracts from

a gloss on the present work by Baha' adcTin Abti 'AbdalTAh

Muhammad b. Ibr"ahxm b. an-Nahh&s ... who died in

A.H. 698/A.D. 12 98.^ The name of Ibn-an-NahKS.s is

followed by the phrase: "fasah Allah, fx ajalih" (May

God make wide his span of life), a phrase which

indicates that these extracts were written during

the lifetime of Ibn-an-NahKas. See Azimuddin Ahmad
• •

and Muinuddin Nadwx, Catalogue of Arabic and Persian

Manuscripts in the Oriental Public Library at

Bankipore. vol. XX, (Patna, 1936), pp. 197-201.
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the name of Majd-ad-Din was probably added at a later

date. This can be seen in the differences between the

title on the first folio, which is followed by the

name of Majd-ad-DIn, and the correct title which appears

both in the introduction and at the end of the manuscript.

This argument is supported by the note on the title folio

which states that al-Mathal as-Sa' ir belongs to the same

author. In addition to this, YaqTit, in his biography of

Majd-ad-Dxn, states that he requested 4Izz-ad-Din b. al-

Athlr to dictate to him the titles of the works of his

brother Majd-ad-Din, and among the works dictated and

2
recorded by Yaqut, al-Jluni4 al-KabTr does not appear.

Furthermore, Ibn-as-Sa4x, in his biography of Majd-ad-

Din, mentions that he asked Diyl.' -ad-Din b. al-Athir

about the works of Majd-ad-Dln and the former dictated to

Ibn-as-Sa4x a number of titles but again al-J*ami4 al-

3
KabTr was not among them.

The attribution of the work to 4Izz-ad-Din b. al-

Ath"ir could be dismissed on the grounds that apart from

the fact that there is no record of 4Izz-ad-Din

manifesting any interest in rhetoric and literary

criticism, which is the subject of this work, the work

1)

2)

3)

Kabir (E), fols. la, 2a, 120a.

Irshad, vol. VI, pp. 240-241.
4 Unwan. vol. IX, pp. 300-301,
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itself contains some internal evidence which clearly

indicates that it belongs to Diya' -ad-Dxn and not to

'Izz-ad-DIn. The author, while discussing certain

literary terms, quotes from his own writings; the first

of these quotations describes cupbearers,"'" the second
2

describes a meadow and some flowers, the third is an

opening prayer of a letter of congratulation, written

after the defeat of the unbelievers at the hands of the

3
Muslims, and the fourth quotation describes the seige

k
of a fortress. The remaining quotation consists of

three couplets from an elegy which he wrote following
5

the death of one of his friends. These quotations show

that the author of this work was a stylist and a poet,^
and the third and fourth quotation might indicate that

the author had worked as a secretary, while there is no

evidence that *Izz-ad-Din b. al-Athlr was either a

stylist or a poet, or that he ever worked as a secretary.

It has been established above, on the other hand, that

KabTr

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid,

p. 9^.

pp. 9^-95•

pp. 192-193

p. 2660

P. 95.

p. 26.
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Diya' -ad-Din was both stylist, poet and a secretary."'"
Another factor which supports the attribution of

al-J"ami' al-Kablr to Diya' -ad-Din is the resemblance of

its contents to those of al-Mathal as-Sa' ir. Both works

discuss somewhat similar topics and generally present

the same views. In both works there are identical

passages extending, word for word, over many pages and
2

occasionally whole chapters. Some of these pages

1) The source of these quotations is still unknown to

me. The poetical quotation was not taken from any

of the following works which contain some of his

poetry: Mathal. vol. I, p. 386, vol. II, p. 259,

vol. Ill, pp. 245-246. *Uqud. vol. IX, fols. 30b,

31a. Wa.fi. vol. XXVII, fols. 15a-15b. Masalik.

vol. VIII, pp. 31-32. The other quotations are

not taken from the published letters of Diya' -ad-

Din, but might be found in Mss of his letters

which were unavailable to me.

2) Compare for instance, KabTr. pp. 111-113 with

Mathal. vol. II, pp. 225-228. KabTr, p. 118 with

Mathal, vol. Ill, p. 4l. KabTr, pp. 125-126 with

Mathal, vol. II, pp. 287-288, 306-308. KabTr.

pp. 128-129 with Mathal, vol. II, pp. 301-304.

KabTr, pp. 130-132 with Mathal. vol. II, pp. 308-

315- KabTr, pp. 133-136 with Mathal. vol. II,

PP. 317-323.
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contain personal opinions which the author attributes

to himself in both works."'" If, however, al-Jami4 al-

Kablr had been written by either Majd-ad-DIn or 4Izz-ad-

Din b. al-Athlr, the critics, who attacked many aspects

of al-Mathal as-Sa' ir and subjected it to close scrutiny,

would certainly have pointed to Diya' -ad-Din*s reliance

upon al-Jami al-Kablr, had they themselves not been

2
convinced of Diya' -ad-Din's authorship of the work.

Furthermore, Diya'-ad-Din, while discussing poetical

thefts (as-sariqat ash-shi*riyya) in al-Mathal as-Sa' ir,

states that he wrote a book on this very subject and

divided it into three types: literal copying (naskh),

"flaying" or borrowing an idea (salkh) and distortion
O

(maskh). A separate work of that nature by Diya' -ad-

Din has not come down to us; al-Jami4 al-Kab"ir, however,

contains a chapter on literary theft and it is indeed

4
divided into the above mentioned categories, which

would suggest that Diya' -ad-Din was perhaps referring to

this chapter. Despite the great resemblances between

1) Compare for example, Kablr, p. 118 with Mathal, vol.

Ill, p. 4l. Kablr. p. 201 with Mathal. vol. II,

p. 235. Kablr, p. 216 with Mathal. vol. Ill, p. 164.

2) 1.A., p. 6l.

3) Mathal. vol. Ill, pp. 222-223.

k) Kabir, pp. 242-250. Diya' , p. 111.
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al-Jami' al-Kabxr and al-Mathal as-Sa' ir, the two works

also contain some notable differences: both contain a

few chapters which either do not exist at all in the

other, or exist as an appendage to another chapter;"*"
the order of the subjects discussed differs in the two

works; in addition to this, the character of the author

of al-Jami' al-Kabir and his method of discussing the

opinions of other scholars are different from that of

al-Mathal as-Sa' ir. In al-Jami* al-Kablr the author

l) Among the chapters which are only found in al-Jami*

al-Kabxr are: at-ta4qlb al-Masdarx (following with

the masdar) and khidhlan al-mukhatab (the disappoint¬

ment of the addressee), and among those which only

occur in al-Mathal as-Sa' ir are: at-t a.jrxd

(abstraction) al-mughalatat al-ma'nawiyya

(equivocations in meaning) and al-ahajT (riddles).

Al-Jami1 al-Kabir on the other hand contains an

independent chapter entitled fx wurud l"am at-tawkld

fx 1-kalam (on the appearance of the affirmative la

in speech). This chapter is discussed in al-Mathal

as-Sa' ir within another chapter entitled: al-khitab

bi-l-jumla l-fi*liyya wa-1-jumla 1-ismiyya (the

addressing by the means of verbal sentence and

nominal sentence). See KabTr, pp. 175» 197•

Mathal, vol. II, p. 162, vol. Ill, pp. 7^, 84.

KabTr, p. 225. Mathal, vol. II, p. 242.
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quotes from other authors and examines their views in a

scholarly way,"'" whereas in al-Mathal as-Sa' ir, Diya' -ad-

Dxn usually quotes from another writer only when he wants

to criticize his opinions, and the criticism he makes is
2

usually harsh. The personal opinions of the author of

al-Jami* al-KabTr are limited, whereas those of the

author of al-Mathal as-Sa' ir appear in every part of the

work. In addition to this the author of al-Jami' al-

KabTr introduces only five short quotations from his own

3
writings while in al-Mathal as-Sa' ir the author fills

the work with countless quotations. He even sometimes

extends a single quotation to include a whole letter
4

which alone fills a number of pages. In this work

Diya' -ad-Din seizes every opportunity to praise his own

literary abilities and to present himself as better than

5
almost all previous critics, a phenomenon hardly found

1) See for example, Kablr. pp. 38, 53-5^, 82-83, 87, 1^8.

2) See for example, Mathal, vol. I, pp. 60, vol. II,

pp. 5-6, 29, 59, 85-87, 9^, 108-109, 110-111,

vol. Ill, pp. 63, l6l, 170, 270-271, 272.

3) Kablr. pp. 9^-95, 192, 266.

4) Mathal. vol. I, pp. 295-301, 320-331, vol. II, pp.

375-399.

5) Mathal, vol. I, pp. 66-67, 69, 215, 278-279, 332, 380,
vol. II, pp. 22, 35, 55, 59, 70, 99, 110, 116, 172,

249, 260, vol. Ill, pp. ^9, 63, HI.
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in al-Jami' al-Kabir.

Despite the differences between al-Jami4 al-Kabir

and al-Mathal as-Sa' ir, the nature of the disparity-

does not necessarily indicate that two separate writers

were at work. The style of al-Mathal as-Sa' ir is more

developed and its arguments more elaborated and perfected

than those of al-Jami' al-Kabir, and the disparity would

be quite consistent with the changes and development

within a single author writing two works between which

a number of years had elapsed. The earlier work,

al-Jami' al-KabTr. is far more conservative in its

argument, while the later work, al-Mathal as-Sa' ir

manifests a confidence consistent with the maturity

which only years of study can bring to an author. The

fact that the few exemplary quotations provided in

al-Jami' al-KabTr come mainly from the works of previous

authors, while the quotations in the later al-Mathal-as-

S~a' ir are for the greater part from his own writings,

would be quite consistent with the text-book nature of

al-J5mi' al-KabTr which purported to provide the rules

of rhetoric, and the expanded, more reasoned, approach

of al-Mathal as-Sa' ir which drew on the author's own

works for examples.^"

l) Muhammad at-Tahir b. 'Ashur accepting the same

authorship, tries to explain the differences

between the two works adopting a different point



Footnote continued

of view. He believes that Diya' -ad-Din wrote

al-Jami' al-Kabir after al-Mathal as-Sa' ir at a

time when Diya' -ad-Din was no longer a young man.

According to Ibn-'Ashur, old age is the reason why

Diya1 -ad-Dxn appears to be more conciliatory in

al-J*ami* al-Kabir than in al-Mathal as-Sa' ir.

However, this view does not seem correct, mainly

because it is clear that Diya' -ad-Din did not write

al-Mathal as-Sa' ir until he was over fifty years old,

and partly because Diya' -ad-Din's violent criticisms

which appear in al-Mathal as-Sa' ir also appear in

al-Istidrak, a work certainly written after al-

Mathal as-Sa' ir. See Muhammad at-Tahir b. *AshTir,
■ ■ - • • • 7

"Nazra fi Kitab al-Jami' al-Kabir li-Ibn-al-Ath"irM ,• i ■II-II. ' iii. ... ■■ 7

Ma.jallat Ma.jma* al-Lugha 1-'Arabiyya bi-Dimashq,

vol. XXXVI, pt. IV, (October, 196l), pp. 674-677.

C. Cahen, "La correspondance de Diya ad-Din ibn al-

Athir, Liste de lettres et textes de diplomes",

B.S.0.A.S.. vol. XIV, (1952), p. 37* Istidrak, p.

19. Mathal, vol. I, p. l44. Kamil (b), vol. IX,

p. 321. Diya' , pp. 110-111, 122, 12 4. 4Izz-ad-DIn

at-Tanukhi, "Matbu'at al-Majma* al-' Ilmi l-'Ir'aqi,

al-Jami* al-Kabir fi Sina'at al-Manzum min al-Kalam
• •

wa-l-Manthur", Majallat al-Majma' al-'Ilmi l-'Arabi,

vol. XXXV, pt. 4, (October, i960), pp. 666-667.
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The contents of al-Jami' al-Kabir.

The work begins with an introduction in which Diya' -

ad-Din refers to the importance of rhetoric for the

understanding of literary composition. He states that

because of this importance he studied all the standard

works written on the subject. After this study, a

period of time elapsed before Diya' -ad-Din discovered

in the Qur' an some new rhetorical figures which his

predecessors had not identified. This discovery

encouraged him to re-examine the Qur' an in order to

uncover its secret beauties. According to Diya' -ad-

Din this study led him to discover thirty types of

rhetorical figures which he regards as the origin of

the art of rhetoric. Following this discovery Diya' -

ad-Din decided to write this work and to include in it

what was already known about the subject together with

what he himself had discovered. The introduction also

contains the title of the work and the plan which Diya' -

ad-Din laid down for it."*"
The work itself is divided into two parts, each

part being divided into sections and each section

further divided into chapters. In the first part Diya' -

ad-Din discusses among other topics: the materials

needed for writing, the method one should adopt in

l) Kabir, pp. 1-4.
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order to learn how to write, and real and figurative

expression (al-haqTqa wa-l-majaz) . He also studies

single and compound words (al-alfaz al-mufrada wa-1-

murakkaba) as well as significations (al-ma'anl).^ In

the second part, he first discusses the purity and

eloquence of language (al-fasaha wa-l-balagha), and

then divides the whole of rhetoric into two sections:

the first section contains the rhetorical figures which

are connected with signification (as-sina4 a l-ma'nawiyya).

This section is divided into twenty-nine chapters and

among the topics which he discusses here are: metaphor

(isti4ara), simile (tashblh), apostrophe (iltifat) .
O

parenthesis (i'tirad), brachylogia (xjlz), itnab

metonymy and allusion (kiriaya wa-ta'rld), hysteron-

proteron (tagdim wa-ta'khir), repetition (takrir).

antithesis (tiblq), citation (tadmln), and literary

thefts (sariqat). ^ The second section contains the

rhetorical figures which are connected with the words

(as-sinl'a 1-lafziyya). This includes rhymed prose (saj4),

paronomasia (tajnls), isocolon (tarsi4), luzum ma l"a

yalzam, and the differences between the shape of words

1) Kabir, pp. 4, 21, 26, 28, 33, 64, 68.

2) Ibid.. pp. 4, 76.

3) For the meaning of this term see this thesis, p. 2.31

4) Kabir. pp. 4-5, 82, 90, 98, 108, 118, 122, l46, 156,

204, 211, 232, 242.
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(ikhtilaf siyagh al-alf&z) .

The contents of this work, however, will be dis¬

cussed at length in the following chapters when we

come to study Diya' -ad-Din's theory of rhetoric.

IC 2. Al-Mathal as-Sa' ir fi Adab al-Katib wa-sh-Sha'ir.^

Al-Mathal as-Sa' ir. the work by which Diya' -ad-Din

is best known, gained wide reputation and placed its

1) Kabor, pp. 5, 251, 256, 263, 265, 271.

2) The popularity of this work is attested by the

number of editions in which it was printed:

1. Cairo (Bulaq), 1282/1865; 2. Beirut, 1298/1880;

3. Cairo, 1312/1894 and 4. Cairo 1354/1935; the

fifth edition was edited by Muhammad Muhyi-d-Din

4Abd-al-Hamid and also published in Cairo, 1358/1939;

it was based on earlier editions and on three

manuscripts, one of which was written during the

lifetime of the author. The latest edition was by

Ahmad al-Hufi and Badawi Tabana, and published in

Cairo in four volumes (i-IIX, 1959-1962, and IV,

n.d.). The editors appended to the fourth volume

Ibn-Abl-1-HadT.d1 s work, al-Falak ad-Da* ir 4 ala 1-

Mathal as-Sa' ir. The editors relied heavily upon

Muhammad Muhyi-d-Din 4Abd-al-Hamid•s edition but

somewhat surprisingly failed to mention his edition

in their bibliography.
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author high in the hierarchy of Arab literary critics.

The exact date of composition of this work is unknown,

but can be placed between 6l6/l219 and 21 Jumada 1-Ula

622/31 May 1225. The first date is that of a letter

written by Diya' -ad-Din to the caliph in Baghdad on behalf

of Badr-ad-Din Lu' lu' following the defeat of 4Imad-ad-Din

Zanki Shah, from which a quotation is found in al-Mathal

as-Sa' ir.^ The second date is the date of copying of

a manuscript of al-Mathal as-Set* ir, now preserved in the
2

DS.r al-Kutub of Egypt.

Following the completion of this work piya' -ad-Din

taught it to his students and it soon became very popular,

particularly among the scholars of Mosul who placed it

above most other works in the field of rhetoric and

1) Compare Mathal, vol. X, p. l44 with Rasa' il. p. 60

and Kamil (B), vol. IX, p. 320.

2) Ms. no. 544 Adab. This manuscript contains almost

the first half of al-Mathal as-Sa' ir. It was

copied by Abu-l-Makarim b. Mansur al-Bawashnay al-

MawsilT. At the beginning of this manuscript is an

i.jaza written by the author in Mosul in Sha4 ban 622/

began 8 August 1225? for AbTi-Muhammad al-Muzaffar

4Adud-ad-Din b. Muhammad ... b. Zuhayr ad-Dimashql.

See Mathal (m), vol. I, introd., p. ha' . Mathal.

vol. II, p. l6l, Diya' , p. 70, f.n.2. Athir, p. 51«
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criticism. Al-Mathal as-Sa' ir, however, engendered much

controversy and it was attacked and defended by many

scholars. The controversy began with an attack by the

famous *Izz-ad-Din b. Abi-l-HadTd (d. 656/1258) who

obtained a copy of al-Mathal as-Sa' ir on the first of

Dhu 1-Hijja 633/6 August 1236. He read the work and

within fifteen days brought out a critical review of it

entitled al-Falak ad-Da* ir 'ala 1-Mathal as-Sa' ir."*" It

was more Diya' -ad-Din' s open contempt for other scholars

than faulty reasoning or exposition that provoked Ibn-

Abi-l-Hadid into so vehement a criticism of al-Mathal as-
«

Sa* ir. Ibn-Abi.-1-Hadid boasted that he not only finished

his work within fifteen days but implied that he had also

carried on his normal duties in the state chancellery

2
during this period. He attacked Diya' -ad-Din's

complacency and his arrogant attitude towards other

scholars, and states that he was motivated to write a

reply to Diya*-ad-Din to prove that there were, even

among the minor officials of the court, men of literary
3

quality such as himself. Ibn-Abi.-1-Hadid' s work failed

1) 4Izz-ad-Din b. Abi-l-Hadid, al-Falak ad-Da' ir 4 ala

1-Mathal as-Sa' ir, eds. Ahmad al-Hhfi and Badawi

Tabana, (Cairo, n.d.), p. 32.

2) Falak, pp. 31-32, 3^-35.

3) Ibid., pp. 32-3^.
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to offer constructive criticism of al-Mathal as-Sa' ir

and it never acquired great prominence among the Arabic

works of literary criticism. Ibn-Abl-l-Hadld also

criticises piya*-ad-Dln in his famous commentary on the

Nah.j al-Balagha.

Following the appearance of al-Falak ad-Da' ir a

number of scholars took it upon themselves to defend

al-Mathal as-Sa' ir. Rukn-ad-Dln MahmTid b. al-Husayn

as-Sinj"ar1 (d. 650/1252 ), a pupil of Diya' -ad-Dln wrote

— 2
the Nashr al-Mathal as-Sa' ir wa-Tayy al-Falak ad-Da' ir,

and ' Abd-al-4 Aziz b. ' Is"a wrote Qat' ad-Dabir 4 an al-

Falak ad-Da' ir."^ Najm-ad-Dln Yahya b. al-LubTtcTi (d. 670/

1271) also wrote a work entitled Nuzhat an-NSzir fl 1-

1) Diya' , pp.. 363-365.

2) This work has not come down to us. See Salah-ad-7 9 0

Din as-Safadl, Nusrat ath-Tha' ir •ala 1-Mathal as-• • 7 9

SS.' ir, ed. Muhammad 'All Sult"an1, (Damascus, 197l)>

p. 46. Kashf, vol. IX, col. 1586.

3) Wa.fl. vol. XXVII, fol. 15a. 'Arus. vol. I, p. 31.

Kashf. vol. II, col. 1586. Ibn-Fadl-Allah al-'Umarl

on the other hand, refers to the work as: Qat' ad-

Dabir ' al a 1-Falak ad-Da' ir. (Mas"alik, vol. VIII,

p. 3.) This work, however, has not come down to

us .
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Mathal as-Sa' ir,1 and Ma'tuq b. Sa'd b. 'Abd-Allah as-

Sumays"atT wrote in 699/12 99 an epitome of al-Mathal as-

Sa' ir entitled ar-Rawd az-Zahir f"i Mahasin al-Mathal as-
. .

2
Sa' ir. In addition to this Xbn-al-4Assal wrote an

abridgement of the work entitled Mukhtasar al-Mathal

. 3as-Sa' lr.

Salah-ad-Dln as-SafacTI (d. 764/1362), on the other

hand, contributed to the criticism of al-Mathal as-Sa' ir

in his work Nusrat ath-Tha' ir 4 ala 1-Mathal as-Sa' ir.

As-SafacTi, like Ibn-AbT-l-HacTid before him, was annoyed

1) Ahmad Ibn-AbT-Usaybi4 a, 4Uytm al-Anha* fx Tabaq"at

al-Atibba', (Cairo, 1882), vol. II, p. 189. Kashf,

vol. II, col. 1948. This work also has not come

down to us.

2) A copy manuscript of this work, attributed to the

above mentioned author, is preserved in the

Koprulu Library in Istanbul (no. 1420). It

contains 110 folios. See also Kashf, vol. II,

col. 1586. Diya' , p. 358.

3) In Dar al-Kutub of Egypt there is a copy manuscript

of a work (no. 320 Adab) bearing the same title.

It is merely attributed to"a certain outstanding

^scholax/,'' (ba'd al-afadil) without mentioning

his name. It is not clear, however, whether this

is the same work or another abridgement of

al-Mathal as-Sa' ir. See 4 Arus, vol. I, p. 30.

Diya» , pp. 359, 390.
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both by Diya' -ad-BIn's vanity and by the attack which

he had made on a number of literary men. However,

as-Safadi modifies his criticism of al-Mathal as-Sa' ir
• • ■ i.i

by acknowledging its celebrity and praising the valuable

information it presents."'" The controversy over al-Mathal

as-Sa' ir persisted for more than a century, and we have

a defence of the work by Ahmad b. Muhammad ad-Dionaysari,

also known as Ibn-al-4Attar (d. 794/1391) who wrote a

work on al-Mathal as-Sa' ir entitled Nuzhat an-Nazir fi

1-Mathal as-Sa' ir.^
The importance of al-Mathal as-S5.' ir can also be

judged from the innumerable quotations taken from it

and the number of references made to it by other scholars.

They include Ibn-az-Zamlak"anT, in at-Tibyan fi 4 Ilm al-

Bayan, Ibn-Ab"i-1-Isba4 , in Tahrir at-Tahbir, al-

Qalqashandl in Subh al-A4 sha, an-Nuwayri in Nihayat al-

Arab, Shihab-ad-BIn al-Halabo. in Husn at-Tawassul il"a7 0 0

Siria'at at-Tarassul, Bah"a' -ad-Din as-Subk"i in 'Arus al-• 7

Afrah, Sa4 d-ad-Din at-Taftazanx in both al-Mutawwal 4 al"a0 7 0

t-Talkhxs and Mukhtasar al-Ma4 arii, and Yahya b. Hamza 1-• • 7 0 J 0

1) Nusra, pp. 42, 51, 53, 391.

2) Ahmad b. 4Al"i b. Hajar al-4 Asqal"an1, ad-Durar al-

Kamina fi A'yan al-Mi' a th-Thamina, vol. I,

(Hyderabad, 1348/1929), PP- 287-289- Kashf. vol. II,

col. 1948. piya' , p. 359- This work has not come

down to us.
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4AlawT in Kifab at-Tir"az.
• •

The contents of al-Mathal as-Sa' ir will be studied

in the following chapters.

IC 3« Al-lstidrak fx 1-Akhdh 4 al"a 1-Ma' akhidh al-Kindiyya

min al-Ma'ani lyya*"^

Diya' -ad-ITin wrote this work as a critique of

l) Edited by Hifnx Muhammad Sharaf and published in

Cairo in 1958 under the title, al-1stidrak fx r-Radd

* al"a Ris*alat Ibn-ad-Dahhan al-Musammat bi-l-Ma' akhidh

al-Kindiyya min al-Ma'"ahi t-Ta' iyya. The editor has

arbitrarily changed the title despite the fact that

the title given in the text above is that which

appears not only in the manuscripts on which the

editor based his edition, but also on an older

manuscript which was copied during the lifetime of

the author. In addition to this Diya'-ad-Din, in

his introduction to this work, states that Ibn-ad-

Dahhan wrote a work entitled al-Ma' akhidh al-Kindiyya

min al-Ma'ani t-Ta' iyya, and he himself calls his

work al-lstidrak fx 1-Akhdh 'ala 1-Ma' "akhidh. The

editor did not use the Koprulu (Istanbul) manuscript

no. 1204 which was copied in 632/1234. See 'Abd-al-

Qadir al-Maghribi, "Makhtutat Ris"alat al-Ma'"akhidh

wa-Mu' aJchadhatuha wa-l-Istidrak 4 alayha" , Ma,jallat

al-Ma,jma' al-'Ilmi 1-'Arabi, vol. XXIV, pt. Ill

(July, 1949), pp. 391-392. Istidrak, introd., pp.

32-33. 1stidrak, pp. 1, 4-5. 1stidrak,(k), fols.

la, lb. 4Uqud, vol. IX, fol. 30a.
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ar-Risala s-Sa'Tdiyya fl 1-Ma' akhidh al-Kindiyya min

al-Ma'anl iyya by Sa'Td b. al-Mubarak b. ad-

Dahban.^ The latter wrote this work in order to

demonstrate the ideas which al-Mutanabhi of Kinda had

derived from Abu-Tammam of Tayyi' . The work has not

come down to us, but it seems, as we shall see later,

that Diya' -ad-Din h^.s included in al-Istidrak most of

what Ibn-ad-DahhSn had said.

In his introduction to al-Istidrak, Diya' -ad-Din

enumerates his criticisms of the work of Ibn-ad-Dahhan

and breaks them down into five points, the first being

that while Ibn-ad-Dahhan had undertaken to mention those

ideas which al-MutanabbT had derived from Abh-Tammhm,

those which he neglected to mention are as numerous as

those he chose to mention. Secondly, Ibn-ad-Dahhan

mentioned, on a number of occasions, ideas which he

believes al-MutanabbT had derived from Abu-Tammam, and

took, as examples, lines of poetry from which they were

derived, but Diya' -ad-Dln, on examining the line of

poetry of al-MutanabbT and the corresponding line from

Abu-Tammam, not only discovered that al-MutanabbT had

not borrowed from Abu-Tammam, but also discovered that

l) Born in Baghdad in 494/1100 and died in Mosul in

569/1173. He was a famous scholar who wrote a

number of works mainly on grammar and philology.

See Vafayat. vol. II, pp. 382-383. Irshad, vol.

IV, pp. 241-242.
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th.e two ideas were not connected in any way."'" Thirdly,

he claims that Ibn-ad-Dahhan made mistakes in attributing

verses to al-Mutanabbl, Abu-Tammam and al-BuhturT which7 •

in fact did not belong to them, and fourthly that he

had not observed the balance of length between his work

and its introduction, having written a long introduction

to a short work. Finally he criticises Ibn-ad-Dahh"an

for digression, in that the introduction is not con-

2
nected with the subject of the work.

In a preamble to his criticisms of Ibn-ad-Dahhan,

piya' -ad-IJin puts forward the idea that a grammarian,

who does not have a good background in the study of

poetry, is not qualified to pass judgment on it, for the

grammarian is concerned with the correctness of poetry

according to the rules of grammar, whereas the literary

critic is concerned with something which is beyond this

3
rigid adherence to these rules. Diya' -ad-Din then

moves the discussion to the problem of poetical thefts,

and begins by rejecting the conservative attitude of

some scholars who give preference to the early poets

over their successors merely because they lived in an

earlier period, or on the grounds that they were the

1)

2)

3)

1stidrak, pp. 1-2.

Ibid., P. 2 .

Ibid.. PP. 2, 5, 13-14, 17-18.
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creators of the poetical "significations" (ma'ani).^
Diya*-ad-Din states that if the later poets had lived

in the earlier period they too would certainly have

produced the same significations; it is not, therefore,

justified to accuse a later poet of stealing from an

earlier one whenever we find that the significations in

their poetry are identical. According to Diya' -ad-Din,

the significations which occur in poetry have a common

basis which he calls a "pillar" ('amud), which is

commonly known to every poet. They also have ramifications

(shu* ab) which depart from the "pillar" and present

particular ideas which are discovered by the poet who

mentions them for the first time. Any other poet who

repeats this particular ramification from a basic idea

can be considered to be stealing from the one who

discovered it, whereas this cannot be said about any

poet who repeats the basic idea which Diya' -ad-Dln
2

regards as the "pillar". piy"a' -ad-Din admits, however,

that there are a few significations which are not basic,

because it is impossible for them to have ramifications,

as the poet who spoke of them for the first time has

3
exhausted all their meaning.

1)

2)

3)

Istidrak, pp. 6, 24.

Ibid., pp. 6, 9-10.

Ibid., p. 12.
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Diya' -ad-Din divides poetical thefts into five

categories: l) taking both the word (lafz) and the

signification; 2) taking the signification only;

3) taking the signification and part of the word;

4) taking part of the signification and part of the

word; and 5) taking part of the signification only.^"
He further divides these categories into thirteen

different types, all of which he supports with a number
2

of examples.

Diya*-ad-Dln, in accordance with his own definition

of poetical thefts, denies that al-Mutanabbl derived his

basic ideas from Abu-Tammam. He admits, however, that

al-Mutanabbl certainly derived from Abu-Tammam the

particular ideas which occur in the poetry of both poets.

He further rejects Ibn-ad-Dahhan1s claim to the effect

that al-Mutanabbl's bad poetry was worse than the bad

poetry of Abu-Tammam. Although he acknowledges that

Abu-Tammhm generally exce Iftdi al-Mutanabbl in poetry, he

believes that it was the former who wrote the worst

4
poetry. In addition to this he states that some of the

verses which Ibn-ad-Dahhan chose as examples for al-

Mutanabbi's bad poetry are not bad verses, and points

1) Istidrak, p. 6l.

2) Ibid.. pp. 61-70.

3) Ibid., p. 13 .

4) Ibid., pp. 24, 30, 45, 47, 57.
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out that Ibn-ad-Dahhan had neglected some verses which

he considered to be worse than those cited as examples

of al-Mutanabbl' s bad poetry."'" When Ibn-ad-Dahhan

praises the philosophical ideas which appear in al-

Mutanabbl's poetry and provides numerous examples of

them, Diya' -ad-Din suggests that four of those examples
2

contained no philosophical concepts whatsoever.

Diyct' -ad-Din also discusses in this introduction

the problem of making comparisons between poets. He

firstly states that most scholars believe that this can

be done only when the two poets are writing on the same

theme. He himself, however, believes that a comparison

may also be made between two excerpts which deal with

differing subjects, although he admits that it is much

easier to compare them when they deal with the same

subject, because in the latter case the comparison

concentrates on the verbal aspect only, whereas the

former comparison employs both the verbal aspect and

3
the aspect of signification.

After this long introduction the main work begins.

It is divided into nineteen chapters according to the

rhyme of the poems. Of these chapters thirteen are sub¬

divided into two sections of which the first contains

those verses which Ibn-ad-Dahhan believed al-Mutanabbl

1)

2)

3)

1stidrak, pp. 39-44.

Ibid.. pp. 47-48.

Ibid.. pp. 57-60.
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had derived from Abu-Tammam, and the second contains

tk o 5 e verses which he believed al-Mutanabbi had

derived from Abu-Tammam but were not acknowledged as

such by Ibn-ad-Dahhan. The remaining six chapters

contain the verses which he believed al-Mutanabbl had

derived from Abu-Tammam, Ibn-ad-Dahhan1s contribution

to these six chapters being limited to two such verses."'"
The main body of al-Istidrak is generally without

any discussion, and throughout this part of the work

piy"a' -ad-Din merely records the verse by al-Mutanabbi

and then mentions AbD-Tammam's verse from which it was

derived.

IC 4. *AmTtd al-Ma'anl.

Diya' -ad-Din states that he wrote a work under the

above-mentioned title in which he discusses the varieties

of significations which occur in both poetry and prose.

He also discusses the main bases of these significations

as well as the ramifications which depart from them.

Diya' -ad-Din further states that he expended much effort

over an extended period in order to write 'AmTid al-Ma1"^"!

Unfortunately, this work has not come down to us.

1) Istidrak, PP. 127, 136, 138, 202, 203

2) Ibid.. PP. 11-12.
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IC 5« Kifayat at-Talib fl Naqd Kalam ash-Sha'ir wa>

1 ■ 2
1-Katxb or Al-Burhan fx 'Ilm al-Bayan.

This work which is still in manuscript form is

1) A copy of this work is in the library of the late

Muhammad SurTir as-Sabban which is now in the
• • •

collection of the King *Abd-al-4 Aziz University

Library in Mecca. It consists of 100 folios. On
the first folio we find a statement written in a

different hand, to the effect that the copy was

intended (bi-rasm) for the amir Sayf-ad-Dxn AbTi-

Bakr b. al-Ahmadx. The completion of the

manuscript is attested to at the end of the work.

This copy is undated but the librarian of the
Ma'had al-Makhtut"at of Cairo suggests that it may

have been copied in the 7th century A.H./l3th A.D.
Another manuscript of this work is to be found in

the National Library of Tunis, Ms. no. 9652. It

consists of 60 folios and on the last folio the

date of the completion of its copying is given as

10th DhTi 1-Hijja 990 A.H./26th December 1582 A.D.,

and the completion of the manuscript is also

attested to.

2) A copy of the work bearing this title is preserved
in Berlin, Staats (ribliothek, Ms. no. 72^8. It
consists of 131 folios but is incomplete, having a

number of folios missing from the end. This is
clear when a comparison is made between it and other

existing manuscripts. On the first folio it is

stated that Yusuf b. 'All 1-Amidx copied this work

for himself. The manuscript does not contain the
date of copying but the first folio bears the names

of some previous owners together with dates. Among

these dates is one which is unclear but might be

650 A.H./1252 A.D. A second date can clearly be

read as 876 A.H./1471 A.D.
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attributed to Diya' -ad-Dln. Two of the existing copies

bear the first title whereas the third bears the second.

All three copies however, are the same work, although

one can observe some differences in the arrangement of

the chapters of the Kifaya and those of al-Burhan. It

is not clear why the work should have different titles

nor which one of them is the authentic title. It could

well be that a certain copyist made these changes in the

order of the chapters of the original work, and then

invented a title for it so as to pass it off as a

different work. None of the classic biographers known

to us has attributed a work bearing either title to

Diya' -ad-Dln, in spite of the fact that two of the

existing manuscripts appear to have been copied in the

7th/l3th century. Some modern writers, on the other

hand, attribute the work to piy"a' -ad-Dln merely on the

l) For instance the Kifaya begins with the chapter on

bad!.* whereas al-BurhSn begins with the chapter on

balagha which comes second in the Kifaya, and the

chapter on badl* comes as chapter no. 18 in al-

Burhan . Compare Kifaya (m), folios lb, 2b with

Burhan folios lb, 70a.
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basis of the attribution of the manuscripts to him."*"
In deciding whether this work can be correctly-

attributed to Diya' -ad-Din, one cannot help but be

influenced by the lack of external evidence to suggest

his authorship. As stated above this work is not

mentioned in the biographies, nor is there any reference

to it in any other of Diya' -ad-Din's works. The

internal evidence of the work argues very strongly

against his authorship. Firstly, where the work deals

with topics which are treated in al-Jami* al-Kabir and

al-Mathal as-Sa' ir, the views expressed differ. The

ideas presented in this work are derived from the *Umda
2

of Ibn-Rashlq. Secondly the author of this work or

1) G.A.L. vol. I, p. 358. Adjab, vol. Ill, p. 52*.

Diya' , p. 72. A'lam, vol. VIII, p. 35^. Burhan,
I ^ %

pp. 138-140, 150. See also Taieb El-Acheche

"La Kifayat Al-Talib Attribuee A piy&' Al-Din

Ibn Al-Atlr", Arabica, vol. XIX (1972), pp. 180-

183.

2) Although both the Kifaya and al-Burhan appear to be

merely abridgements of al-*Umda, they do not

however, contain summaries of all the chapters

found in al-*Umda but mainly those which deal with

figures of speech. On a few occasions one does

find an individual chapter of al-*Umda divided

into two separate chapters in al-Burhan and the
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possibly the copyist seems to have Shi4ite sympathies

for he places "4alayh as-Salam" after mention of 'All

b. Abl-Talib, and his descendants in spite of the fact

that the actual phrase which appears in al-4Umda is

"radiy Allah 1anhU".1 Diya' -ad-Dln was known to have

been a Shafi'ite and he did not use this phrase in his

Kifaya and occasionally two separate chapters of

al-* Umda may be joined in one chapter in al-Burhan

and the Kifaya. The order of the chapters of both

the Kifaya and al-Burhan does not correspond with

that of al-* Umda but in general the order of al-

Burhan is somewhat closer to al-* Umda than that of

the Kifaya. Compare al-'Umda fi Siria4 at ash-Shi4r

wa-Naqdih. 2 vols., (Cairo, 1925)» vol. I, p. 175

with Burhlan. fols. 64b, 70a., and Kifaya (m), fols.

lb, 46b. Compare also 4 Umda. vol. I, pp. 144-145

with Burhan. fol. 10a and Kifaya (m), fol. lib.

For the differences in the views expressed, compare

for instance, Kifaya (M), fols. 68b-69b with Mathal,

vol. II, pp. 83-84, 118-119. Kabir. p. 82 and

Kifaya (m), fols. 69b-71a with Mathal, vol. I, p. 116.

l) Compare Kifaya (m), fols 34a with 4Umda. vol. II,

p. 140. Kifaya (m), fol. 40a with 4 Umda. vol. II,

p. 123. Kifaya (m), fol. 95a with 4Umda, vol. II,

p. 70. See also Burhan, fols. 39a, 39h, 127a.
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known works.^ Thirdly, a number of authors are known

to have made abridgements of al-4Umda among whom was

Diya' -ad-Din' s contemporary Muwaffaq-ad-Din al-Baghdad!.,

and as we know neither the titles of some of these

abridgements nor their contents, we cannot rule out the

possibility that this work was one of these unknown

works mistakenly attributed to Diya' -ad-Din, or even

intentionally attributed to him in order to raise its
2

prestige. Fourthly, DiyS.' -ad-Din usually divides his

works into an introduction and two or three major parts

while this work has no introduction and the text is

3
divided into a great number of small chapters. However,

no matter how strong the negative evidence may be, one

1) See Tabaqat, vol. I, p. 133. Mathal, vol. I, pp. 46,

357, vol. II, PP. 257, 264-265, vol. Ill, pp. 80,

145. Kabir. pp. 45, 105.

2) See *Uyun, vol. II, pp. 210-211. 'Arus. vol. I,

p. 29. Muhammad b. Shllcir al-Kutubi, Fawat al-

Wafayat. ed. Muhammad M. 4Abd-al-Hamid, vol. II,

(Cairo, 195l), p. 17. Hayat, p. 234. Taieb El-

Acheche "La Kifayat Al-Talib Attribuee A Diya'

Al-Din Ibn Al-AtTr", Arabica. vol. XIX (1972), p.

186.

3) Compare Mathal, vol. i, p. 37, Kabir, pp. 1-4,

Munsha' , pp. 280-282, Washy, p. 4 with Burhan,

fol. lb and Kifaya (m), fol. lb.
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is still unable to dismiss the possibility that this

work was an abridgement of al-'Umda made by Diya' -ad-

Din himself. We know that Diya' -ad-Din made some

selections from the traditions, the poetry of Abu-Tammam,

al-Buhturi Dik-al-J inn and al-MutanabbT, as well as from

Ma.jma* al-Amthai of al-Maydani. A selection from J"ami *

al-UsUl is also attributed to him. Given his capacity

for presenting the works of others in an abridged form

we must be prepared to allow room for some doubt, no

matter how unlikely the authorship of the work may be.

IX Works falsely attributed to Diya' -ad-Din.

The following works have been wrongly attributed to

Diya' -ad-Din:

II 1. Al-Murassa' f"I 1-Aba' wa-l-Ummahat wa-l-Banxn
• •

wa-l-Bariat wa-l-Adhwa' wa-dh-Dhawat.

The first edition of this work was published in

Istanbul in 1304/1886, its authorship being attributed

to Diya' -ad-Din, and subsequently several modern scholars

have followed the editor in this mistaken attribution.^"

l) See Yusuf Alyan Sarkis, Mu4jam al-Matbulat al-

'Arabiyya wa-l-Mu'arraba, (Cairo, 1928), vol. I,

col. 36. Hayat, p. 248. Turath, vol. II, p. 104.

Bariu, p. 154. Diya' , p. 72. Kabir, introd., p. 36

and 1■A., pp. 47-48.
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The work in fact does not belong to Diya' -ad-Dln, but

to his brother Majd-ad-Dln. Yaqut states that he asked

4Izz-ad-Dln b. al-Athlr to dictate to him the title of

the works of Majd-ad-Dln and the former dictated a

number of titles which include this work."*" As-Suyutl

who abridged some parts of this work, states that it
2

belongs to Majd-ad-Din. Moreover, Ibrahim as-Samarra''

the editor of the latest edition of al-Murassa', which• • 7

is attributed to Majd-ad-Dln, states that among the

manuscripts on which he based his edition is a copy at

the end of which there is a note written by the author'

brother, 4Izz-ad-Dln, to the effect that he had read

this work out loud in the presence of the author, and

had also compared his copy with the autographed copy

3
belonging to the author. .

1) Irshad, vol. VI, pp. 240-241. 4 Unwan, vol. IX,

p. 301.

2) Bughya. vol. II, p. 275.

3) Majd-ad-Dln al-Mubarak b. al-Athlr, al-Murassa4

fl l-Aba* wa-l-Ummahat wa-l-Banin wa-l-Banat wa-1-

Adhwa' wa-dh-Dhawat, ed. Ibrahim as-Saraarra'i,

(Baghdad, 1971), PP« 13, 16-17. An earlier

edition of this work, also attributed to Majd-ad-

Dln, was ma'dt by C.F. Seybold and published in

Weimar in I896.
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XX 2. Al-Qawl al-Fa' iq al-Arlb bi-'Utba Valid wa-

Dhikra Hablb.

A manuscript of this work attributed to "the author

of al-Mathal as-Sa' ir, Ibn-al-Athlr" is preserved in the

library of the University of Istanbul."'" It begins with

an opening in which the author addresses an unnamed

person and states that he has already fulfilled his

promise to this person to collect the poetry of AbTi-

Tammam and al-Buhturl. The author also states that

this person further requested him to compile a book

containing some of the poetry of the two poets on a

number of topics. The author accordingly wrote this

work and divided it into an introduction and thirty

2
chapters. However, the work, apart from this short

opening, is entirely derived, word for word, from

al-Muwazana of al-Amidl"^ (d. 370/980). It is clear,

1) Ms. no. l4l5. It exists in fifty-nine folios and

was copied by 4All b. Ahmad ad-Damasl.

2) Ibid.. fol. 2b.

3) Compare for example, Qawl, fols. 2a-3h with al-

Muwazana bayn Shi'r Abi-Tammam wa-l-Buhturl, ed.

as-Sayyid Ahmad Saqr, II vols., (Cairo 1972-1973),

vol. I, pp. 568-569. Qawl, fols. 3b-4a with

Muwlzana, vol. II, pp. 372-373* Qawl, fols. 4b-7b

with Muwazana, vol. I, pp. 420-429* Qawl, fols. l4b-

24b with Muwazana, vol. I, pp. 451-483* Qawl., fols.

39b-64a with Muwazana, vol. II, PP• 51-64. Qawl,fols.

91-95 with Muwazana, vol. II, PP• 142-151*
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therefore, that this work does not belong to Diya' -ad-

Din, and is merely a part of al-Muwazana. In addition

to this al-Qawl-al-Fa' iq does not appear among the

works of piya' -ad-Din in any of the standard sources.

IX 3 • Kanz al-Bal"agha.

Three modern scholars: Ahmad Badawi, 'Umar Rida• 7 •

Kahhala and Muhammad 'Abd-ar-Rahman Shu'ayb all wrongly

2
attribute this work to Diyli' -ad-Din, without providing

1) Al-^midi, in al-Muwazana, mentions the names of

some of the third and fourth century scholars whom

he met and from whom he received some information.

They include Abu-l-Hasan al-Akhfash (d. 315/927)

and Musa b. Sulayman al-Hamadani. Al-AmidI1s words

are retained in al-Qawl al-Fa' iq as the words of

its author. If one were to assume that piya' -ad-
Din (d. 637/1239) was the author of this work, it

would necessarily mean that he would have had to

have met al-Akhfash and al-Hamadani as well as

other scholars who had died centuries before he

was born. Compare for example, Qawl. fols. 45a, 54b,

58a, 58b with Muwazana, vol. I, p. 553, vol. II,

pp. 16, 46-47.

2) Hayat, p. 248. Mu' allifin, vol. XIII, p. 98.

1»A•, p. 47.
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any evidence for their claims. This work has the

otherwise undisputed authorship of 'Imad-ad-Din Isma'il

b. al-Athxr al-Halabx (d. 699/1299).1

II 4. Tuhfat al-'Aja' ib wa-Turfat al-Ghara' ib.

This work, which has not yet been published, has

been attributed to piya' -ad-Bin by some modern scholars.

It has also been attributed to his brother Majd-ad-Bln

and indeed some of the existing manuscripts bear the

3
latter's name. Most of the manuscripts, however, are

1) See 'Arus, vol. I, p. 30. piya' , p. 72. Kashf,

vol. II, col. 1514. An abridgement of the work

made by the author's son Najm-ad-Din Ahmad b.

Isma'il b. al-Athxr al-Halabi entitled Jawhar al-
•

Kanz, is published in Alexandria (n.d.). It was

edited by Muhammad Zaghlul SalTam.

2) piya' , p. 67. Athxr, p. 50. 'Abd-Alllh Yusuf al-

Ghunaym, ** al-Makhtutat al-'Arabiyya fx l-'Alam,

al-Makhtutat al-Jughrafiyya fl 1-Muthaf al-Bar1t"anx" ,

Majallat Ma4had al-Makhtut"at al-'Arabiyya, vol. XVII,

pt. II (1971), P. 226.

3) G.A.L. supp. I, p. 609, British Museum: Oriental

Mss. no. 383.
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merely attributed to "Ibn-al-Athlr al-Jazarl" without

mentioning any other name. Another copy of this work

2
is attributed to 4Imad-ad-Din b. al-Athir al-HalabT_

(d. 699/1299). Khalifa, on the other hand,

3
attributes this work to 'Izz-ad-Din b. al-Athlr, Diya' -

ad-Din's brother.

Careful examination of the work clearly shows that

it does not belong to Diya*-ad-Din nor to any of his

brothers, but to someone who lived at a later period.

This is clear from the fact that the author has given

1) See for example, British Museum: Oriental Mss. no.

1322; Berlin Staats b'ibliothek Ms. no. 6163.
/ --1

Koprul'u, Ms. no. 1058.

2) According to Muhammad Zaghlul Sallam, who relies on

the information given by KurkTs 4Awwad, this copy

is preserved in the Princeton University Library.

See Diya' , p. 67, Athir, pp. 50-51. Dawud al-

Jalabi is almost certain that this work belongs to

4 Imad-ad-Din b. al-Athir. Idem "Kitab Tuhfat al-

'Ajayib wa-Turfat al-Gharayib" Ma.jallat al-Ma.jma*

al-'Ilmi 1-* ArabT. vol. XXIII, pt. IV (19^8), p. 561.

3) Kashf. vol. I, col. 369. It should be noticed here

that the name 4Izz-ad-Din is printed in brackets

which may indicate that it has been added by the

editor.
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a number of quotations from the chronicle of 'Izz-ad-

Uin b. al-Athlr"*" and also from the works of much later

authors, including al-Manahi.j wa-l-Mabahij of al-Warraq

(d. 718/1318), Nihayat al-Arab of an-Nuwayrl (d. 732/

1331), and Kanz ad-Durar of Abu-Bakr ad-Dawadari (d. 8th

century A.H.)

1) Bahir, p. 265.

2) lb f(jL, p. 265. See also, Jughrafiya, vol. XII, p.

76. Bawud al-Jalabl, "Kitab Tuhfat al-'Ajayib wa-

Turfat al-Gharayib" , Majallat al-Ma.jma' al-4 Ilmi 1-

*Arabl, vol. XXIII, pt. IV, (1948), pp. 557-561.

Catlogus Codicum Manucriptorum Orientalium Qui in

Museo BritannicoA(London. 1846), vol. II, pp. 612-

613, Ms. no. 1322. The Catalogue of Par al-Kutub

of Egypt, vol. VI. Geography, Ms. no. 499.

Muhammad b. Ahmad b. Tabataba, *Iyar-ash-Shi* r,

eds. TaKS. 1-HajirT and Muhammad Zaghlul Sallam,

(Cairo, 1956), introd. p. Vaw, f.n.2.
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PART TWO

DIYA' -AD-DIN'S THEORY OF RHETORIC

CHAPTER III

THE FOUNDATIONS OF RHETORIC

(USUL 4ILM AL-BAYlN)

The Schools of rhetoric.

Arabic rhetoric emerged and developed from the

studies pursued by many scholars working within

different branches of knowledge. They includes

grammarians, philologists, theologians, particularly

the Mu'tazilites who relied strongly on logic in their

arguments with other sects, and the scholars of the

bases of Islamic jurisprudence, who prefaced their

works with what they called elementary philology in

which they discussed rhetoric among other subjects.

The studies of the miraculous nature of the Qur' an

(i4 j"az), and also the commentaries on the Qur' an, both

contributed greatly to the development of rhetoric.

The well-educated secretaries who served in the

chancelleries of the state documents in their turn

contributed to this development. In addition to those

there were the critics and rhetoricians who devoted
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their efforts to the study of this art."'" Because of

the different backgrounds of these scholars, and also

the education they acquired, their study of rhetoric

can be classified into two schools: the theological

school (al-madrasa l-kal"ajniyya) , and the literary school.

This differing approach to rhetoric was observed as

early as the fourth century A.H. when we find Abu-Hil"al

al-'Askari (d. 395/1004) stating, in the Kitab as-

Siria4atayn, that he was not going to adopt the method

of the theologians (mutakallimtm), but rather the method

of the creators of the speech, the poets and the
♦

2
secretaries. In a much later period as-Suyutl (d. 911/

1505) refers directly to this division while speaking

about his qualifications, stating that he excelled in

ma'ani, bayan and bacTi4 in the manner of the Arabs and

the men of eloquence, but not in the manner of the non-
O

Arabs (4A.jam) and the philosophers.

1) Amin al-Khlill, Fann al-Qawl fl Ma4 had ad-Dirasat

al-4Ulya, (Cairo, 1947), pp. 72-79- Ahmad MatlTib,

al-Balagha 4ind as-Sakkakl, (Baghdad, 1964), pp.

78-100. Shawqi Dayf, al-Balagha Tatawwur wa-Tarikh

(Cairo, n.d.), pp. 368-375.

2) Abu-Hilal al-4Askar"l, Kit"ab as-Sina4 atayn : al-Kitaba

wa-sh-Shi4r, eds. 4Al"i Muhammad al-Ba.j"aw"i and

Muhammad Abu-1-Fadl Ibr"ah"im (Cairo, n.d.), p. 15 .

3) Jal"al-ad-Bin as-Suyuti., Husn al-Muhadara fx Akhb"ar

misr wa-l-Qahira, (Cairo, 1299/l88l), vol. I, p. 190.
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Of the two schools, the theological school pays

more attention to the definitions and divisions of

rhetorical rules using the logical and philosophical

methods in discussion, and less attention to the examples

which explain these rules. The examples given as

illustrations are perfunctory and often without great

beauty mainly because the concern of the scholars of

this school is merely to provide correct examples

regardless of their aesthetic quality. This school

flourished in the Muslim East, and among its prominent

champions are: Qudama b. Ja'far, Fakhr-ad-Din ar-RazT,

as-Sakk"aki, Badr-ad-Dln b. Malik, al-Khat"ib al-Qazw"in1,

and Sa'd-ad-Din at-Taftazanl.^"
The literary school, on the other hand, adopts a

different method in its approach to rhetoric. Unlike

the theological school, it pays little attention to the

definitions and discussions of the rhetorical rules,

and avoids logical and philosophical arguments in the
2

discussion. Although Diya*-ad-Din b. al-Athlr retained

a great fondness for classification, one of the dis-

-0 Fann, p. 8O-87, Amfin al-KhTil"i, Manahi.j Ta.jdxd fl

n-Nahw wa-l-Balagha wa-t-TafsTr wa-l-Adab, (Cairo,

1961), pp. 125-126, 136, l40-l4l, 159. Balagha,

pp. 102-106.

2) Fann, pp. 92-94. Balagha, pp. 107-108. Manahi.j,

p. 160.
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tinguishing marks of the theological school, he is

properly regarded as one of the great champions of the

literary school, and was energetic in his attacks on

philosophy and philosophers, denying that Arabic rhetoric

profited from Greek rhetoric."*" The literary school

applies literary criteria in judging literary works, the

scholars relying heavily on their own taste, and

occasionally being at a loss to explain why they like or

dislike a certain example. This school is further

distinguished by the importance it attaches to the

explanatory examples. Its scholars usually restrict

its definition and the rules for its use to a few lines

and then supply countless illustrations from both poetry

and prose. Some of these examples include a complete

poem or a whole letter which alone fills a number of

pages. This school mainly flourished in Iraq, Syria,
2

Egypt and North Africa. Among its prominent scholars

are: Ibn-al-Mu4 tazz, Ibn-Rashlq, Ibn-Sinan al-Khafajl,

4Abd-al-Qahir al-Jurjanl, Diya' -ad-Din b. al-Athir and

Ibn-Abi-l-Isba4 al-MisrT.
• •

It should be noted, however, that one cannot draw

a fine line dividing scholars of one school from those

who followed the other, for a number of scholars managed

to make use of the method of both schools, usually

1) Mathal, vol. I, pp. 229-230, vol. II, pp. 3-6.

2) Fann, pp. 93-95. Manahij. pp. l60-l6l. Balagha,

pp. 107-110.
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relying, however, more on one of them than the other.

Al-Jahiz, for example, although he was a Mu'tazilite and

a founder of an Islamic sect, tends towards the literary-

school using his taste in judging literature, while

Abu-Hilal al-'Askari, in spite of his announced intention

of adopting the method of the poets and secretaries,

could not escape using the method of the theologians in

the layout of his work and in the divisions he made.

Yahya b. Hamza l-'Alawi also managed to use the method

of two schools in the Kitab at-Tiraz. In the first part

of this work he followed the method of the literary

school, and in the second part, the method favoured by
o

the theo^gical school."*"
The science of rhetoric as we know it now in its

three parts, ma'anl. bayan and badT* was set out by

as-SakkakT (d. 626/1228), who, in fact, did not call

the third part badl* but "particular precepts frequently

aimed for in order to beautify the speech". It was,

however, Badr-ad-Bin b. Malik (d. 686/1287) in his work,
2

al-Misbah, who gave the name bad!' to the third section.

1) Mariahij, pp. 161-162. Balagha, pp. 111-112.

2) Abti-Ya' qub Yusuf as-SakkakT, Miffah al-'UlTun

(Cairo, 1937)» P« 200. Balagha. pp. 117-121.

Ahmad MatlTib, al-QazwThi wa-Shuruh at-TalkhTs,

(Baghdad, 19^7), PP• 205, 292-293. 'Abd-ar-Rahman

b. Khaldun, Muqaddimat al-4Allama Ibn-Khaldun,

(Beirut, 1900)> P- 552.
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Before as-SakkakT most scholars studied the whole field

of rhetoric under either bayan or bacli * , and even in the

time of as-Sakkaki, Diya' -ad-Din b. al-Athlr studied the

three parts of rhetoric under the term bayan.

The Principles of rhetoric.

As we have already seen in the previous chapter,

piya' -ad-Din studied rhetoric in a number of his works,

but al-Mathal as-Set" ir is the work by which Diyh' -ad-Din

achieved his literary fame, and it is also the work which

contains his most elaborated opinions. Because of this

the present study will follow his plan in this latter

work, and his opinions there will be compared with the

l) Al-KhatTb al-QazwThi, while discussing the three

terms, states that many scholars call the three

parts bayhn, whereas some other scholars while

adopting the term ma * "arii. include badT* under the

term bayan and use the term badi* to cover all the

three parts. See at-TalkhTs f"i 'Ulum al-Balagha,

ed. 4Abd-ar-Rahman al-Barqhqx (Beirut, n.d.), p. 37.

BadawT Tabana, Abu-Hil'al al-'Askari wa-MaqayTsuh

al-Balaghiyya, (Cairo, i960), pp. 196-197- Mathal,

vol. I, pp. 35-37, 39. Turath, vol. II, p. 106.
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opinions expressed in his other works.

Diya' -ad-Din begins al-Mathal as -Sa' ir with a

preface in which he refers to the importance of the

science of rhetoric for the composition of both poetry

and prose. In this work Diya' -ad-Din states that

although he had studied all the works written on the

subject, he found only two works which he considered

useful: al-Muwazana of al-Amidi and Sirr al-Fasaha of

Ibn-Sirian al-Khafaji, both of which he considered

lacked perfection, as they had failed to reach the core

of the argument in a number of sections of this science,

and on a few occasions, provided merely peripheral

discussion. Diya' -ad-Din also refers to his discoveries

in rhetoric and admits that what he has advanced is

merely the external aspect of this science, and he adds

that the aim of this work is to teach the method by

which a student may write good composition.^"
Diya' -ad-Din divides al-Mathal as-Sa' ir into two

parts with one introduction. In the introduction Diya' -

ad-Din studies what he calls "the foundations of the

science of exposition" (usul 4ilm al-bayan). He defines

the subject of this science as the purity and the

eloquence of the language (al-fasaha wa-l-balagha). He

does not, however, confine bayan to merely rhetoric in

its technical sense, but includes in it the method for

l) Mathal, vol. I, pp. 35-38.
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learning the art of composition. Diy"a' -ad-Din,

accordingly, devotes a chapter entitled "the tools of

the science of exposition" in which he speaks at length

about the qualities required for anyone who wants to

learn how to write. In this chapter Diya' -ad-Din

emphasizes the need to have a natural disposition

towards the art if one wishes to attain success in the

art of composition. Besides this natural disposition

one needs a command of, firstly, the grammar and

morphology of the language, secondly, the lexicon of

Arabic from which one must choose words which do not

!

violate the purity of speech, and thirdly, the Arabic

proverbs and the history of the battles which are the

subject matter of much Arabic poetry. Fourthly, one

must have a knowledge of the works of one's predecessors,

both their poetry and prose, and must have memorized a

great deal of it; fifthly one must have studied the

legal cases concerning the caliphate, emirate, judiciary

and the hisba etc. / and sixthly have memorized the

Qur' an and learned how to paraphrase it in one's own

composition. Seventhly one must also have memorized a

great deal of the Prophet's traditions and be able to

treat them similarly, and finally, one must, if one is

l) Mathal. vol. I, pp. 37-^3, kk, 56, 6l, 69, 71

Kablr. pp. 6-16.
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to be a poet, have a good knowledge of prosody and rhyme.

HaqTqa and Majaz (the real and figurative).

Diya' -ad-Din defines haqlqa as the expression which

indicates the original meaning for which it was created.

He defines ma,jaz, on the other hand, as the expression

which indicates a meaning differing from that for which

3
it is originally created. Diya' -ad-Din states that

some people believe that all speech is real, and some

others believe that it is all figurative, but he regards

both opinions as wrong, as indeed language contains both

1) Mathal, vol. I, pp. 44, 70-73. Kabir, pp. 19-20.

Washy, pp. 5-6.

2) The term majaz has sometimes been rendered in

English by the term 'trope' (e.g. Ritter in his

introduction to his edition of Asrar al-Balagha of

*Abd-al-Qahir al-Jurjarii (Istanbul, 1954), pp. 23-24

W.G. Andrews in his work, An Introduction to Ottoman

Poetry. (Chicago, 1976), pp. 81-83.) However, the

two terms do not correspond very closely and it

has been felt more convenient to retain the Arabic

term ma.j"az throughout this thesis.

3) Mathal, vol. I, p. 105. Kabir, p. 28.
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haqlqa and majaz."'" piya' -ad-Din at first affirms that
a figurative expression is more eloquent than a real

one and should be used in the pursuit of purity and

eloquence of language, but he later modifies his opinion

when he advises anyone facing an expression liable to

be interpreted as either real or figurative, to interpret

it as real except when the meaning benefits from inter¬

preting it as figurative. This is because the real is

considered to be the origin, whereas its figurative

meaning is merely a branch of it, and one should not
2

abandon the origin for the branch except for utility.

Fasaha and Balagha

Many scholars before Diya' -ad-Din have contributed

to the study of fasaha and balagha, but according to him,

their contributions did not reach a precise definition of

the meaning of the two terms. Diya' -ad-Din indicates,

however, that the best definition they give for fasaha

is that philologically it means clearness and explanation,

1) Mathal, vol. I, p. 106-107.

2) Ibid.. pp. 110-112.

3) Ibid., pp. 112-113 and compare with 'Abd-Allah

b. Muhammad Ibn-Sinan al-Khafajl, Sirr al-Fasaha,

ed. 'Abd-al-Muta'al as-Sa'Tdi, (Cairo, 1969),

pp. 49-50. KabTr, p. 77. Sina'atayn, p. 13.
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but this in Diya' -ad-Uin's opinion does not present the

true nature of fasaha for it gives rise to three

objections: firstly that this definition indicates that

a word cannot be considered faslh when it is not clear,• • 7

but that when it becomes clear, it riecc siarilj becomes
faslh. Secondly, one may object to this definition on

the grounds that it is a loose definition, as a single

word might be clear to one person but not clear to the

other, while a fasih word is faslh for everyone, and

thirdly, that according to this definition, a clear

word, even when it is ugly and unpleasant to the ear,

must be considered fasxh because of its clarity, and

this is certainly not the case, as fasaha is used to

describe the beauty of the word and not its ugliness.''"
Diya' -ad-Din accepted in principal the above definition

but added to it an explanation which avoids the above

objections. Diya' -ad-Din believes that faslh speech-

is that which is clear, but he means by clear, speech in

which the words are understood without consulting a

dictionary, and the reason for their clarity is that

they are often used by poets and prose writers as a

result of their beauty, which is judged by their
2

acceptability to the ear. DiyS? -ad-Din denies,

1) Mathal. vol. I, pp. 112-113. Kabir, pp. 76-77•

2) Mathal, vol. I, pp. 114-115.
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however, that fasaha is connected in any way with the

meaning of the words, as this necessarily implies that

two words which present the same meaning must be regarded

as equal from the point of view of fasaha.1 This view

contradicts 4Abd-al-Qahir al-Jurj"ahx ' s opinion which

indicates that fasaha is connected with the meaning of

the word for if it were connected with the word itself,

a fasxh word should be considered fasih whenever it
• • • •

appears in speech: but this clearly is not so as one

finds a word discribed as faslh in one place and not• • Jr

2
fasxh in another. It seems that *Abd-al-Qahir does not

distinguish between fasaha and bal"agha, and whenever he

uses the term fasaha he uses it as a description of the

3
speech and not the individual words, whereas DiyS' -ad-

Din uses fasaha as a description of both the individual

4
words and also the speech.

Diya' -ad-Din argues that balagha is derived from

the word balagha, meaning to reach or attain, and a

ballgh speech is that which has reached a perfection in

its verbal form and its meaning. Balagha, however, is

1) Mathal. vol. I, pp. 115-116, and see Sirr, pp. 49-50.

Sina'atayn, pp. 13-14.

2) Para* il al-I4.i~5.z, ed. Muhammad Rashxd Rida, (Cairo,

1961), pp. 32-33, 261, 262, 264.

3) Dala' il. pp. 262, 264, 274, 298.

4) Mathal, vol. I, pp. 113-116, 210-211. Kabir, p. 77.
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more specific than fasaha, and therefore, a ballgh

uttering is necessarily fas"ih^6-Ut not the opposite.
Bal~agha is connected with both the words and the meaning

and therefore a single word might be described as faslh

when it fulfils the requirements of fasaha but it cannot

be described as ballgh, because it lacks the meaning

which only emerges when it is in the context of other

words.^

l) Mathal, vol. I, pp. 118-119. Kabir, pp. 79,

and see Sirr, pp. 49-50. Siria'atayn, pp. 13

Kifaya (m), fols. 2b-4b.

81,

-14.
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CHAPTER IV

VERBAL COMPOSITION : THE SINGLE WORD

(AS-SINA'A L-LAFZIYYA : AL-LAFZA L-MUFRADA)v • • • • '

In the first part of al-Mathal as-Sa' ir, Diyli.' -ad-

EHn studies what he terms as-siria'a 1-lafziyya (verbal

composition). He divides it into two chapters: the first

deals with the single word (al-lafza 1-mufrada), and the

second with the "compound expressions" (al-alfaz al-

murakkaba). The single word must be faslh if the

composite phrase, in which it is used, is to be fasTh.

The fasaha of a phrase is a prerequisite for its balagha

and can be determined by the conformity of each of the

single words to a set of rules. Diya' -ad-Din therefore

concludes his discussion of the relationship between

balagha and fasaha in this chapter before proceeding to

a discussion of the rules which pertain to fasaha. Diya.' -

ad-Dln states that the author of the speech needs firstly,

to choose well the individual words; secondly, to arrange

correctly each word with others that are suitable and

thirdly, to make his speech appropriate to its subject.

Diya' -ad-Hin indicates that the first and second conditions

are both connected with fasaha and the three together with

balagha. **" Diya' -ad-Dxn further states that differences

l) Mathal, vol. I, pp. 210-211.
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observable in the styles of different authors appear

more in their ability to arrange words together in

composition than in their choice of single words. He

takes the composition of the Qur' an as evidence for this,

as the single words of the Qur' "5n were used by the early

Arabs and also by those who came after them, but the

Qur'"an excel^s all their compositions, and according to

Diya' -ad-DIn this is only by virtue of its composition.

He then quotes a Qur' anic verse, adding that the words

of that verse gain their apparent beauty only because

of their composition, and he challenges his readers to

find in any of the individual words the same beauty

which is evident in their composition.^" He also adds

that the importance of the role of composition is

demonstrated by the fact that a single word might

delight the reader in one composition while causing

repugnance in another. Diya' -ad-Din then erroneously
2

claims that no scholar before him had made this point,

1) The verse he quotes is: "Then the word went forth:

'0 earth! swallow up thy water, and 0 sky! withhold

(thy rain)!* and the water abated, and the matter

was ended. The Ark rested on Mount J"udi, and the

word went forth: 'Away with those who do wrong!' "

See Abdullah Yusuf Ali, The Holy Qur' an, (Beirut 1968),

chap. XI, vs. 44.

2) Mathal, vol. I, pp. 213-215.
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failing to give credit to 4Abd-al-Q.ah.ir al-Jurjani who

made the very same point in language not very different

from that of Diya' -ad-Din, and employing the same

Qur' Inic quotation to demonstrate it.^"
In this part of Diya' -ad-Dln's work, he relies

heavily on Ibn-Sinan al-Khafaji, adopting most of the

criteria established by the latter for the purity of the

single word, and he only manages to add a single

criterion. Diya.' -ad-Dln, as we shall see in the

following pages, was to change his mind about the validity

of some of the criteria, for while he accepted in al-

Jami* al-Kablr most of Ibn-Siri^n's criteria, he rejected

in al-Mathal as-Sa' ir some of those same criteria which

he had previously accepted.

Diya' -ad-Din enumerates the conditions required for

a word to be fasTh as the following:

1. That the word should be created from letters well

spaced out (mutaba'idat al-makharij). In al-Mathal

as-Sa' ir, he rejects this condition, but fails to

produce a satisfactory reason for his rejection. He

firstly states that most of the Arabic words are created

1) Compare Mathal, vol. I, pp. 213-215 with Dala' il,

PP. 31-33.

2) Mathal, vol. I, pp. 222-223. KabTr, pp. 34-35.

See also Sirr, pp. 48, 54.
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from letters of which the points of articulation in the

mouth are well spaced from each other and can therefore

be used without any aversion. He then adds that if

this condition is to be taken into consideration, it

would require a poet or a prose writer a long time to

compose a poem or write a letter. He believes that

judgment in this matter is reserved for the ear, which

is qualified to decide whether a word is beautiful or

not. He demonstrates this by suggesting that when

someone is asked whether a word is beautiful or not, he

does not proceed to analyse its phonetics, rather he

gives an opinion immediately. Diya' -ad-Din acknowledges

however, that with some exceptions, a beautiful word is

created from letters which are well spaced out in terms

of articulation, and when the ear approves a word it is

found to be composed from letters which are well spaced

out, and when it disapproves a word it is found to be

composed from letters which are not well spaced out,

but aural judgment is given before phonetic analysis."'"
Xbn-Abi-1-HacTid rightly criticized Diya' -ad-Din's loose

argument on the ground that it is not denied that one

may know the effect before he knows the cause, as when

you see a beautiful girl you immediately appreciate her

beauty and you do not wait until you QnalySt all causes o
2 _

that beauty. In al-Jami' al-Kabir, however, Diya' -ad-

1) Mathal, vol. I, pp. 223-225.

2) Falak, pp. 172-173-
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Din accepts this condition, adding that he does not

mean that all words which are well spaced out are

beautiful, nor does he mean that all those which are

not are ugly, but only the majority from each category."'"
According to Diya' -ad-Din, the reason for the beauty

of words which are well spaced out in terms of art¬

iculation is that the intervening space allows enough
2

time to pronounce the letters correctly.

O

2. The word must not be unfamiliar (wahshx), Diyh' -ad-

Din states that some literary scholars believe that wahshT

means 'ugly' but he himself does not think so, as he

believes that it is derived from wahsh meaning a wild

animal which lives in wastelands, and a wild animal can

be either beautiful or ugly and indeed this is the case

in reference to a wahshT word. He further states that

the early Arabs cannot be criticized for using a

beautiful but unfamiliar word, whereas the later Arabs
4

are open to such criticism. He also adds that the poet

is permitted to use beautiful but unfamiliar words in

1) Kabir. pp. 34-35.

2) Ibid., pp. 4o-4l.

3) Ibid., p. 4l. Mathal, vol. I, p. 227- Sirr. pp. 56-

57.

4) Mathal. vol. I, pp. 227-229, 234, 237. Kabir.

pp. 41-42. Sirr, p. 63.
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order to evade the restrictions forced upon him by both

the prosody and the rhyme.

3. The word must not be a vulgarism (mubtadhal bayn al-

'amma) « Diya' -ad-Uin states that there are two types of

vulgarism, both of which the author should avoid:

a) words which are philologically created to indicate

one particular meaning, but are used by the common people

to indicate another. The word surm for instance

originally means 'cutting* but the common people used

it for 'anus* instead of surm the original word for

•anus*. The word zarif was originally used to describe

a person with good speech, but the common people used it

to describe a handsome and elegant person.2

b) Despicable words which are commonly used by, and

peculiar to, the common people such as 1khazibaz1 which

indicates the noise of the fly, and 'laglag' for the

3
stork etc.

4. The word should not indicate two different meanings,

one of which is unpleasant, for if the pleasant meaning

1) Mathal, vol. I, pp. 237-239. KabTr, p. 48. Sirr.

p. 62.

2) Mathal, vol. I, pp. 254-257. Kablr, pp. 49-5. Sirr.

pp. 63-67.

3) Mathal, vol. I, pp. 257-258. KabTr, pp. 51-52.
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is intended it might, nevertheless, be misunderstood for

the unpleasant one. Diya' -ad-Din adds, however, that if

the context indicates that only the pleasant meaning is

intended then it is permissible to use that word."'"

5. The diminutive form of the word should be preferred

in cases where the word is used to describe something
2

hidden, small or weak. While in al-Mathal as-Sa' ir

DiyS.' -ad-Din states that this condition is unnecessary

because the context of the composition will naturally

3
demand that form whenever it is appropriate, in al-Jami'

al-Kab"ir he lists it among the other conditions, and adds

that, in spite of the beauty it brings, the writer should
k

not use xt very often.

56. The shorter word should be preferred to the longer.

In al-Mathal as-Sa' ir Diy"a' -ad-Din is somewhat confused

about this condition. 'At f irst lie adopts it among the

conditions which he approves of, but at the same time

he disagrees with Ibn-Sinan al-Khafajl about the word

1) Mathal. vol. I, pp. 261-262, 264. KabTr, pp. 52-54.

Sirr, p. 75.

2) Kabir, pp. 54-56. Sirr, pp. 79» 81.

3) Mathal, vol. I, p. 222, 227.

4) Kabir, pp. 54-56.

5) Ibid., p. 57• Mathal, vol. I, p. 264. Sirr, p. 78.
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" suwaydawatitia" , which occurs in a verse by al-Mut anabbT,

and which Ibn-Sihan al-KhafajT regards as ugly because of

its length. Diya' -ad-Din believes that the ugliness of

this word is not caused by its length but because the

word itself is ugly. He also quotes two Qur' anic

examples "fa-sayakfikahum Allah" and "1a-yastakhlifannahum"

which are about the same length as the example of al-

Mutanabbi, quoted by Ibn-Sinan al-Khafajx, and adds that

if the length of the word is to be taken into consideration,

the two Qur' anic examples should be considered ugly, but

in fact they are not. He concludes by suggesting that

what should be taken into consideration is the construction

of the letters of the word. The author should avoid words

which are created from letters which are difficult to

pronounceyj nb matter whether they are long or short.
In al-Jami* al-Kabir, on the other hand, Diya' -ad-Din

confirms the importance of this condition, and he fully

agrees with Ibn-Sirian al-KhafajT that the reason for the

ugliness of "suwaydawatiha" is its length. He further

contradicts his own argument in al-Mathal as-Sa' ir about

the two Qur' anic examples which were not affected by

their length. He affirms, however, that although the

two examples may look as if they were long individual

words, the fact is that each one of them is made up of

l) Mathal, vol. I, pp. 264-266. Sirr, p. 78
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three different elements, whereas "suwaydawatihaw is

merely a single word in the plural form with only the

additional feminine pronoun.^

7o The vowels of the word should be chosen from the

2
soft vowels in order to be easy to pronounce. Diya' -

ad-Bin states that the vowel point "a" is softer than

the vowel point "i" which in turn is softer than the

vowel point "u". When two soft vowels successively

follow each other one does not find it difficult to

pronounce them, but he finds it difficult to pronounce

two strong vowels in succession. Although Diys.' -ad-Din

claims that he was the first to discover this condition,

he is once again wrong in his assertion for Ibn-Jinnl

before him had already referred to it as had Ibn-Sirian

3
al-Khafaji, although indirectly. Diya' -ad-Din, however,

was the first rhetorician to list this phenomenon as a

violation of fasaha.
• •

Diy"a' -ad-Din excludes an extra condition made by

Ibn-Sinan al-Kh.afa.ji which indicates that the word must

be used in its correct Arabic usage, and must not

1) Kabir. pp. 57-58.

2) Ibid.. pp. 34, 59. Mathal. vol. I, pp. 268-269.

3) Al-Khasa* is, vol. I, ed. Muhammad 'Ali n-Najjar,

(Cairo, 1952), pp. 71-77. Sirr. p. 42.
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violate the grammatical paradigm. Ibn-Sirian al-Khafajl

wanted to exclude words which violate the rules of

grammar or the correct philological usage, and also

words which are not regarded as Arabic. Although Ibn-

Sihan al-Khafajl acknowledges that these defects do not

affect the purity of the word to any great extent he

had a great aversion to using a word which contains

some of these defects."'" Diyh' -ad-Dln, on the other

hand, dismisses this condition on the ground that if

a word does not fulfil this condition it does not affect

its beauty, but it merely affects the person who uses

2
it as it shows up his lack of knowledge.

1) Sirr, pp. 67-74. Mathal. vol. I, pp. 226-227.

Kablr. p. 34.

2) Mathal. vol. I, pp. 226-227. Kablr. p. 34.
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CHAPTER V

VERBAL COMPOSITION : COMPOUND EXPRESSIONS

(AS-SINA'A L-LAFZIYYA : AL-ALFAZ AL-MURAKKABA)

Under this title Diya' -ad-Uin discusses eight

rhetorical topics all of which are connected with verbal

composition.

I Saj * (Rhymed Prose)

Sa.j' , the first of these eight topics, is defined as

the agreement, in respect of one consonant, between the

last elements of clauses in prose."'" He states that some

literary persons had disparaged sa.j * but, argues that

they had only done so because they themselves were unable

to reproduce it, for if it were really worthy of

disparagement it would surely not be found in the Qur' an

and the Traditions, both of which contain many examples
2

of it. The Prophet, on the other hand, is reported to

have condemned sa.j * because it evoked the style of

3
speech favoured by the soothsayers. We do not have

1) Mathal, vol. I, pp. 270-271. KabTr. p. 251.

2) Mathal. vol. I, pp. 271-273- Kabir. pp. 251-252.

3) The tradition which contains this condemnation came

as a reply to the man who disputed the judgment of

the Prophet concerning the blood-money of an unborn
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sufficient material to be certain about the nature of

sa.j * as was used by soothsayers, but A.F.L. Beeston,

using the few surviving examples, suggests that their

"utterances are broken up normally into extremely short

members, often no more than two or three words long,"^
Diya' -ad-Din believes, however, that the condemnation

of the Prophet was not directed against sa.j * itself but

only against a legal opinion couched in that style which

was the hallmark of the soothsayers who employed it for

stylistic effect. He argues that had the Prophet

baby. The man is reported to have said: " a-acfi man

ra shariba wa-la akala, wa-la nataqa wa-la stahalla
wa-mithlU dhalika yutall". (Do I have to give blood-

money for someone who has neither drunk nor eaten

nor spoken or raised his voice in crying and such a

person should be unavenged). The Prophet, however,
cLXl

is reported to have rebuked the man saying "A sa.j'

ka-sa.j'1 1-kuhhan" . (Do you utter a rhymed prose

like the rhymed prose of the soothsayers). See

Mathal. vol. I, pp. 273-274. Kablr. p. 252.

Sina'atayn, p. 267. Muhammad b. at-Tayyib al-

Baqillahi, I * j"hz al -Qur* an, ed. as-Sayyid Ahmad Saqr,

(Cairo, 1963), p. 58.

l) "Parallelism in Arabic Prose", Journal of Arabic

Literature, vol. V (1974), p. 143.
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intended to condemn saj* itself, he would have merely

said: " a sa,j' an" (Do you speak in sa.j * ) ?"*"
When referring to the Qur' an some Muslim scholars

like ar-Rummaril and al-BaqillanT have tended to term

its rhymed clauses faw"asil, and refuse to categorise

them as sa,j' . This is based on their belief that

fawasil are those rhymed clauses where the euphony is

secondary to the meaning whereas in sa.j' the meaning
2

is secondary to the euphony. Ibn-Sirian al-Khafaj"i

rejects this distinction and indicates that what led

those scholars to call the Qur' anic rhymed clauses

fawasil was merely their desire to disassociate the

Qur*an from phenomena peculiar to soothsayers. However,

Diya' -ad-Din considers sa.j * which comes naturally, as

the highest' of all speech. He establishes four pre¬

requisites for the achievement of good saj': firstly,

the words which make up the clauses containing saj'

must be chosen from those which are euphonious- Secondly,

1) Mathal. vol. I, pp. 273-275. Kablr. p. 252.

2) An-Nukat fl I'jciz al-Qur' an, among Thalath Rasa* il

fi I'jaz al-Qur' an, eds. Muhammad Khalafallah and

Muhammad Zaghlul Sallam, in the series: Dhakha* ir

al-'Arab, no. 16, (Cairo, 1968), pp. 97-98, 187-188.

I'jaz, pp. 57-59. Sirr, p. 165.

3) Sirr, pp. 165-166.
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th.e meanings which are understood from the construction

of the words which create the sa.j ' must be baligh,

familiar and not objectionable. Thirdly, the word must

be secondary to the meaning, and not the meaning to the

word."'" And finally, each of the two clauses which

contain saj * must differ in meaning from its counterpart.

This last condition is disputed by Ibn-Abi-l-Hadld

on the ground that it is not always necessary that the

rhymed clauses should differ in meaning from each other,

for when they present the same meaning the second clause

not only shows the author's command of language but also

emphasizes the meaning by repeating it in different terms

1) This condition confirms that Diya' -ad-Din does not

agree with ar-Rummanl and al-BaqiIrani about their

definition of faw"asil and saj' which regards as

fawisil the rhymed clauses where the words are

secondary to the meaning and as saj' those rhymed

clauses where the meaning is secondary to the words.

2) Mathal. vol. I, pp. 275-279. Kabir. p. 253.

See also Yahya b. Hamza l-'Alawi, Kitab at-Tiraz,

ed. Sayyid b. 'All 1-Marsafi, (Cairo, 191^), vol. Ill

pp. 21-23.

3) Falak, p. 179.
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Types of saj4

Diya' -ad-Dln divides saj * into the following

categories according to the length of the clauses:

A. The corresponding clauses may be equal in their

length as in:

"Fa-anuria l-yat"im fa-l"a taqhar. wa-amma

g
s-s"a' il fa-la tanhar.*

Trans:

"Therefore, treat not the orphan with harshness,

nor repulse the petitioner (unheard).""''

B. Or the second of the corresponding clauses may be

comparatively longer than the first as in:

" Bal kadhdhabti bi-s-sa' at^ wa-a41adnS. li-man

SL i
kadhdhab bi-s-s"a4at sa'lra, Idha ra' at'hum

min makan"1 ba41d*n sami4ti lahia taghayyuz3*1
wa-zafirS.."

Trans:

"Nay, they deny the Hour (of the judgment to

come): but We have prepared a blazing fire

for such as deny the Hour: when it sees them

l) Mathal, vol. X, p. 233• Kabxr, p. 253. Tiraz, vol.

Ill, p. 25. Qur' an, chap. XCIII, vss. 9-10.
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from a place far off, they will hear its fury

and its raging sigh."^"

But should the second clause be much longer than

the first, then this would be considered a fault except

when the sa.j * is created from three corresponding

clauses where the first and second clauses can be

counted as one, and the third should be longer than

the first two put together. But this cannot be applied

to every type of saj♦ created from three clauses, as

they may all be equal in length and still regarded as

good saj♦.2

C. The second corresponding clause may be shorter than

the first. This type of saj * is strongly criticized

by Diya' -ad-Din and some other rhetoricians on the

grounds that the shortness of the second clause does

not allow the reader to observe the emphasis of the

s aj ♦ .

1) Mathal. vol. I, p. 233. KabTr. pp. 253-254.

Qur' an, chap. XXV, vss. 11-12.

2) Mathal, vol. I, pp. 333-335- See also Tiraz, vol.

Ill, p. 26.

3) Mathal, vol. I, p. 335- Kabir. p. 254. Muhammad b.

'Abd-ar-Rahman, al-Khatxb al-Qazwinl, al-Idah fi

4 U1um al-Balagha (Baghdad, n.d. offset reprint of

Cairo edition, n.d.) vol. II, p. 394.
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piya' -ad-Din regards the first type of sa.j * as the

best type, and this is due to the balance between its

clauses."'" He further divides sa.j * into short sa.j1

where the corresponding clauses are created from only

a few words, and long sa.j * where the clauses are some¬

what longer. He considers the short saj * to be the

best on the ground that the brevity of the clauses

gives the ear a clearer appreciation of the rhyme.

Diya' -ad-Dln adds that this type of sa.j * is difficult

to achieve and this is due to the fact that when the

meaning is created from short clauses it is difficult

to find suitable rhymed words to end them. The best

of the short sa.j * composition is that in which each

clause is created from two words. The single clause

of the short sa.j * composition can be extended to include

ten words, but if it exceeds this number it is regarded

as a long saj* composition. The single clause of the

long saj * composition can extend to twenty words or

2
even more.

piy"5.* -ad-Din does not mention the division of saj *

1) Mathal, vol. I, p. 333• Kablr. p. 253. See also

Shihab-ad-DIn Mahmtid al-Halabx, Kit"ab Husn at-• • 7 •

Tawassul ila Sin&'at at-Tarassul, (Cairo ?, I88l),
pp. 51-52.

2) Mathal. vol. I, pp. 333, 335-337. Kabir, p. 253.

Tiraz, vol. Ill, pp. 23-24.
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into what some other rhetoricians call mutarraf and

mutawazi both of which were known to his contemporary

Ibn-az-ZamlakanT.^

l) See at-Tibyan fi ' Ilm al-Bayan, eds. Ahmad MatlTib

and Khadija 1-HacTlthl, (Baghdad, 1964), p. 178.

Al-mutarraf. This term signifies that rhyming

prose in which the two words that end two

corresponding clauses agree in the last consonant,

but not in measure.

Al-mutawazl. This term applies to that form of

prose where all or most of the words of the rhyming

clausulae differ from their counterparts f either in

both measure and rhyme or only in one of them.

The last words of the corresponding ciausulae

on the other hand, agree in both rhyme and measure.

See Talkhls, pp. 398-399. vol. XI, pp. 393-

394. Sa'd-ad-Bin at-Taftaz'hhi, al-Mutawwal 4 ala

t-Talkhls, (Istanbul?, 1330/l91l), pp. 453-454.

Muhammad ATa b. 'All at-Tahanawl, KashshS.f
• * ■'

Istilahat al-Funun, eds. Mohammad Wajih, Abd al-

Haqq and Gholam Kadir (Calcutta, 1862), vol. I,

pp. 670-671.
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At-Tasrl'1

piy3.' -ad-DIn mentions that tasrl' in poetry-
resembles saj 4 in prose. The virtue of tasri',

according to him, is that it enables us, even before

the completion of the first verse, to know the rhyme

of the poem. Like Ibn-Sinlui al-KhafajT before him,

Diya' -ad-Dln shows his disapproval of the frequent use

of tasrl4 in a single poem as this may be taken as a

2
sign of affectation. He divides tasrl4 into seven

categories, his division being based mainly on the

connection between the meaning of the first hemistich

1) This term signifies that the last foot in the first

hemistich corresponds with that of the second in

rhyme. e.g.

" Idha kana madh1111 fa-n-naslbU 1-muqaddam"

A kullU faslhin q"S.la shi'r311 mutayyam^?11

Trans:

"Whenever a panagyric (is composed) the

mention of the woman in an amatory manner

comes first.

Can it be that every eloquent (person), who

composes poetry, is enthralled (by love)?"

See Mathal, vol. I, pp. 335-339- Idnli, vol. II,

p. 397- Mutawwal, p. 456.

2) Sirr,. pp. 180-181. Mathal. vol. I, p. 339-

Kabir, 254-255.
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and that of the second."1"

Ta.jnls (Paronomasia)

2
Diya' -ad-Din defines ta.inls as (a word or a phrase)

3
having the same sound but different meanings. He

categorizes it as either the true ta.jriis or merely the

near ta.inls. The true ta.jriis occurs where the letters

of one word are the same in tarkib (consonantal structure

and order) and in wazn, an expression which Diya' -ad-Din

seems to use to mean nothing more than "vowelling", as

the letters of the corresponding word. The word "sa* a"

in the Qur' anic verse "wa-yawma taqtunU s-slk* atU yugsim"
£t SL /

l-mu.jrimun ma labithfr ghayr sa'a" (on the Day that

the Hour (of reckoning) will be established, the

transgressors will swear that they tarried not but an

hour) means respectively the "Hour of Reckoning" and an

1) Mathal. vol. I, pp. 338-3^1.

2) It appears from some of the examples given later

that Diya' -ad-Din regards ta.jnis as operating at

the level of the phrase as well as that of the

word. This is in opposition to the definition of

tajnis accepted by later writers.

3) Mathal, vol. I, pp. 3k2, 3^8-3^9. KabTr, p. 256.
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ordinary hour.^ Ibn-Abi-l-Hadid noticed that some of

the examples which Diya' -ad-Din had cited for this

type of tajhis do not correspond with the definition of

ta.jriis. Diya' -ad-Din for instance, quotes the following

verse as an example of this type of tajriis:

" Idha l-khaylU j"abat qastaia 1-harb1 sadda'Ti

sudlira 1-' awall fx sucH^r"*" 1-kata' ibi"
• •

Trans:

"Whenever the horses cut through the dust of

war (they) break the fronts ("tips") of (their)

spears on the fronts ("the first ranks" or

possibly "chests") of the squadrons"

l) Mathal. vol. I, p. 243. Kabir. p. 251. Qur* an,

chap. XXX, vs. 55. 'Umda. vol. I, pp. 220-221.

Some of the later rhetoricians call this type of

ta.jhls, at-tamm or al-kamil (the complete). They

must have felt that this definition was inadequate

for they have expanded the meaning of tarkib to

include "the agreement of the two words in the

type of letters, their number, and also in the

order of the letters." See Tirhz, vol. II, p. 356.

Idah, vol. II, p. 282. Mutawwal, p. 445. Istilahat,

vol. I, p. 226. 'Abd-ar-Rahman as-Suyuti, Sharh

4 Uqud al-Juman fi 4Ilm al-Ma4anl wa-l-Bayan, (Cairo,

1939) t P« 143. Moh. Ben. Cheneb. "Tad.jnis" E.I."*"
vol. IV.
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whereas Diya' -ad-Dln clearly intended sudtir to mean

"front parts" in reference to the spears, and "chests"

in reference to the squadrons, Ibn-Abl-l-Hadid takes

sudur to mean "front parts" in both words and, therefore,

refuses to accept this verse as an example for ta.jhis. **"
Al-Khat"ib al-Qazwini and Yahya b. Hamza 1 -4 A1 aw"i, on

the other hand, seem to have ignored the criticism of

Ibn-Abl-l-Hadxd, for they themselves quoted the same

2
verse as an example for this type of tajnTs.

Diya* -ad-UIn divides the near ta.jriis into six

categories. Although his definitions are vague, his

intention becomes clearer in the illustrations he

provides:

1. Where the letters of one word are equivalent to the

letters of the other in their structure (tarkTb) but

differ in wazn, e.g.

SL £L
"Airahumm ka-ma hassant khalql fa-hassin

khuluql"

Trans:

"0 God, as you have already adorned my creation

1) Mathal, vol. I, p. 344. Falak, pp. 187-189.

2) Tdah, vol. II, pp. 382-383. Tiraz, vol. II,

PP. 356, 358.
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may you adorn my nature.""'"

2. Where the two corresponding words agree in wazn

but the nature of the consonants differs in a single

radical, e.g.

"WujTih1111 yawma' idh"1 nadira. Il"a RabbihS.

riazira"

Trans;

"Some faces, that Day, will beam (in brightness

and beauty); looking towards their Lord;"

3. Where the two corresponding words differ in wazn

but in structure differ in only a single radical letter,

1) Mathal, vol. I, p. 3^9- Kabir, p. 259«

Most rhetoricians call this type of ta.jnis )

al-muharraf (transposed), see Zakl-d-DTIn Ibn-

Abi-l-Isba4 al-Misri, TahrTr at-Tahblr fi Sina'at• 9 7 0 0 0

ash-Shi4 r wa-n-Nathr wa-Bayan X4j1.z al-Qur' an,

ed. Hifrix Muhammad Sharaf, (Cairo, 1963), p. 106,

Idah, vol. II, p. 384. Mutawwal, p. 447.

2) Mathal. vol. I, p. 350. Kabir, p. 260. Qur1 an,

chap. LXXV, vss. 22-23- This type of ta.jnTs is

called mudari4 (similar) or lahiq (approximate).
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e .g.

sl a.
"wa-hum yahsabun annahum yuhsinun sun4 a"

Trans:

".... While they thought that they were acquiring

good by their works.""1"

4. The fourth category which Diya' -ad-Din calls ma4ktis

(inverted) itself consists of two types.

a) The first of these consists of the use of two phrases

containing each the same words but in a different order,

so as to have the effect of changing the meaning of the

phrases while retaining the integrity of the individual

word both in form and meaning. Diya' -ad-Din quotes the

following example from al-Mutanabbl:

Si Si T\
"Fa-la majd fi d-duny"a li-man qall maluh

Sl Sl "i"i
wa-la mal fi d-dunya li-man qall majduh "

Trans:

"There is no splendour in this world for someone

whose wealth is decreased, nor is there wealth

in this world for someone whose splendour is
2

decreased."

1) Mathal, vol. I, p. 351* Kablr. p. 26l. Qur* an,

chap. XVIII, vs. 104.

2) Mathal. vol. I, pp. 356-357. Kablr, pp. 261-262.
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Another example is the Qur1 anic verse

"yukhrijU l-hayya mina 1-mayyit1, wa-yukhrijU
3. 3

1-mayyit min 1-hayy."

Trans:

"It is He who brings out the living from the

dead, and brings out the dead from the living.

These examples which piy'a1 -ad-Din provides for this

type of ta.jnls do not fulfil the basic requirement

which insists on the two words of having different
2

meanings. Other scholars, however, exclude this type

of expression from tajriis and whereas some of them make

it an independent figure of speech which they call

3
al-'aks wa-t-tabdll. others consider it to be a form

1) Mathal, vol. I, p. 257- Qur1 an, chap. XXX, vs. 19.

2) See Mathal. vol. I, pp. 356-359- Kabir, pp. 261-

262. Nusra, pp. 145-1^6.

3) Siria'atayn, p. 385- Sirr, pp. 195-196. Mathal,

vol. I, p. 357-
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of radd al-'ajuz 'ala s-sadr^" (epanalepsis) . Diya' -ad-

Din, nevertheless, criticizes al-GK&niml for excluding

radd al-'ajuz ' al"a s-sadr from tajnls which he himself

considers to be merely part of the latter. Diya' -ad-

Din is not however correct in this generalization as

radd al-'ajuz 'ala s-sadr might in some of its forms be

tajnls when the two words in question represent different

meanings, but when they represent the same meaning the

1) 'Abd-Allah b. al-Mu'tazz, Kifab al-Badi*, ed. Ignatius

Kratchkovsky (Baghdad, 1967, reprint of London 1935)»

pp. ^7-53. Tahrlr, pp. 318-320. 1dS.h, vol. II, pp.

351, 390-393. Nusra, pp. 145-146. Radd al-'ajuz

' al"a s-sadr exists in both prose and poetry. In

prose it signifies the use of one of the two repeated

words or also one of the two words which make up

tajriis, in the beginning of a clause, and the use

of the other at the end of it. In poetry, on the

other hand, it signifies the use of one of the above

mentioned words at the end of the second hemistich,

and the use of the other word at either the beginning

or the end of the first hemistich or even the

beginning of the second hemistich. See Miffah,

p. 203. Talkhls, pp. 392-393. Idah, vol. II,

p. 390. Mutawwal, pp. 44-9-450. Ott-Poetry, p. 95 •

2) Mathal, vol. I, pp. 347-348. Kablr. pp. 258-259.
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only term suitable for the figure of speech is radd al-

'ajuz ' al"a s-sadr.

b) The second part of this type of near ta.jhis consists

in the use of the consonants of the first word, in the

second word but in reversed order, e.g.

"kursiyy"11 tafa' altU flh1 lamma ra' aytU
maqlUbah^ yasurruk.w

Trans:

(i have presented you with) "a chair which

I regard as good omen, after X had discovered

that its inversion (in reading) makes you happy.

5. Diy"a* -ad-Dln calls the fifth type of near ta.jnls

al-mu.jannab (yoked together). It consists the use of

two somewhat similar words one of which directly

follows the other, e.g.

"Ablt-l-'Abbas1 lh tahsab lis-Snl li-shay' in
min hula l-ash'lr1 'arl"

• 1 -

Trans:

"0 father of 'Abbas do not think that my

l) Mathal, vol. X, pp. 356, 359. KabTr. pp. 261-262,

Some other scholars call this ta.jhxs al-qalb

(anagram), see Tahrir, p. 108. Idah, vol. II,

p. 388. Mutawwal, pp. 448-449.
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tongue is denuded from any of the embellishment

of poetry.""'"

6. The final type of near ta.jnls consists in the use

of two words which agree in wazn and also in the type

of consonants but not in the order of the consonants as

can be seen in the word safa' ih (plates) and saha' if

(pages). However, some other rhetoricians rightly

classify this type and also the second part of what

Diya' -ad-Din calls ma*lefts under a single term which they

call ta.jhis al-qalb (anagram).

In al-J"amT* al-Kablr, Diya' -ad-Din did not

differentiate between the true ta.jnTs and the near

ta.jriis, but included all seven categories under the
4

comprehensive category of ta.jnTs.

1) Mathal, vol. I, p. 360. Kabir, p. 263. Most

rhetoricians call this type of ta.jhTs. muzdawi.j.

mukarrar or muraddad (joined, repeated). See

Miftah, p. 203. Idah, vol. II, p. 388. Mutawwal,

pp. 449. Tiraz, vol. II, pp. 364-365. Nusra, pp.

l4l, 147-148.

2) Mathal. vol. I, pp. 360-361. KabTr. p. 363.

3) vol. II, p. 388. Mutawwal, pp. 448-449.

Sharh, p. 146. Istilfthat, vol. I, p. 228.

4) KabTr. pp. 256-263.
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III. Tarsi4 (isocolon)

Diy^' -ad-Din defines tarsi4 in prose as the agreement

of two rhymed phrases, in that the individual words

correspond in both wazn and rhyme (qafiya) as in:

"Man ata4& ghadabahU, ada'a adabahU"

Trans:

"He who yields to his fury loses his manners.""'"

where atei* a corresponds to ada4 a and ghadabah to adabah.

Tarsi4, according to Diya' -ad-Dln, is not confined to

prose but also exists in poetry although only on a

reduced scale. Diya' -ad-Dln adds, however, that some

rhetoricians will permit a single word from the first

phrase in the above-mentioned composition to differ from
its corresponding element in the second phrase. He

himself appears to be equivocal about this type of

tarsi* for while he forcefully rejected it in al-Mathal

as-ga1 jr. he was prepared to accept it on the authority
2

of previous rhetoricians in al-J"ami4 al-Kablr.

Although tarsi4 is regarded by some rhetoricians,

1) Mathal, vol. I, pp. 361, 363. Kablr. p. 263.

2) Mathal. vol. I, pp. 361-362. Kablr. pp. 263-265.

Tawassul, p. 50.
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particularly the early ones, as an independent figure

of speech, most of the later rhetoricians considered

it to be merely a type of saj*.^

IV. Luzum ma la yalzam2

Luzum ma la yalzam is the device whereby the author

undertakes to extend the rhyming element by adding at

least one further consonant to the basic necessary

rhyme. This either precedes the rhyming letter (rawiyy)

in verse or the sa.j' element in prose - thus in fact

necessitating an extra rhyming element beyond the basic

requirement, e.g. in prose:

. e

" Idha nazala bill1 khatb1111 malakahU 1-faraq

wa-idha dalla fi amrin lam yu' min ilia idliS.

adrakahU 1-gharaq"

Transi

"Whenever a misadventure happened to him, fear

1) See Naqd, pp. 14-19. Sina'atayn, pp. 390-395.

Sirr, p. 182. TahrTr, pp. 302, 304. Tiraz, vol.

II, pp. 373-377. Miftah, p. 203. Idah, vol. II,

p. 393. Mutawwal, p. 453. Sharh, p. 151.

Istilahat, vol. I, pp. 670-671. Tawassul, pp. 50-51.

2) Some other scholars also call it: al-i*hat, al-

iltiz"Mi, at-tadmin or at-tashd"id. See Bad*!', p. 74.

TahrTr, p. 517. Mutawwal, p. 458. Tawassul, p. 54.
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dominated him, and whenever he went astray in

a matter he did not believe until he was on

the point of drowning.""''

And in poetry:

"La tatlubann3 bi-alat111 laka hajat^

qalam11 1-baligh^ bi-ghayr"*" jadd"*"11 mighzal"
Sakana s-Simakan1 s-sama' a kilahtuna

hadha lahU rumh1111 wa-hadha a4 zal^""

Trans:

"Do not seek to fulfil your needs by means of a tool

For without luck even the pen of the eloquent man

is like a spindle.

Arcturus and Spica Virginis both inhabit heaven,
2

the one with a spear, the other without."

V. Muwazana

Muwazana can be found in both prose and poetry, and

in prose, it is defined by Diya' -ad-Din as the agreement

in wazn of the words which conclude corresponding

clauses, e.g.

1) Mathal, vol. I, pp. 365, 372. Kabir, pp. 265-266.

2) Mathal, vol. I, p. 368.
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"Man a'rada ' anhU fa-innah*"1 yahmilU yawma
•j 3 ' i 3

1-Qiyamat wizra. Khalid"In flh wa-sa'

3 i
lahum yawm 1-Qiyamat himTa"

Trans;

"If any do turn away therefrom, verily they will

bear a burden on the Day of Judgment;

They will abide in this (state): and grievous

will the burden be to them on that Day.""*"

(where both words wizra and himTa are in the same form

fi'la).

Concerning the existence of muwazana in poetry

Diya' -ad-Din contradicts himself, for while he is

enumerating the figures of speech which are connected

with verbal composition, he mentions that muwlzana is

confined to prose, but when he later comes to study the

figure itself he agrees with other scholars in
2

acknowledging that it also exists in poetry. He,

however, defines the term in poetry, as the agreement,

in wazn, of words in the first hemistich with those in

1) Mathal, vol. I, pp. 377, 379- KabTr. p. 270.

Qur' an. chap. XX, vss. 100-101.

2) Mathal, vol. I, pp. 271, 377- Tiraz, vol. Ill, p. 38.

Id*ah, vol. II, p. 398. Mutawwal, pp. 456-457 •

Falak, p. 190.
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the second hemistich, e.g.

3X1
"Bi-ashaddihim ba' s 4 al"a a'da' ihim

3X1 "i
wa-a'azzihim faqd 4 ala 1-as hab

Trans:

(if they killed you, you have already toppled

their thrones by killing their) "most intrepid

(person) against their enemy and the one whose

loss from amongst his friends is the dearest.

3X1 3X1
Diya' -ad-Din picks out the words ba' s and faqd

2
for comment, pointing out that they share the same form.

From this example it can be understood that Diya' -ad-Din

does not mean that all the words in the first hemistich

should correspond in form with those in the second

hemistich in order to be considered muwazana, as might

be understood from Diya' -ad-Din•s definition, which he

seems to have kept deliberately vague.

VI. Ikhtilaf siyagh al-alfaz wa-ttifaquha

(The diversity and conformity of the forms of words).

Diya' -ad-Din observes that there are some words whose

beauty or ugliness is affected by the form in which they

1) Mathal. vol. I, pp. 377t 380. Falak, p. 190.

Tiraz, vol. Ill, pp. 38-4l.

2) Mathal, vol. I, p. 38.
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appear. Some words may be considered beautiful when

they are nouns but when employed as verbs they are

rendered ugly. There are some verbs also which may be

regarded as beautiful in their past tense but ugly in

the present or future tenses, and vice versa. Diya4-ad-

Dxn adds that some words may be considered beautiful

when they are in their singular form and ugly when used

as duals or plurals, and likewise vice versa.1 Diya' -

ad-Din cites a number of examples in which he demonstrates

his theory, among which he offers the word akhda4 which

signifies "a vein in the neck". It appears in two

different verses, in the first of which it is in the

singular and in the second it is in the dual form. Diya'-

ad-Bln regards this word as beautiful in the first verse

and ugly in the second. He would suggest that the

ugliness of the word, as used in the second verse,

2
results purely from its dual form, akhda'an, but

*Abd-al-Qahir al-Jurjarii, from whom he probably derived

this example, believed that the beauty of the word in

the first verse and its ugliness in the second is due to

the degree of its appropriateness to the context of the

speech. 4Abd-al-CJahir supports his argument by quoting

1) Mathal, vol. I, pp. 380-381. Kablr. p. 271.

See also Tiraz, vol. Ill, pp. hl-k2.

2) Mathal, vol. I, p. 38k. Kabir, pp. 66-67, 271-272.
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th.e word shay' (a thing) which appears in the same form

in two different verses, where it is considered beautiful

in one and ugly in the other.

Diya' -ad-Din adds that there is a category of words

which fulfil all the pre-requisites of fasaha, yet some

of their forms, however, are nevertheless not considered

beautiful when used in speech. The word lubb, for

instance, which signifies "the mind" is praised when it

comes in its plural form, but when used in its singular

form it has to be put in construct with another word,

otherwise it will be considered bereft of beauty. Diya' -

ad-Din admits, however, that he cannot find an explanation

for this phenomenon. According to him the only arbiter
2

in this matter is the sound taste of the author.

O

VII. Al-Mu'azala 1-Lafziyya (Verbal discord).

Diya* -ad-Din divides mu'lizala into two sections:

1) Dala' il, pp. 32-34. See also Kablr. pp. 66-67, 272.

MahmTid Faraj al-'Uqda, " al-Mathal as-Sa' ir", Ma.jallat

al-Azhar. vol. XIII, (1942), pp. 181-182.

2) Mathal, vol. I, pp. 384-385, 388, 395. See also

Tiraz, vol. Ill, pp. 46-47.

3) Diya' -ad-Din did not mention mu'azala among the

topics which he included in his plan for the study

of compound expressions. He did however, mention
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th.e first consists of the type of mu'azala which is

connected with verbal composition, the second of the

type which is connected with signification. In this

section, however, piya' -ad-Bln studies only the verbal

mu'azala and he relegates the treatment of the second

type of mu'^zala to the second part of al-Mathal as-Sa' ir

in which he deals with as-Sina'a 1-ma'nawiyya (aspects of

composition relating to signification). In order to

takrlr al-h.ur"uf (repetition of letters) a term which

he classifies here as merely one type among the number

of types of mu'azala. The term mu'azala, however,

includes what later rhetoricians call da'f at-ta' lTf

(weakness of composition), tafabu' al-idafat

(succession of annexations), ta' qTd (complexity) and

even some forms of tanafur (phonetic discord) all of

which they discuss in their reference to fasaha and

balagha. See Mathal, vol. I, pp. 270-271, 396, 401.

Kabir, p. 373. See also TalkhTs, pp. 24-32. Icfah

vol. I, pp. 2-6. Mutawwal, pp. 15-23. MahmTid

Faraj al-'Uqda, "al-Mathal as-Sa' ir", Ma.jallat al-

Azhar, vol. XIII, (1942), p. 271. S.A. Bonebakker,

"Aspects of the history of literary rhetoric and

poetics in Arabic literature", Viator, vol. I,

(1970), p. 81.
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give a definition of mu'azala in general terms, Diya' -

ad-Din follows the path of his predecessors in giving

the philological meaning of the word which suggests

that it is derived from "ta'azalat al-jaradatan" meaning

"one locust mounted the other", and then explaining that

the word is used to describe an utterance, one part of

which is superimposed upon another or intrudes into

another either verbally or in signification (al-mutarakib

wa-l-mutadakhil fi alfazih aw ma'ariih)/
piya' -ad-Din recalls the disagreement between Qudluna

b. Ja'far and other literary scholars about the definition

of mu'TLzala. QucTama believed that it applied to utterances

in which some kinds of speech "are forced" into other

different kinds of speech which are not appropriate to

them. Qudcima added that he believed that this can be

2
found only in what he terms fahish al-isti'ara (the

corrupt metaphor). Diya' -ad-Din, who adopted the

opinions of al-Amidi and Ibn-Sirian al-Khafaji, criticizes

Quclama's definition on the ground that it does not

correspond with the philological meaning of the word

1) Mathal, vol. I, pp. 396, 410.

2) Ibid., pp. 396-397. Naqd, pp. 103-105. Badawx

Tabana, Qudama b. Ja'far wa-n-Naqd al-Adabi.

(Cairo, 1958), pp. 204-207.
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which means superimposing (tarakub) and intrusion

(tadakhul)}
Diya' -ad-Din divides the verbal mu'azala into five

categorie s:

1. Mu'izala which occurs as a result of unsatisfactory-

use of particles such as min, il~a, * an and ♦ ala, etc.

Some of these particles are easy to pronounce when they

occur in the company of other particles, and some are

difficult to pronounce; both ease and difficulty, however,

are considerably influenced by whether these particles

have been annexed to suitable words or not. Diya' -ad-

Din quotes the following verse as an example of this type

of mu'azala:

"wa-tus4 idurii fi ghamratin ba'da ghamrat111
sabtih1111 laha minha ' alayha shaw"ahidTi."

Trans;

"And there pleases me in difficulty after

difficulty a smoothly and swiftly running

(horse), which has witnesses for itself
2

from itself to itself."

1) Mathal. vol. X, p. 397* See also Muwazana, vol. I,

pp. 293-294, 297- Sirr, pp. 148-151. 'Umda. vol.

IX, p. 204.

2) Mathal, vol. I, pp. 398-400.
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The particles in question here ares laha, minha

and * alayha.

2. Mu'azala which occurs as the result of the existence

of one or more identical consonants in either every word

or in most of the words which make up the utterance,
C &wC-

which ultimately leads to difficulty of pronunciation^
e.g.

„ , u TT , in , . , _ in in"wa-qabr Harb bi-makan qafr

wa-laysa qurba qabr1 Harbin qabrUn

Trans;

"The grave of Harb is in a deserted place

and there is no grave close to the grave

of Harb."1

Later rhetoricians, however, quote this verse as an

2 /

example of what they "call tanafur al-kalimat (discord

of the words).

3. Mu'ltzala which results from the succession of a

number of verbs in one verse or even in one phrase, as

may be seen in the verse of al-Arrajanx in which the wax

candle speaks of how it was separated from the honey:

.... "bi-n-nar1 farraqat1 l-hawadithU baynanl

wa-biha nadhartU a'Tid11 aqtulU rtihi"

1) Mathal, vol. I, p. 401. Kab"ir, p. 273.

2) See for instance, TalkhTs, p. 26. Idah, vol. I,

p. 5. Mutawwal, p. 20. Nusra, pp. 165-166.
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Trans:

"Events separated us with fire, and I swore

to return and kill myself by it (i.e. the fire)

4. Mu'azala which exists as a result of the over¬

extended annexation of several words in construct, e.

"sarjU faras1 ghulam1 Zaydin"

Trans;

"The saddle of the horse of the servant

of Zayd."^

5. The final type of mu'azala occurs as a result of

the existence of a number of adjectives in succession

as can be seen in the following verse by al-Mutanabbl

___ in , .in . .. , in , , . .in , . . .in"Dan ba'id muhibb mubghid bahij
. a , , in . in . . in . . _ „

agharr hulw mumxrr layyin sharisi"

Trans;

(He is) "near, far, loving, hateful, happy,
3

noble, delightful, bitter, soft and fierce.*^

This last category could be classified together with

1) Mathal, vol. I, p. 4o4.

2) Ibid.. p. 407.

3) Ibid.. pp. 407-408.
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those in category three, but Diya.' -ad-Din indulges his

love of classification and invents another category.

VIII. Al-munafara hayn al-alfaz fi s-sabk"*"

(inappropriateness in the arrangement of words).

Diya' -ad-Din claims that none of the rhetoricians

before him had elaborated on this subject and suggests

that this may be a reason for munafara being mixed up

with mu'azala, whereas each is in fact an independent

topic.

Diya1 -ad-Din defines munafara as the use of a word

or several words in speech where there exist others which

not only have the same meaning, but are more suitable
2 • _

in that context. According to Diya' -ad-Din, munafara

might occur as a result of the use of either a single

word or more than one word. In the case of the single

word, munafara results from a number of possible causes

all of which are mainly grammatical. Diya' -ad-Din firstly

1) Diya' -ad-Din does not mention munafara in his

introduction to his section on the compound

expressions in al-Mathal as-Sa' ir, nor does he

study it in any part of al-Jami* al-Kablr.

See Mathal, vol. I, pp. 270, 271, 409.

2) Ibid., pp. 409-^10.
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quotes a verse by al-Mutanabbl in which the poet is

criticised for making an active participle from the

triliteral word halla by separating the two lams which

according to paradigm should be united with a tashcfid.

(i.e. al-Mutanabbl uses the form halil whereas thev •

paradigm is hall).

Munafara might also occur as a result of the use

of the conjunctive hamza in place of the disjunctive,

or vice versa/ or as a result of separating the

adjective from the described (mawsuf) by a pronoun

2
which refers to an element previously mentioned. To

the munafara which occur as a result of the use of a

number of words, Diya' -ad-Din pays but scant attention.

He affirms that this type is frequently found in poetry

and he quotes the following verse as an example:

"La khalqa akramU minka ilia 'arif1111
bika r"a' a nafsaka lam yaqul laka liatiha"

Trans:

"No man is more generous than you except one

who saw you and then recognized you but did
3

not ask you to give him your soul."

1)

2)

3)

Mathal, vol. I, pp. 4lO-4l3.

Ibid.. pp. 4l3-4l4.

Ibid., p. 4l4.
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No explanation of the verse is given save a comment

to the effect that the words in the second hemistich are

not put in their proper place.^
From the above discussion it appears that munafara

is more connected with grammar than with rhetoric, and

this is perhaps the reason for its neglect by earlier

rhetoricians.

l) Mathal, vol. I, p. klk.
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CHAPTER VI

ASPECTS OF COMPOSITION RELATING TO SIGNIFICATION

(AS-SINA'A L-MA'NAWIYYA)

In the second part of al-Mathal as- Sa' ir, Diya' -

ad-Dln deals with the figures of speech connected with

signification. He begins with a long introduction in

which he discusses the types of significations which

occur in the compositions of both the poets and the

stylists. DiyS.' -ad-Din also touches upon the long¬

standing problem as to whether the author should give

priority in composition to the word, or the signification

(al-lafz or al-ma'na), a topic which received considerable

attention from earlier Arab literary critics. ply's* -ad-

Din firstly states that the Greek learned men were the

first to define the oratorical concepts (al-ma'anl 1-

khitabiyya) , but according to him their writings deal

with generalities rather than particulars. He never¬

theless denies that there is any need to have recourse

to their writing in order to excel in either poetry or

prose, and he even quotes himself as an example of a

stylist who excelled in the art of epistolography

without having been influenced by the writing of the

Greeks.''" Diya' -ad-Dln divides signification in general

l) See Mathal. vol. XI, pp. 3-5. Poetics, pp. 191-192.

Ibrahim as-Samarra' "i wonders whether Diy"a» -ad-IJin
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into two categories: the first being that which the

author creates without relying upon the works of

previous authors, and the second that in which the

author draws upon previous examples."'" This division
2

was first formulated by Abti-Hilal al-'Askari, and in

spite of the fact that piy'Ii' -ad-Din reproduced almost

verbatim the text of his source he failed to acknowledge

his reliance on it.

piya' -ad-Din states on various occasions his belief

that significations are more important than words. He

supports his theory by indicating that unlike significations,

words are known to every author and the disparity between

3
authors is measured by their ability to produce new ideas.

This, however, runs contrary to the opinion of al-Jahiz

and his followers, who believed that significations are

known to everyone and the disparity between people is

was not indirectly influenced by the writings of

the Greeks through study of the works of Arab

scholars who were in turn influenced by the Greeks.

See his article " Ibn-al-Athlr" , al-Mu'allim al-Jacfid,

vol. XX, pt. IV, (September, 1957), P. 17.

1) Mathal, vol. IX, pp. 3, 7, 58. KabTr. p. 68.

2) Sina'atayn, p. 75.

3) Mathal, vol. II, pp. 21, 63, 65-66, 69. Kablr,

pp. 68-69.
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measured by their ability to present these significations

with better words."'" Diya' -ad-Din' s enthusiasm for the

supremacy of meanings led him to attack violently those

authors who indulged in the use of sa.j * at the expense

of the meaning, and in his reply to their argument that

the Arabs pay more attention to the words rather than

the meanings, Diya1 -ad-Din claims that this is a

misunderstanding of the situation for although the

Arabs do indeed pay great attention to words they

nevertheless pay greater attention to their meanings.

The care that they show for their words is merely a

symptom of the respect in which they hold the meanings,

as the words are the vehicle by which the meanings are

2
presented. This opinion which Diya' -ad-Din presents as

3
his own is in fact derived from Ibn-Jinrii or perhaps

from 4Abd-al-Qahir al-Jurjahi, who also held the same

1) See al-Hayawan, ed. 4Abd-as-Salam Harun, vol. Ill,

(Cairo, 19^5)» PP. 130-132. Idem, al-Bayan wa-t-

Tabyin, ed. Hasan as-Sandubi, (Cairo, 1932), vol. I,

pp. 83, 128, 211.

2) Mathal, vol. II, pp. 65-66, 69. Kabir, pp. 69-70,

72.

3) Khasa' is, vol. I, pp. 215-217.
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opinion.^ Diya' -ad-Bin, like Ibn-Jinhi and most of the

critics who discuss this topic, cites the famous verses

attributed to Kuthayyir, which the partisans of the

supremacy of the words take as evidence for their theory,

in that it produces admiration in the reader because of

the beauty of the verbal composition rather than its

2
meaning. piya*-ad-Din repeats the opinions and analysis

1) Asrar, pp. 21-24. Dala' il, p. 34l. 4 Abd-al-Qfadir

Husayn, Athar an-Nuh"at fi 1-Bahth al-BaTaglii,

(Cairo, 1975? )» PP. 279-282. Muhammad Ghunayml

Hilal, an-Naqd al-Adabi 1-HacTlth, (Cairo, 1971),

pp. 281-283.

2) Mathal, vol. II, p. 66. Kabir, p. 70. Khas"&' is,

vol. X, p. 218. Asrar, pp. 21-22. The verses are:

clxi sl. in
"wa-lamma qadayna min Min kull hajat

wa-massaha bi-l-arkan1 man huwa masih^
• •

. . .
± ±

akhadhria bi-atraf 1-ahadith baynana

wa-salat bi-a'naq"'" l-matiyy"'' l-abatihU "

Trans:

"When we had in Mina achieved all our purpose

and he who (desired in farewell) to touch

the walls (of the Ka'ba) had touched.
choial

We set about sharing^\tales gf various Sh'ade^s
and the valleys were flowing with camels'

ne cks."
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of Ibn-Jinhl and 'Abd-al-Qahir which indicate that these

verses contain wonderful meanings besides wonderful

words."'" piya' -ad-Din concludes the introduction by

stating that the word is the servant of the concept and
2

the master is surely more eminent than the servant.

Despite Diya' -ad-Din's clear commitment to the

importance of the meaning, two modern scholars, Badawi

3 4
Tabana and Ahmad MatlTib have curiously presented

piya' -ad-Din as a partisan of the supremacy of the word.

Their claim is quite unfounded, and it is clear that

piya' -ad-Din never saw words as more than vehicles for
5

their meanings. Although this was his theoretical

approach, in practice piya' -ad-Din could not escape the

pervasive influences of the literary stylists of the

6th and 7th centuries A.H. which witnessed the invasion

of bacli' into many genres of writing, and he too can be

found employing words which present no concrete concept

to the reader.

1) See Khasa' is, vol. I, pp. 218-221. Asrar, pp.

21-24. Kabir, pp. 70-72. Mathal, vol. II, pp. 66-

69.

2) Mathal. vol. II, p. 69. Kabir, p. 72.

3) Tabluia, pp. 190-191.

4) Qazwlni. p. 257.

5) See 'Abbas, pp. 594, 602, 604, 607.
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I. 1sti'ara (Metaphor)

In this part which Diya' -ad-Din devotes to the study

of as-sina'a 1-ma'nawiyya, he examines a great number of

figures of speech beginning with metaphor. Because

metaphor is a part of ma.jaz, Diya' -ad-Din once again

introduces ma.jaz into the discussion. He divides it into

what he terms tawassu' fi l-kal"am (extension of connotation)

and simile, and he further divides simile into a complete

simile (tamm) when the two components of simile are

mentioned and an elliptical simile (mahdhtif) when only

the illustrated concept is mentioned. Diya' -ad-Din calls
</ >»i

this second type of simile metaphor. It is clear

however, that either ply's.' -ad-Din or more probably the

copyist has confused the illustrated concept (al-mushabbah)

for the illustrative (al-mushabbah bih), for a ma.j'az is

generally considered to be metaphor when only the "lender

concept" (al-musta'ar minhu = al-mushabbah bih) is
2

mentioned. In spite of the fact that this confusion

1) Mathal, vol. II, pp. 70-71- Kabir, p. 30.

2) See Mathal. vol. II, pp. 74, 75, 76, 77, 83, 84,

96, 97, 115- Kabir, p. 82. Al-Qadi 'All b. *Abd-

al-'Aziz al-Jurjarii, al-Wasata bayn al-Mutanabbi

wa-KhusTimih, eds. Muhammad AbTx-1-Fadl Ibrahim and• 7 • •

'Ali. l-BOrj"awi, (Cairo, 1966?), p. 4l. Asrar, pp.

223, 296. Dala' il. pp. 282-283- Fakhr-ad-Din ar-

Razi, Nihayat al-I.jaz fi dirayat al-I'.j'az, (Cairo,

1317 A.H.), pp. 82, 85-88. Tibyan, pp. 4l-42.

Tiraz, vol. I, p. 202.
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occurs on several occasions,"'" the correct definition of

metaphor which Diya' -ad-Din provides and repeats on

several occasions together with examples for both the

correct and confused definitions, places his views in

line with those of other scholars who consider as

metaphor the type of simile where only the lender

concept is mentioned.2 This conclusion has been

reached in spite of the fact that it is evident that

there is a type of metaphor which exists when only the

borrower concept is mentioned and similarity is

illustrated by attributing to the borrower concept an

3
element peculiar to the lender. Diya' -ad-Din clearly

was not referring to this type of metaphor as he
4

considers it merely a type of sxmxle.

1) See Mathal, vol. II, pp. .71, 73.

2) . PP. 74, 77, 83, 84, 96, 109,-115.

3) See Dala' il, pp. 46, 283. Miftah, pp. 174, 179-

Nihaya, pp. 92-93. Idah, vol. II, pp. 309-311.

Kamal Abu Deeb "Al-Jurjani's classification of

Isti'ara with special reference to Aristotle's

classification of metaphor", Journal of Arabic

Literature. vol. II (l97l), pp. 73-74.

4) See Mathal. vol. II, pp. 110, 115, 118-119.

Mutawwal, p. 368. Mahmud Faraj al-4Uqda "al-

Mathal as-Sa' ir" Ma.jallat al-Azhar, vol. XIII

(1942), p. 272.
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Diya' -ad-Din, in accordance with, his understanding

of ma.jaz, disputed the opinion of Ibn-Jinhi, who states

that one abandons haqiqa in favour of majaz for three

types of extension of the normal semantic range (ma* ani):

l) tawassu' (extension of connotation), 2) simile and

3) tawkld (strengthening). Diya'-ad-Din disputes this

point with Ibn-Jinnl, on the grounds that it is not

necessary to have all three components together in every

tropical expression, one being sufficient.^" Ibn-Jinnl

in fact had not insisted that all three should be found

in every case, Diya*-ad-Din's confusion probably arising

from the fact that Ibn-Jinnx cited a number of examples

all of which comprise all three ma4 ani. Ibn-Abl-l-Hadid,

who took pains to investigate this point in Ibn-Jinnx's

work, claims that he has identified examples of ma.jaz in
2

which can be found only one of the three ma'anl. Diya' -

ad-Din further adds that there is no need for the

inclusion of tawkid as a ma'na because Ibn-Jinnx uses

this term in the sense of the idea's being presented

more clearly, and this purpose, according to Diya*-ad-
3

Din, is surely achieved by the use of simile. However,

1) Mathal, vol. II, pp. 84-85. Khasa1 is, vol. II,

p. 442.

2) See Falak, pp. 194-195. Khasa' is, vol. II, pp. 442-

447.

3) Mathal, vol. II, p. 86.
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although this is the opinion of Diya' -ad-Din in

al-Mathal as- Sa' ir, in al-Jami* al-Kab"ir he adopts

the views of Ibn-Jinhi completely without offering a

single comment.^
DiyS.' -ad-Din also criticises al-Ghazali for

dividing ma,jaz into fourteen categories, which Diya' -

ad-Din sees as unwarranted, as they could all be

classified within the three categories he himself
2

proposes. Xt is true that most of the categories

which al-Ghaz"al"i gives can be fitted into Diya' -ad-Din's

own tripartite division, bearing in mind that what DiyS.' -

ad-Din terms tawassu' is merely what later rhetoricians

call ma.jaz mursal (loose trope) and therefore most of

the categories which al-Ghaz"al"i cites are merely ma.jaz

mursal divided by their various types of congruent or
O

connection with the original referent ('aiaqat). Diya' -

ad-Din however, makes a number of mistakes in his effort

to fit al-Ghazali.'s categories into his own, for instead

1) See Kabir, pp. 30-31.

2) Mathal, vol. XI, pp. 88, 96. Abu-Hamid Muhammad b.

Muhammad al-GhazliH, Kifab al-Mustasfa min ' Ilm al-
• 7 •

Usui, (Cairo, 1322/1904), vol. I, pp. 341-345.

3) Mathal (M), vol. I, p. 368, f.n.2. Qazwini. pp.

372-373» 374, 375- For the term "congruent" see

Ott. Poetry, p. 83.
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of considering these categories tawassu' he considers

them metaphor. The Qur' anic verse n innT arani a4 sir11
khamr311" ("I see myself (in a dream) pressing wine")"'"
which al-Ghazali cites as an example of the majaz which

he terms: "calling the thing by the name of its end-

product" , is considered a metaphor by Diya' -ad-Din

because of the resemblance of the grape to wine. Most

rhetoricians do not suggest a resemblance and instead

term this verse as majaz mursal and give it the same

2
congruent which al-Ghazali. mentioned. Al-Ghaz"ali also

refers to the type of majaz which he terms "calling the

object by its part" as when you say about someone you

hate: "May God take his face away from me" where you do

not in fact mean only his face, but his whole body. Diya' -

3
ad-Din again considers this metaphor, but the majority

of rhetoricians consider it majaz mursal and again agree

4
with al-Ghazali as to the nature of the congruent.

1) Qur* an. chap. XII, vs. 36. Mathal. vol. II, p. 89*

2) Compare Mathal, vol. II, p. 89 with IcTah, vol. II,

p. 275. Mutawwal, p. 356. Tiraz, vol. I, p. 69.

Jawhar, p. 53. Sa4d-ad-Dln at-Taf t'S.z'anT, Mukhtasar

al-Ma'ani, (Istanbul, 1304/1886), p. 160.

3) Mathal. vol. II, p. 91. Falak. p. 205.

4) See for instance, Miftah, p. 173. Idah. vol. II,• • • 1 7

p. 272. Mutawwal, pp. 355-356. Sharh, p. 92.

Mukhtasar, pp. 159-160.
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Furthermore, al-Ghazalx cites among his categories the

type of ma.j'az which he calls "the omission which does

not invalidate the meaning" and he provides as an

example for it the Qur' anic verse "wa-s' al1 1-qarya"

"enquire of the city", meaning not the city itself but

rather its inhabitants. Diya' -ad-DIn rejects this

categorization on the ground that it could well be

termed a metaphor."'" In addition to the fact that one

cannot identify a similarity between the city and its

inhabitants which would be necessary to consider it a

metaphor, this contradicts the opinions of the majority

of scholars who accept al-Ghazalx's views and call this
2

type majaz bi-l-hadhf. Apart from this criticism which

appears in al-Mathal as-Sa' ir, he accepts all of al-

Ghazalx's categories without attribution to anyone in

3
al-vJami1 al-Kabxr.

1) Arthur J. Arberry, The Koran Interpreted (London,

197l), chap. XII, vs. 82. Mathal. vol. II, pp. 95-

96. Falak, pp. 213-214. Mustasfa, vol. I, p. 342.

Ahmad Muhammad 'Anbar, Jawla ma'« Diya' -ad-Din b.

al-Athxr fx Kitabih al-Mathal as-Sa' ir fx Adab al-

Katib wa-sh-Sha*ir, (Cairo ?, 1954), p. 48.

2) See for example, Asrar, pp. 383, 387- Nihaya, pp.

56, 57. Miftah, p. 185. Idah, vol. II, pp. 317-

318. Tiraz, vol. I, p. 73• Mukhtasar, p. 185.

3) Kablr. pp. 28-30.
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Diya' -ad-D1n' s division of ma.jaz into tawassu* .

simile, and metaphor is based on the argument that

majaz is a subsidiary (far4) of haqlqa and one only

leaves the origin for the subsidiary for a specific

reason. If it is the similarity between the illustrated

and illustrative concepts, the figure is simile or

metaphor. But if the reason was not similarity, the

figure is called tawassu* .^ Diy^a' -ad-Dln provides the

following verse by Abl-Nuwas as one example of tawassu*:

3. u. i
nbuhh sawt 1-mal minima

• • •

mink yashku wa-yaslh"

Trans;

"Hoarse is the voice of property from complaining

against you and raising its voice (against its

being used too liberally)"

Diya' -ad-Din does not see a valid basis of

comparison between property and a human being with a

2
voice. He also considers tawassu* the saying of the

1) Mathal, vol. II, pp. 71-73, 78.

2) Ibid , vol. II, p. 79. See also S.A. Bonebakker
2

"Isti'ara" E.I. , vol. IV. Ibn-Rashlq however,

considers this an example of a bad metaphor.

See * Uroda, vol. I, p. 181.
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Prophet about the mountain Uhud:

"hadha jabal1"1 yuhibbuna wa-nuhibbuh"1

Trans:

"This is a mountain which loves us and which

we love."

Diy^' -ad-Din defines metaphor as the transference

of the concept of one word to another on the basis of a

shared quality between the two components (borrower and

lender) when the borrower concept is concealed. Diya*-

ad-Din adds that it is necessary to have an adjunctive

component (qarina) in order to determine the intention
2

of the speaker, for when one says: "X saw a lion"

meaning a brave man, this might be misunderstood as

meaning that what was seen was a real lion, but when a

qualifying statement is added, for instance: "carrying

a sword", it becomes clear that a brave man is intended.

Diya' -ad-Din insists upon the concealment of the

borrower concept in order to distinguish between metaphor

and some forms of simile as in the case of "Zayd is a

lion". According to Diya' -ad-Din there is a trans¬

ference of the concept of the lion to Zayd, but it is

1)

2)

Mathal, vol. II, p. 82.

Ibid., pp. 83-84, 109, 115.

pp. 163-164.

See also Mukhtasar,• 7
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still considered simile and not metaphor.^" The

definition which Diya' -ad-Din provides for metaphor is

merely an improved version of al-AmicTi1 s and Ibn-Sinan

al-Kh.afa.ji's definition which he had criticised for

2
including some types of simile. Diya' -ad-Din1 s own

definition has been criticised in turn on the grounds

that it excludes al-isti*ara bi-l-kirihya (metaphor

by the way of metonomy) a type of metaphor which exists

when only the borrower concept is mentioned and an

element connected with the lender concept is attributed

to it as in the following statement, "death sunk its
4

claws into Zayd". The word claws which is peculiar to

a wild beast is attributed here to death and this

attribution suggests a similarity between death and a

wild beast. piya' -ad-Din, as has been stated above,

considers this figure a simile in which the instrument
5

of similarity has been omitted.

Diya*-ad-Din distinguishes between metaphor and the

1) Mathal, vol. XX, p. 83•

2) Ibid.. pp. 83, 113.

3) See Tiraz, vol. I, p. 200. Talkhis, pp. 324-327.
Mutawwal, pp. 381-386. Tibyan, pp. 41-42.

4) See Talkhls, pp. 324-327- Sharp, pp. 98-100.
Mukhtasar, pp. 173-175*

5) See Mathal. vol. II, PP« 110» 115» ll8-119'
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type of simile in which both the illustrated and the

illustrative concepts are mentioned but not the

instrument of similarity (at-tashbxh al-mudmar al-acfat =

tashblh ballgh). He states that some scholars among

whom he includes al-J"ahiz, Qudama b. Ja'far, Abu-Hilal

al- • Askari , al-Amiclx and Ibn-Sirian al-Khafaj"i, have

confused this type of simile with metaphor. piya' -ad-

Din distinguishes between the two figures by the simple

test of reinstating the implicit instrument of similarity

and then observing what effect it has upon the statement.

If the expression in the statement does not compromise

the eloquence then he would consider the figure to be a

simile. He illustrates this by taking the statement

"Zayd is a lion" to which he restores the instrument of

similarity to produce "Zayd is like a lion" which he

considers uncompromised in its eloquence."'" This

contrasts with the case when only the illustrative

concept is mentioned, as in the following verse in

which the poet compares the figure of the woman to a

twig and her haunch to a sand dune:

"far'a1 U in nahadat li-haj atibiS.

*ajila l-qadxbu wa-abta1 a d-di4sU"• # •

1) Mathal, vol. II, pp. 72-77, 83, 109-110, 115.

Kabxr, pp. 82-83.
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Trans :

"A slender (woman who) when moving for her own

purpose, the twig hastens but the dune moves

slowly.M

If the instrument of similarity were to be expressed

here, the eloquence of the verse would be compromised.

Diya' -ad-Din therefore, considers such an example to be
2

metaphor. However, this distinction between metaphor

and this type of simile, which Diyla' -ad-Din appropriates

as his own, was in fact suggested earlier by 'All b.

3
'Abd-al-'Aziz al-Jurjarii and was subsequently clarified

4
and elaborated by 4Abd-al-Qlhir al-Jurjani.

1) Mathal, vol. II, pp. 73-74. As has already been

stated, Diya' -ad-Din or more probably one of his

copyists has confused the illustrated concept for

the illustrative. In this verse for instance, the

text states that the illustrated concept is

mentioned and the illustrative is omitted, whereas

the opposite is true.

2) Mathal. vol. II, pp. 73, 75, 76-77-

3) See Vasata, p. 4l.

4) Asrar, pp. 296-310. See also Nihaya, pp. 85-87-

Tiraz, vol. I, pp. 205-209.
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In al-Jami* al-Kablr. on the other hand, Diya' -ad-

Dxn tones down his criticism of those scholars who

consider at-tashbxh al-ballgh to be metaphor; in this

work he lists the figure as metaphor pointing out that

although he is following the opinion of his predecessors,

he still believes that the figure should be considered

simile.

Diy's.' -ad-Din observed that Ibn-Sinan al-Khafajl had

entered into a dispute with al-Amidl on the question of

whether the figure in the following verse by Imru' -al-

Qays is a good metaphor or not:

u Ti 1
"fa-qult lah lamma tamatta bi-sulbih

wa-ardafa a' j~5izaXl wa-na1 a bi-kalkal1"

Trans:

"I said to it (the night) as it stretched its

backbone then its hind quarters and settled
2

heavily (over me) with (its) chest."

Al-Amidl believed that this verse contains a good

metaphor but Ibn-Sinan al-Khafajl disputed this on the

grounds that this verse does not fulfil his conditions

1) Kablr, pp. 82-83.

2) Mathal, vol. II, pp. 110-112. Sirr, pp. 112-113.

Muwazana, vol. I, p. 266.
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for a good metaphor. According to him, metaphors fall

into two categories: those in which the concept does not

stray from the reality and which he terms the near or

choice metaphor; and those where the concept is far

removed from reality and which he terms the distant and

discarded metaphor.^ The latter is not favoured because

of the wide gap between the figure and the reality, or

because it is metaphor based upon another metaphor. It

is therefore somewhat surprising to observe that Ibn-

Sirian al-KhafajT considers the above verse to be an

example of a metaphor based upon another, and then

evaluates it as a metaphor of medium merit. Diya' -ad-

Din, who believes that this verse does not contain a

metaphor but only a simile without the instrument of

similarity, accepts, for the sake of argument, that it
2

features a metaphor and moreover a good one. He states

that as both al-Amidi and Ibn-Sinan al-Khafajl defined

metaphor as the transference of a concept from one word

to another on the basis of similarity between them, any

judgment as to whether the metaphor is good or not should

be based upon the degree to which it falls into within

1)

2)

Mathal, vol. II, pp. 112-113.

Ibid.. pp. 110-111, 113-115.
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th.is definition. He considers that where one metaphor

is based upon another, the figure is acceptable if both

constituent metaphors are each acceptable in themselves,
2

as he believes is the case in the above verse.

However, Diya' -ad-Din's insistence on not allowing

the borrower concept to appear in a metaphor led him to

consider this verse a simile, and he thus sets himself

apart from the majority of rhetoricians who consider it
3

metaphor.

Diya' -ad-Din's study of metaphor falls short of the

wide and elaborated discussion of the figure made by

both his predecessor 'Abd-al-Qahir al-Jurjarii and his

contemporaries, ar-Kazi and as-Sakkaki.

1) Mathal, vol. II, p. 113. Diy§.* -ad-Din reproduces

their definition in his own words. Compare Mathal,

vol. II, p. 113 with Muwazana, vol. I, p. 266.

Sirr, pp. 108, 110. See also Kamal Abu-Deeb,

Al-Jurjani's Theory of Poetic Imagery and its

Background. Unpublished Ph.D. thesis, Oxford, 1970,

p. 46.

2) Mathal. vol. II, pp. 114-115.

3) Compare Mathal, vol. II, pp. 110, 115 with Muwazana,

vol. I, p. 266. Sirr. p. 112, Naqd. p. 104, 'Umda,

vol. I, p. 186, Dal a' il, p. 54, Nihaya, p. 91,

Tahrir, p. 100, Idah, vol. II, p. 295, Mutawwal,

p. 368.
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II. TashbTh (Simile)

Diya' -ad-ETln defines simile as the corroboration

in the illustrated concept of one of the qualities

belonging to the illustrative concept.^" Diya' -ad-UIn

rejects the distinction between simile and analogy

(tamthll) made by some other scholars on the grounds
2

that the two figures are philologically the same. The

utility of simile he suggests is that it offers a clear

presentation of the intended meaning, with the advantage

1) Mathal. vol. II, p. 153- KabTr. p. 90.

2) Mathal, vol. II, p. 116. Bal"agha, p. 312. Other

scholars, however, consider analogy to be the type

of simile in which the basis of similarity (wa.jh

ash-shabah) is extended to a degree not apparent in

the simple overlapping of qualities. Among those

scholars who differentiate between simile and

analogy are QudSma b. Ja'far, *Abd-al-Qahir al-

JurjanT, Ibn-Sirian al-KhafajT, Ibn-Raslilq, Ibn-AbT-

1-Isba' and Yahya b. Hamza l-'Alawl. See Naqd,

p. 90. Asrar, pp. 80-88. Sirr, pp. 223-224.

1Umda, vol. I, pp. 187-189. Miffah, p. 164. Tahrir,

pp. 214-220. Tiraz, vol. Ill, pp. 344-347. TalkhTs

p. 274. See also, Ott. Poetry, pp. 80-81.
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of brevity of expression.^ piya.' -ad-Din divides simile
into two categories on the basis of the instrument of

similarity: one for that type of simile which is

accompanied by the instrument as exemplified in the

statement, "Zayd is like a lion", and the other for that

type in which the instrument does not appear as in,

"Zayd is a lion". Like most other rhetoricians, Diya*-

ad-Din considers the second type to be more eloquent than

the first, on the grounds that firstly the omission of

the instrument helps to increase the assumed similarity

between the two components of the simile, and secondly
2

in that it is briefer than the first.

piya' -ad-Din also divides this figure into four

more categories according to the nature of the two basic

components (the illustrated and the illustrative) as

follows: l) they are both intellectually perceived,

2) they are both sensually perceived, 3) the former is

intellectually and the latter is sensually perceived or

1) Mathal, vol. II, p. 124. Kabir, p. 90. See also

Siria'atayn, p. 249- Nukat, p. 81.

2) Mathal. vol. II, pp. 116-117, 122. Kabir, p. 91.

Sirr, p. 237. Tiraz, vol. I, pp. 311-312, 315-317-

Mutawwal, pp. 344-345.
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4) vice versa."'" Each one of the above divisions can

further sub-divided into four categories according to

a difference in the nature of these components, in that

they may both be single concepts (mufrad) as in the

Qur' anic verse:

"hunn3 libasUn lakum wa-antum lib"asUn lahun"

Trans:

2
"They are your garments and ye are their garments"

or compound concepts (murakkab) as in al-MutanabbT•s

verse:

2L &
"ka-ann 1-jufun 1ala muqlatayy

thiyab1111 shuqiqna ' ala thakil1"

Trans:

"The eyelids over my eyes are like torn garments

3
upon a man mourning over a loved one"

or a mixture of compound and single concepts as in the

Qur' anic verse:

1) Mathal, vol. II, pp. 129-130. In al-Jami' al-KabTr

Diya' -ad-Din divides them into only three categories

as he omitted the fourth type. See op. cit., pp.

91-92.

2) Mathal. vol. II, pp. 130-131, 133. Qur' an, chap.

II, vs. 187.

3) Mathal. vol. II, p. 138. Kabir, pp. 92-94.
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VI cl
"mathal lladhln kafarh bi-Rabbihim a'maluhum

ka-ramadin isbtaddat bih1 r-rihU fl yawmin
1asif"

Trans:

"The parable of those who reject their Lord is

that their works are as ashes, on which the

wind blows furiously on a tempestuous day"''"

Diya' -ad-Dln indicates however, that in simile the

illustrative concept should be more perfect in its

relation to the basis of similarity than that of the

illustrated, because simile is used in order to achieve

hyperbole whether in praise, reproach or merely in

description. If the illustrative concept does not

l) Mathal, vol. II, pp. 148-149, 151. Kablr. p. 96.

Qur* an, chap. XIV, vs. 18. Diya' -ad-Din states in

al-Mathal as- Sh' ir that the fourth type which

consists of the use of a compound illustrated

concept and a single illustrative concept is

rarely used in comparison with other types. He

himself succeeded in finding only one example. In

al-J"ami' al-Kabir on the other hand, Diya' -ad-Din

omitted this type from his categories. See Mathal,

vol. II, pp. 151-152. KabTr. pp. 92, 96-97.
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fulfil this requirement the aim of the simile is

frustrated.^ Diya' -ad-Din acknowledges however, that

in some cases the author may use simile in an inverted

way, using as an illustrated concept what usually takes

the role of the illustrative, but this is only approved

of when used in commonly known concepts as when the

early Arabs would compare the haunches of a woman to

sand dunes, being so familiar with the concept of large

haunches as an attribute of woman. For this reason the

poet Dhti-r-Rumma, for the sake of hyperbole was praised

for sayings

«wa-ramlin ka-arcfaf1 1-♦ adhltra qata'tuh* -

Trans:

"And many a sand (dune) like the haunches of
2

the maidens have X crossed "

Once again, as in the section dealing with metaphor,

Diya' -ad-Din's contribution to the study of simile is

minimal, and goes no further than the logical exposition

of most possible permutations. While the rhetorical

treatment falls short of that of some of his predecessors

and contemporaries, the value of his presentation lies in

1) Mathal. vol. II, pp. 128-129, 160. Kabir, p. 97•

2) Mathal. vol. II, pp. 158-161. Kabir, pp. 97-98.

See also Khasa' is, vol. I, pp. 300-303.
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the wealth of examples he deploys in order to illustrate

each of the categories he identifies.

III. Ilfifat (Apostrophe)

Apostrophe is that figure of speech whereby the

writer abandons the form in which the speech is made,

as if to address a third party not present. This is

most noticeable when he changes the personal pronoun of

the addressee from, let us say, the second person to

the third."'' piya' -ad-Din begins his discussion with a

critique of az-Zamakhsharl's views on the subject.

According to Diya' -ad-Din the latter believed that this

figure was employed only to maintain the interest of the

reader, who might otherwise become bored with the constant

use of a single referent. Diya' -ad-Din objects to this,

on the grounds that apostrophe should not be used merely

to remedy faulty, and therefore boring style. Apostrophe

l) Mathal. vol. II, pp. 170-171# See also, Idah, vol.

I, p. 71# Mutawwal, pp. 130-131. Ishaq b. Ibrahim

b. Wahb al-Katib, al-Burhan fi Vujuh al-Bayan, ed.

Hifrii Muhammad Sharaf, (Cairo, 19^9?)» P# 122.

Zaki-d-Din 4 Abd-al-4 Az"im Ibn-Abi-l-Isba4 al-Misri ,
• • • 7

Badi4 al-Qur' "an, ed. Hifrii Muhammad Sharaf, (Cairo,

n.d.), p. hk.
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must surely be used to a better purpose, but this

purpose cannot be specified for it differs from one

example to the other."1" Diya' -ad-Din, however, is not

justified in his criticism, for he fails to quote

az-Zamakhsharx's statement accurately, omitting an

important part which states that apostrophe might have
2

other uses. Az-Zamakhsharx•s opinion, however, has

been accepted by most rhetoricians as the most persuasive

for the use of apostrophe. Despite his criticism, Diya' -

ad-Din adopts these same views in al-Jami* al-Kabir.

Even in al-Mathal as-Sa' ir he goes as far as to use the

same explanations as given by az-Zamakhshari without,

3
however, acknowledgxng hxs debt to hxm.

1) Mathal, vol. II, pp. 171-173•

2) See Muhammad b. 'Umar az-Zamakhshari, al-Kashshaf

'an Haqa' iq Ghawamid at-Tanzxl, (Cairo, 1307/1889),

vol. I, pp. 8-9. Falak, pp. 224-228. Tiraz, vol.

II, pp. 133-135.

3) See Tibyan, p. 174. Tiraz, vol. II, pp. 132-135.

Miftah, pp. 95-96. Idah, vol. I, pp. 73-74.

Mutawwal, p. 134. Jalal-ad-Din as-Suyutx, al-Itqan

fi 'Ulum al-Qur' an, ed. Muhammad Abu-1-Fadl Ibrahim,• • 7

(Cairo, n.d.), vol. Ill, p. 253. Kabir, p. 98.

And compare Mathal, vol. II, pp. 173, 181, 184, 185-

187, 190 with Kashshaf. vol. I, pp. 8-9, 421, 572,

vol. II, pp. 153, 239.
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Diya' -ad-DIn divides apostrophe into three parts:

l) A switch from the third person to the second and

from the second to the third, as can be seen in the

following Qur' anic verses:

a. "Al-hamdU li-llah.1 Rabb1 1-'alamin ....
0

Malik1 yawm1 d-cfin, iyyaka na'budU wa-

iyyaka nasta'in.11

Trans:

"Praise be to God, the Cherisher and

Sustainer of the worlds;

Master of the Day of Judgment. Thee do

we worship and Thine aid we seek."^"

The reason for apostrophe in these Qur' anic verses

is to glorify the addressee (God) in the second person,

by confining the highest form of submission (worship) to

him.

b. "Huwa lladtii yusayyirukum fi 1-barr1 wa-l-bahr1
•j

hatta idha kuntum fx 1-fulk wa-jarayn bihim

bi-rxhin tayyibat111 wa-farihTx biha."

l) Mathal. vol. II, pp. 171, 173-17^. Kabir. pp. 98,

101. Qur' an. chap. I, vss. 2, 4-5. Kashshaf. vol.

I, pp. 8-9.
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Trans:

"He it is who enableth you to traverse through

land and sea; so that ye even board ships; -

they sail with them with a favourable wind,

and they rejoice thereat

The effect of the apostrophe in this verse is to

indicate that the referent is the addressee by the use

of the second person and to subsequently switch to the

third person so that the addressee may, in a detached

way, look at his own actions through the medium of a

2
third party, and hopefully condemn them.

2) A switch from the use of future or past tense to

the use of the imperative as can be seen in the following

Qur*anic examples:

1) Mathal, vol. II, p. 181. KabTr. p. 100. Qur1 an.

chap. X, vs. 22. Isba4, p. 4.4. 4Abd-ar-Rahim b.

Shit (sic) al-Qurashl. Ma'alim al-Kitaba wa-maghanim

al-Isaba, ed. al-Khurl Qustantin al-MakhlasI,

(Beirut, 1913), p. 76.

2) Kablr, p. 100. Mathal. vol. II, p. 181 and compare

with Kashshaf. vol. I, pp. 420-421.
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a. "Qalu ya HudU ma ji' tana bi-bayyinatin wa-ma nahnU

bi-tarikl alihatina 4 an qawlika wa-ma nahnU laka

bi-mu' minln. In naqulU ilia ltaraka ba'dU alihatiria

XXI cl U 21
bi-su' q"al innl ushhid Hah wa-shhadu anni

bar!'1111 mimma tushrikun."

Trans:

"They said: '0 Hud! no clear (sign) hast thou brought

us, and we are not the ones to desert our gods on thy

word! Nor shall we believe in thee! We say nothing

but that (perhaps) some of our gods may have seized

thee with imbecility.' He said: 'I call God to

witness, and do ye bear witness, that I am free

from the sin of ascribing, to Him.'

SL X
b. "Qui amar Rabbi bi-l-qist wa-aqimu wujuhakum

* inda kull"*' masjid'"1 wa-d'uhU mukhlis1na lahU
• d-dxn "

Trans:

"Say: 'My Lord has commanded justice. Set your

faces in every place of worship and call on

2
Him, making your religion sincerely His ...' "

1) Mathal, vol. II, p. 183. Kablr, p. 101. Qur' an.

chap. XI, vss. 53-54.

2) Mathal, vol. II, p. 184. The Koran, chap. VII, vs.
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According to Diya' -ad-Dln the use of the imperative

in this verse is to stress the importance of that for

which the imperative is used."*"

3) Using the aorist (mudari') tense to describe a past
2

action or vice versa, e.g.

U P Q M QT1
a. "Wa-llah lladhi arsal r-riyah fa-tuth.Tr sahab

fa-suqnahU 11~& balad^n mayyit .... "

Trans:

"It is God who sends forth the winds, so that

they raise up the clouds and We drive them to

3
a land that is dead . ..."

In this Qur' "anic verse the word "fa-tuthir" which is

in the aorist tense is used to describe an event which

took place in the past, and the justification for using

this tense is to give force and immediacy to past action.

sl u. i 3.
b. "Wa-yawm yunfakh fi s-Shr fa-fazi4 man fi

i i ^
s-samawat wa-man fi 1-ard ilia man sha' 11 ah ...

1) Mathal, vol. II, p. 184.

2) Kabir, pp. 102-103. Mathal. vol. II, p. 185.

3) Kabir, pp. 102-103. Mathal. vol. II, pp. 185-186.

Kashshaf, vol. II, p. 239. Qur* an, chap. XXXV, vs.9

Tiraz, vol. n, pp. 137-138.
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Trans:

"And the Day that the Trumpet will be sounded -

then will be smitten with terror those who are

in the heavens, and those who are on earth,

except such as God will please (to exempt) . . . ."

In this Qur' anic verse the word "fazi*" which is in

the past tense is used to describe something will take

place in the future. The reason for this usage is to

affirm that the action would surely take place.

A further form of apostrophe has been identified by

Diya' -ad-Din but is only found in al-Jami* al-Kablr. It

consists of a switch from the dual to the plural, and

from the plural to the singular as can be seen in the

following Qur'"hnic verses

"Wa-awhayna ila Musa wa-akkTh.1 an tabawwa' a li-
3 qn

qawmikuma bi-Misr buytit wa-j4alH buyTatakum
3X1 3 i

qiblat wa-aqTmu s-salat wa-bashsiiir 1-mu' minln.

Trans:

"Ve inspired Moses and his brother with this

message: 'Provide dwellings for your people in

l) Mathal. vol. II, pp. 189-190. Kabir, pp. 103-104.

Kashshaf, vol. II, p. 153. Qur' an, chap. XXVII, vs.

87. Tiraz, vol. II, p. 140. Mutawwal, p. 136.
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E&yP"t» make your dwellings into places of

worship, and establish regular prayers: and

give Glad Tidings to those who believe.'

In this verse the addressee is firstly Moses and

his brother, and by the use of the plural it includes

also their people and finally by the use of the singular

restricts itself to Moses alone.

IV. At-Tagdim wa-t-Ta' khTr (Hysteron-Proteron)

Diya' -ad-Dln divides this topic into two parts: the

first is connected with the rules of grammar, while the

second is not connected with these rules, but rather with

the degree of tagdim by which the writer establishes a

particular order for a series of concepts for one of
2

several possible reasons. DiyS.' -ad-Dln, however, divides

•0 Kablr. pp. 101-102. See also, Itg~an. vol. Ill, p.

258. Jawhar, p. 121. Qur' an, chap. X, vs. 87.

Kashshlif. vol. I, pp. 430-431.

2) Mathal, vol. II, pp. 216-217, 230. Kablr. pp. 108-

109, 176. Diya' -ad-Dln studies both parts in

al-Mathal as-Sa' ir in a single chapter but in

al-Jami* al-Kablr he studies each part in an

individual chapter and both chapters are separated

by different chapters. See Mathal. vol. II, pp. 216-

217, 230. Kablr. pp. 108-109, 176.
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the first part into two categories: the first encompasses

those instances where tagdim is employed in order to

render a phrase more eloquent, as when one places the

object before the verb as in "Zayd, I beat". In this

example the emphasis is placed on the fact that the

beating was confined to Zayd only; this effect is achieved

by the apparent violation of normative word order, and

may be observed in other syntactical structures as when

a predicate (khabar) is placed before its subject

(mubtada* Diya' -ad-Din states that rhetoricians,

among whom he includes az-Zamakhsharl, have suggested

that this device is only used for the purpose of emphasis

and particularization, but ply's.' -ad-Din believes that it

is also used in order to achieve a particular stylistic

effect, a function which he considers more important than

2
that of the fxrst. As an example of this device used

for emphasis and particularization, he quotes the follow¬

ing Qur' anic verse:

"Bal1 ll"5.ha fa-4 bud wa-kun mina sh-shakirin. "

1) Mathal. vol. II, p. 217. Kabir. p. 109. Ahmad b.

4Abd-al-Wahhab an-Nuwayri, Nihayat al-Arab fi Furiun

al-Adab, (Cairo, 1929)» vol. VII, pp. 63, 68-69.

2) Mathal. vol. II, pp. 217-219. Kabir. p. 109.

Kashshaf, vol. I, p. 8.
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Trans;

"Nay, but God do thou serve; and be thou among

the thankful."^"

Here this device restricts the object of the verb

"serve" to God. Had the normative word order been used,

that is "Nay, but do thou serve God", the more literally

minded hearer might have understood the object to be God

among others, rather than God alone.

As an example of this device used for stylistic

effect, Diya' -ad-Dln offers the following Qur* anic verse:

3. U. Si
"Iyyak na' bud wa-iyyalc nasta'in."

Trans:

"Thee, only we serve; to Thee alone we pray for

succour."

Diya' -ad-Din states in al-Mathal as-Sa' ir that the

object here is placed before the verb in order to

terminate the verse with the letter "nun" that it may

rhyme with the previous verse. He rejects az-Zamakhshari's

opinion to the effect that the reason for the above use of

tagcfim is to particularize the addressee, in this case God,
3

as the object of worship and the source of aid. This

1) Mathal, vol. II, p. 218. The Koran, chap. XXXIX, vs.

66.

2) Mathal, vol. II, p. 218. The Koran, chap. I, vs. 5.

3) Mathal. vol. II, pp. 218-219.
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interpretation shows a development in Diya' -ad-Dxn's

thoughts on this subject, for not only does he set

himself apart from the consensus view of the scholars,

but he actually contradicts himself both in this work,

where he had earlier mentioned that this device

necessarily implies particularization,^ and in al-J"ami*

al-Kab~ir when he chooses the very same verse as an

2
example of particularization. The obvious compromxse

viewpoint is that in some cases tag dim is employed both

to particularize and to fit within a rhyming scheme, but

_ 3
such a view is not found in Diya' -ad-Dln's works.

Diya' -ad-Dln proceeds to the second of the two

categories into which he divides the grammatical use of

taqdim. Tagdim here occurs when word order is violated

achieving no particular effect apart from fitting within

a prevailing metre or rhyme. He considers this an abuse

of tagdim and aptly terms it discord in terms of

signification (mu'azala ma'nawiyya). This type can be

illustrated by placing the adjective before the noun

described or the conjunctive (sila) before the conjunct

1) Mathal. vol. II, p. 217. See also, Falak. pp. 247-

248. IcTah, vol. I, p. 111. Itqan, vol. Ill, p. 156.

Tiraz, vol. II, pp. 65-73.

2) Kabxr, p. 109.

3) See Falak. pp. 247-248.
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(mawstil), or by placing the predicate of "ka-anna" before

it, as can be seen in this verse:

"fa-asbahat ba'da khatt1 bahjatiha• • • • u

ka-anna qafr311 rusTunaha qaleun"a."^

Trans:

"It became a wasteland after its splendour (and

it appeared only) as if a pen had made the marks

upon it."

Diya*-ad-Din strongly criticises this type of

composition on the grounds that the purpose of speech is

to present the idea clearly, and here this aim is

frustrated.2
The second part of hysteron-proteron is connected

not so much with the rules of grammar, but rather with

the meaning of the composition which gives prominence to

some words or phrases. Diya' -ad-Dln admits that the

reason for this particular use of tagdim cannot be

classified, but he nevertheless provides a number of
3

examples which present some explanation of his ideas.

In the following Qur' anic verses, for instance:

1) Mathal. vol. II, pp. 217, 226-227. Kablr. pp. 112

113. Sirr, pp. 101-102.

2) Mathal. vol. II, pp. 229-230. Kablr. p. 114.

3) Mathal. vol. II, pp. 217, 230. Kablr. p. 176.
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ii , _ .a _, x an , anwa-anzalna mm s-sama' ma' tahur
•

- a . .. . , an , an . , u
lx-nuhyxy bxhx baldat mayt wa-nusqxyah

mimma khalaqna an4 am wa-anasiyy kathlra."

Trans

"And We send down pure water from the sky,

that with it We may give life to a dead land,

and slake the thirst of things We have created, -

cattle and men in great numbers."^

The revival of the dead land and watering of cattle appear

before watering of men. The three concepts are thus

ordered because of the logical progression of ideas, the

first being a pre-requisite for the second, and the first

and the second for the third. Among this type of hysteron-

proteron is the prior mention of the greater number before

the smaller, as can be observed in this Qur' "anic verse:

"Thumma awrathna 1-kitab lladhxn stafayria min
nn

4ibadina fa-minhum zhlxm

muqtasid1111 wa-minhum s'abiq1111 bi-l-khayrat rt
• • • •

Trans

"Then We have given the Book of our inheritance to

such of Our servants as We have chosen: but there

l) Mathal. vol. XI, pp. 230-231. Kabxr, p. 177

Qur' an, chap. XXV, vss. 48-49.
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are among them some who wrong their own souls;

some who follow a middle course; and some who are,

by God's leave, foremost in good deeds.""'"

In this verse those "who wrong their own souls" are

mentioned first because they are the majority, in second

place are those "who follow a middle course" because

they are numerically less than the first category and

greater than the third, who are "by God's leave, foremost
2

in good deeds" the least in number.

V. Istidraj (Gradual and imperceptible persuasion)

This figure, which Diya' -ad-Uin was the first to

discover, refers to the method by which a speaker,

through gradual persuasion, wins over the addressee to
3

his point of view in an argument. Diya' -ad-Dln states

that he discovered this figure in the Qur' an, and he

provides for it a number of examples among which is

this Qur' anic verse:

1) Mathal, vol. II, p. 231. Kablr. p. 177. Qur' an,

chap. XXXV, vs. 32.

2) Mathal. vol. II, p. 231. KabTr. p. 177.

3) KabTr, p. 235. Mathal, vol. II, p. 260. Tiraz,

vol. II, pp. 281-282. Jawla. p. 55.
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,, _, a . , un , . un . _ _ 1 _ . . _ a"wa-qal rajul mu' mm mxn al Fir'awn

yaktum11 Imanah^ ataqtulun3 raj al3:11 an yaqTila
Si U. mm i

rabbiy Hah wa-qad ja' akum bi-l-bayyinat

min rabbikum wa-in yakU kadhib311 fa-'alayh.1
kadhibuhU wa-in yakU sadiq311 yusibkum ba'dU

cL
lladhl ya' idukum inna llah la yahcri man huwa

musrif1111 kadhdhab. n ^

Trans:

"Then said a certain man, a believer of Pharaoh's

folk that kept hidden his belief, 'What, will

you slay a man because he says, 'My Lord is God,*

yet he has brought you the clear signs from your

Lord? If he is a liar, his lying is upon his own

head; but if he is truthful, somewhat of -that he

promises you will smite you. Surely God guides
2

not him who is prodigal and a liar.' ".

Another example of this figure is to be found in a

saying attributed to the Caliph Mu'awiya concerning his

son Yazid and al-Husayn b. 'All. piy"a' -ad-Din reports

that Mu'awiya said to al-Husayn: "Concerning your

mother Fatima: she is better than his (Yazld's) mother,

1) Mathal, vol. II, pp. 261-262. Kabir, pp. 237-238.

Tiraz, vol. II, pp. 282-284. QUfcin. chap. XL, vs.

2) The Koran, chap. XL, vs. 28.
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for surely the daughter of the Prophet is better than

a woman from (the tribe of) Kalb. Concerning my love of

Yazid, if Ghuta were populated with the likes of you and

it were offered to me, in exchange for him I should not

accept. But concerning your father and his (Yazid's)

father, they put their case to All"ah and He ruled in

his (Yazid's) father's favour.""1" The reference in the

last phrase is to the killing of 'All and Mu'awiya's

subsequent accession to the caliphate.

VI. I.i"az (Brachylogia)

Diya' -ad-Bin defines Ij'az in al-Mathal as-Sa' ir as

the reduction of an expression to the most concise possible

form necessary to convey (an intended) meaning, but defines

it in al-JImi* al-Kab~ir as establishing the closest possible

correspondence between the expression and the (intended)
2

meaning. Diya' -ad-Din, however, sub-divides this

figure into two sections: l) that which results from

an omission in the expression and 2) that which does
3

not. The omission in the first section may be a

sentence (.jumla) as can be seen in the following

1) Mathal, vol. II, pp. 264-265. Tiraz, vol. II,

pp. 296-297.

2) Mathal. vol. II, pp. 265, 270, 275. Kabir, p. 127.

Compare with Miffah, p. 133.

3) Mathal. vol. II, p. 275. Kabir, p. 124.
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Qur' anic verse:

"fa-idha qara' ta 1-Qur' ana fa-sta4idh bi-llah1
sl i.

min sh-Shayt"an r-rajTm."

Trans:

"When thou dost read the Qur' an, seek God's

protection from Satan the Rejected One.""'"

The implication being that the addressee should

recite the formula not when he is reading the Qur' an,

but rather when he intends to or about to read it.

Another example of this omission is illustrated in

the Qur' anic story relating the incident in which Solomon

gave his letter to the hoopoe and commanded it to deliver

it to the Queen of Sheba:

"Idhhab bi-kitabl hadha fa-alqih ilayhim thumma

tawalla 4 anhum fa-nzur madha yarji'lin. Qalat

yS. ayyuha 1-mala' U innT ulqiya ilayya kitab1"1
karlm."

Trans:

"Go thou with this letter of mine, and deliver it

to them: then draw back from them, and (wait to)

l) Mathal, vol. II, p. 285. Kabir, p. 125. Qur' "An.

chap. XVI, vs. 98. Kashshaf, vol. I, p. 537.
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see what answer they return. (The Queen) said:

•Ye chiefs! here is - delivered to me - a letter

worthy of respect.1 "

The omitted sentence, according to Diya' -ad-ITin,

would suggest that the hoopoe accepted the letter, flew

off with it, delivered it to the Queen, who having read
2

it uttered the text which followed.

The omission may, on the other hand, be merely a

single word such as the subject in these Qur*anic verses:

A sl sl
"Kalla idha balaghat t-taraqiy wa-qil man raq."

Trans:

"Yea, when (the soul) reaches to the collar-bone

(in its exit) and there will be a cry, 'who is
O

a magician (to restore him)?* n

where the soul, which is the subject, is not mentioned.

It might alternatively be the object, as in this Qur' anic

verse:

"Wa-1 anuria warada ma' a Madyana wajada 4 alayh1
0Yi . 21 — A Si. 8i

ummat min n-nas yasqtxn wa-wajad .... "

1) Mathal, vol. II, pp. 289, 2 91. Qur' an, chap. XXVII,

vss. 28-29.

2) Mathal, vol. II, p. 291

3) Ibid.. pp. 295-296. Qur' an. chap. LXXV, vss. 26-27.
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Trans:

"And when he arrived at the watering (place) in

Madyan, he found there a group of men watering

(their flocks) and besides them he found .... "

The unexpressed object of the above sentence must

be flocks. The omission may be an adjective, as in

this Qur' anic verse:

U. SL Q.
"Amma s-safinat fa-kanat li-masakln ya'malTm

fl l-bahr1 fa-aradtU an a'Tbaha wa-kana wara' ahum

malik™ ya' khudhU kulla safinat111 ghasba."

Trans:

"As for the boat, it belonged to certain men in

dire want: they plied on the water: I but wished

to render it unserviceable, for there was after

them a certain king who seized on every boat by
2

force."

The implication here is that there was after them a

certain king who seized on every (serviceable) ship

1) Mathal, vol. II, pp. 304-305. Kabir. p. 126.

Qur' an, chap. XXVIII, vs. 23.

2) Mathal, vol. II, pp. 311, 315. KabTr. pp. 131-132.

Qur' an, chap. XVIII, vs. 79.
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by force. This is understood from the phrase, "I but

wished to render it unserviceable.""'"

DiyS.' -ad-Din cites a further eleven different

types of i.j"5.z in all of which a single word is omitted

and he illustrates all these different types with a

2
great many examples. He does, however, make it a

condition that the expression must imply the omitted

3
part.

The other section of 1.j"az which does not result

from omission is sub-divided into two parts:

The first is that type in which the wording

accurately corresponds to the idea so that it neither

adds to, nor detracts from the idea. piya*-ad-Din
calls this type taqcTir (exact correspondence), which is

commonly referred to by other scholars as musawat, which

they consider to be a separate figure occupying a

position between ijaz and ithab (fullness of expression).

1) Mathal, vol. II, pp. 315-316.

2) Mathal. vol. II, pp. 297, 308, 311, 317, 319, 320,

324, 326-329. Kablr, pp. 124, 125, 127, 130, 133,

134-137, 139, l4l.

3) Mathal. vol. II, p. 279.

4) Mathal. vol. II, pp. 332-333. Kabir. pp. 142-143,

and compare with Naqd, p. 84, Siria4atayn, p. 185,

Burhan, vol. 102a, Sirr, pp. 199, 209. Miftah,

p. 133, Idah, vol. I, pp. 176, 181-182. Tiraz,
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Diya' -ad-Din illustrates taqdlr with many examples drawn

from both prose and poetry. Among the poetical examples

he offers this verse by an-Nabigha:

sl i
"fa-innak ka-l-layl lladhl huwa mudrikl

wa-in khiltU anna 1-munta' a 'anka wasi'^ "

Trans:

"You are like the night which is surely going to

reach me, even though I imagine that the distance

from you is wide.""'"

The second category of the l.jaz which does not

result from omission is the so called al-ijaz bi-l-qisar

(brachylogia resulting from concision). It is defined

as that type of expression in which the signification

exceeds the wording, because the wording admits different

types of probabilities, as can be observed in the

following Qur*anic verse:

vol. II, pp. 119-120. Munsha' , p. 311. Itqan.

vol. Ill, pp. l6l. G.E. von Grunebaum, "A Tenth-

Century Document of Arabic Literary Theory and

Criticism, (Chicago, 1950), p. 27.

1) Mathal, vol. II, pp. 333-3^2.
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" fa-atba' ahum Fir'awn11 bx-juriudih1
sl i

fa-ghashiyahum min 1-yamm ma ghashiyahum."

Trans:

"Then Pharaoh pursued them with his forces,

but the waters completely overwhelmed them

and covered them up,"''"

si i
The phrase " fa-ghashiyahum min 1-yamm m~5.

ghashiyahum" signifies different varieties of suffering.

Another example of this type of x.j az is illustrated

in the reply of Ma'n b. Za' ida to the Caliph al-Manstir

who having asked him: which one do you love most: our

dynasty or the Umayyad? received the answer: "driak

ilayk" (it us up to you) which implied the answer "the

caliph's dynasty" if his beneficence exceeded that of

2
the Umayyad's or the contrary, if it did not.

VII. Itriab (Fullness of expression)

Diya*-ad-Din defines itriab as the use of wording in

excess of that which expresses the signification, for

1)

2)

Mathal. vol. II, pp. 333, 3^8-3^9> 352. Kabir,

pp. 143-145 . Qur' an, chap. XX, vs. 78.

Mathal, vol. II, pp. 353-35^.
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some purpose. He observes that a number of rhetoricians

including Abu-Hilal al-'Askari and al-Ghanimi confused

itnab with tatwxl (prolixity). The former scholar in

particular, although aware of the different natures of

the two figures, having differentiated between tatwil

and ithab in terms of their eloquence, nevertheless

showed some confusion by considering itnab antithetical

to 1 ,i"az. Diya' -ad-Din himself believed that tatwil was

2
the antithesis of i.jaz and not itnab. He, for his part,

defines tatwil as the excessive use of wording over and

above that which is demanded by the signification, to no

3 _

useful end. Diya' -ad-Dln borrows, without acknowledgment,

the metaphor employed by al-'Askarl to describe the

salient features of itnab and tatwxl. The meaning is

likened to a destination while the route to it is the

expression or wording, T.j'az being the shortest way to

it, ithab being a diversion through an alternative more

scenic route, and tatwil, a diversion to no useful

purpose and for no apparent advantage. Ithab may occur

1) Mathal, vol. II, p. 357« Kablr, p. 151.

2) Mathal, vol. II, pp. 270, 355» 400. Kablr, pp. 146-

149, 150. Sina'atayn, pp. 196-197.

3) Mathal, vol. II, p. 357- See also, Sirr, p. 211.

U) Mathal, vol. II, p. 359- KabTr, pp. 150-151.

Compare with Sina'atayn, p. 197.
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in a single sentence as when one says: "I saw him with

my eyes" where the phrase "with my eyes" may appear to

be superfluous, for seeing can only occur through the

medium of the eyes. The phrase does nevertheless,

serve to emphasise the action of seeing, which might be

doubted when the object of the verb is something unusual,

or difficult to observe."*"

Another example of this kind is to be found in the

Qur' anic verse:

"Fa-kharra 'alayhim11 s-saqfu min fawqihim."

Trans:

2
"And the roof fell down on them from above;"

The phrase "min fawqihim" might also appear at first

to be unnecessary, as roofs, in compliance with the laws'

of gravity, only fall from above. Diya' -ad-Uin, however,

justifies the use of the phrase in order to emphasise the

action of collapsing and to describe the scene more

3
vividly.

Itriab may also occur in a number of sentences, and

it could appear in various ways among which are the

1) Mathal, vol. II, p. 359.

2) Ibid., p. 361. Qur' an. chap. XVI, vs. 26.

3) Mathal, vol. II, p. 361. Tiraz, vol. II, p. 236.
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following:

a) An idea may appear at first in a negative form in

one sentence and then re-appear in another sentence in

an affirmative form or vice versa, but one of the two

sentences however, must have an additional meaning

previously unexpressed, otherwise it would be considered

takrir (repetition) by Diya' -ad-Din. He gives these

Qur' anic verses as an example of this type of itnlib.

cL ct cL i
"La yasta' dhinuk lladhxn yu' minun bi-llah

i — i
wa-l-Yawm 1-Akhir an yuj ahidti bi-amwalihim

wa-anfusihim wa-llahU alim1111 bi-l-muttaqin.
cl Si Si

Innama yasta' dhinuk lladh"in la yu' miriQn

bi-irah1 wa-l-Yawm1 1-Akhir1 wa-rtabat

qulubuhum fa-hum fi raybihim yataraddadun,"

Trans:

"Those who believe in God and the Last Day ask

thee for no exemption from fighting with their

goods and persons. And God knoweth well those

who do their duty. Only those ask thee for

exemption who believe not in God and the Last

Day, and whose hearts are in doubt, so that

they are tossed in their doubts to and fro."^

l) Mathal, vol. XX, pp. 359, 364, 366-367. Qur' an,

chap. IX, vss. 44-45.
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b) A single idea may be expressed in its entirety

and subsequently qualified by a simile which serves to

excite the imagination of the listener. This may be

observed in the following verses by al-Buhturi:

"Dh3.tU husnin law11 stazadat mina 1-husn1 ilayh.1
lama asabat mazida.

fa-hiya ka-sh-Shams1 bahjat311 wa-l-qacTib1
1-ladn1 qadd311 wa-r-rlm1 tarf33 wa-jida."

Trans:

"Endowed with beauty, (who) if she requested an

extra beauty from beauty itself, would not

receive an increase for she is like the sun

in splendour, and supple twig (in) figure and

an addax (in) eye and neck."^

VIII. Takrir (Repetition)

piya' -ad-Din defines takrir as the expression of the
2

meaning through repetition. He divides it into useful

and useless takri.r, appreciating the role of the former
3

in re-inforcing the meaning and condemning the latter.

1) Mathal, vol. II, pp. 367-368. Tiraz, vol. II, p. 240.

2) Mathal, vol. II, p. 358, vol. Ill, p. 3.

3) Ibid., vol. Ill, pp. 3-4. Kabir, pp. 204, 207, 209.
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He considers the useful takrir to be a type of itrfab

and the useless to be a type of tatwil,^" He further

sub-divides takrir into a) the repetition of both the

expression and its meaning, and b) the repetition of

the meaning only. He divides each of these types into

further sub-divisions, in which he exhausts all possible
2

permutations based on the number of meanings repeated.

Diya' -ad-Din provides a great many examples for takrir

in its different forms. Among those which he offers for

the useful takrir which occur in both the wording and the

meaning are these Qur' anic verses:

3. SL
"Fa-qutil kayfa qaddar. Thumma qutil kayfa

qaddar."

Trans:

"And woe to him! how he plotted! - Yea,
3

woe to him: how he plotted."

And among the examples he provides for takrir in the

meaning only is the Qur' anic verse:

1) Mathal. vol. II, p. 358.

2) Ibid.. vol. Ill, pp. 3-5, 9, 23, 25, 29, 35.

Kabir, pp. 204, 206, 207, 209, 210.

3) Mathal. vol. Ill, p. 9. Qur» an. chap. LXXIV, vss.

19-20.
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MYa ayyuha lladhTn amariu inna min azwaj ikum wa-

an
awladikum 'aduw lakum fa-hdharuhum wa-in

a
ta'fu wa-tasfahu wa-taghfiru fa-inna Hah

ghafurUn rahlm."

Trans:

"0 ye who believe! truly, among your wives and

your children are (some that are) enemies to

yourselves: so beware of them! But if ye

forgive and overlook, and cover up (their

faults), verily God is oft-forgiving, most

merciful.M

The words ta'fti, tasfahu and taghfirh according to

Di^a*-ad-Din have the same meaning but are mentioned

together in order to emphasise the importance of
2

forgiving wives and children.

An example of the useless takrlr is the following

verse by AbTi-Nuw'as:

" Aqamna bitia yawm231 wa-yawman wa-thS-lith311
wa-yawm311 lah1"1 yawm11 t-tarahhul3" khamisU."^

1) Mathal, vol. Ill, p. 29. Qur' an. chap. LXIV, vs.

2) Mathal. vol. Ill, p. 30. Falak, pp. 288-289.

3) Mathal. vol. Ill, p. 24.
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Trans:

"We remained in it a day and a day and a third,

and a day, which made the day of the departure

the fifth."

The poet could equally well have said, "We stayed

there for four days," with no loss of meaning, subtlety

or implication.

XX. I'tirad (Parenthesis)

Diya' -ad-Din defines this figure, which he points

out is also known by the term hashw (padding), as an

expression which contains a parenthetical word or phrase

which does not effect the basic meaning."*" This definition

l) Mathal, vol. XII, p. 40. See also Naqd, p. 136.

Sirr, p. 211. 'Umda, vol. II, p. 55. Siria'atayn,

410. Tibyan, p. 174. Jawhar, p. 128. Tiraz,

vol. II, p. 167. Tenth, p. 42. Burhan, fols. 118b-

120a.

Later rhetoricians define i'tirad as the existence

of one or more sentences which are not part of the

grammatical structure in the course of a single

expression, or between two connected expressions,

for a purpose other than ihtiras (rectification).

See for instance, Idah, vol. I, p. 206. Mutawwal,

p. 296. Itqan, vol. Ill, p. 223. Sharh, p. 75.
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however, is merely a description of speech containing

i4tirad, rather than i4tirad itself, which is the

existence of the parenthetical word or phrase in it."*"

Jawhar, p. 12 9.

Hashw on the other hand, is defined by many

scholars as a useless identifiable superfluity

(ziyada) of words in speech, as can be seen in

this verse:

"DhakartU akhl fa-'awadahi

suia'U r-ra' s1 wa-l-wasab" "
• •

Trans:

"X remembered my brother and then there

returned to me the headache of the head

and the suffering."

The word ra1 s here is hashw for sucTa4 can only

affect the head. See Sirr, p. 211. Mutawwal,

p. 285. Idah, vol. II, pp. 178-179. Sharh, p. 68.

Burhan. fols. 119b-120a. Usama b. Munqidh,

al-Badi4 fx Naqd as-Shi4r, eds. Ahmad Ahmad BadawT

and Hamid 4Abd-al-MajTd, (Cairo, i960), p. 130.

l) Sina4 atayn, p. 410. Mutawwal, p. 296. Jawhar,

pp. 129, 130. Usama, pp. 142-143.
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DiyS.' -ad-Din divides i'tirad into two parts: one for

that kind which adds some extra meaning to the speech

and the other for that type which does not."'" The

first of them is illustrated in these Qur' anic verses:

"Fa-la uqsimU bi-mawaqi'1 n-nujum1. ¥a-innahU
i un , , . , _ a . _ .Ti ,la-qasam law ta'lamun 'azim. Innah la-

Qur' an™ karim. "

Trans:

"Furthermore I call to witness the setting of

the star.? - And that is indeed a mighty

adjuration if ye but knew -that this is indeed

2
a Qur' an most honourable."

In these verses the verse: "wa-innah^ la-qasam1111 law

cL
ta'lamun ' azTm" is i'tirad, and within this verse

itself the phrase "law ta'lamTin" is also i'tirad. The

purpose of this i'tirad, Diya' -ad-Dxn would suggest, is

to emphasize the magnitude of the phenomena by which God

swore

1) Mathal. vol. Ill, pp. 4l, 46-47. KabjLr, p. 118.

Burhan, fols. Il8b-119b.

2) Mathal. vol. Ill, pp. 41-42. Kabir. pp. 118-119.

Qur' an, chap. LVI, vss. 75-77*

3) Mathal, vol. Ill, p. 42. Kabir, p. 119.
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An example of the second type of i'tirad is to be

found in this verse by an-Nabigha:

"YaqulU rijal1111 yajhaluna khalTqatl,

la'alia Ziyad^ la aba laka ghhfil^."

Trans;

"Men, who are ignorant of my nature, say

perhaps Ziyad, may you have no father, is

neglectful."

The phrase "Ta ab"h lak" here is i'tirhd and it does not

add to, nor detract from the beauty of the verse."'"

X. Kiriaya and Ta'rid (Metonymy and Allusion)

Diya' -ad-Dln states that scholars of rhetoric have

confused metonymy with allusion, for they have failed to

define them in such a way that would distinguish between

them. The examples offered by them for both figures

attest to this confusion, for they illustrate metonymy

with examples more suited to allusion and vice versa.

Among these scholars are al-GhanimY, Ibn-Sinan al-
2

KhafajT and Abu-Hilal al-'Askari. Diya' -ad-Dln defines

1) Mathal, vol. Ill, pp. 46-47. Kablr. p. 120.

Tiraz, vol. II, pp. 174-175-

2) Mathal, vol. Ill, pp. 49-50. KabTr. p. 156. Sirr,

PP. 155-156, 221. Sina'atayn, pp. 381-384.
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metonymy as that expression which suggests an idea

which may be understood either literally or figuratively,

on the grounds that there exists a shared conjunctive

component between the real and the figurative use of

the expression. He adds that in metonymy the intended

meaning is the figurative sense, as for instance in

this Qur' anic verse:

"Aw l"amastumU n-nisa' "

Trans ?

"Or ye have been in contact with women."

The word "lamasa" might be interpreted to mean simply

physical contact or touch, or the figurative contact

which implies sexual intercourse, the latter being the

metonymy.

l) Mathal, vol. Ill, pp. 51, 52-53. KabTr. pp. 156-157.

Munsha1 . p. 313. Qur' an, chap. IV, vs. 43. Diya' -

ad-Din considers metonymy to be a type of majaz and

his views contradict the opinions of the majority of

scholars who do not share such views. Compare,

Mathal, vol. I, pp. 51-53, 55, 57 with Dala' il.

p. 45. Nihaya, pp. 102, 103-104. Miftah, pp. 189-

190. Itqan, vol. Ill, pp. 125-126. Tawassul. p. 27.

Jawhar, p. 101.
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piya' -ad-Dln defines allusion, on the other hand,

as the expression which indicates an idea by way of

implication and not by the literal or the figurative use

of the expression, as when one looks to another for help

and says: "I am in need and have no possessions." This

expression is an allusion to the request, and in itself

does not ask for help either literally or in a figurative

sense."*" Allusion he believes is more concealed than

metonymy, for whereas the latter is understood from the

figurative use of the expression, the former is only

understood from its implication.^
However, piy"a* -ad-Din' s claim that rhetoricians

had not distinguished between the two figures is surely

exaggerated, for although some of them did not make such

a distinction, others, for example, az-Zamakhshari did,
J

and there is no doubt that he was aware of this, for in

his treatment of metonymy and allusion in al-Jami' al-

KabTr, he adopts az-Zamakhshari's definition and

3
distinction, without however, acknowledging the fact.

1) Diya' -ad-Din b. al-Athir, al-Mathal as-Sa' ir fi

Adab al-KAtib wa-sh-Sha'ir, (Cairo 1312/1894),

p. 245. Nuwayri. vol. VII, p. 60. See also,

Tawassul, p. 27. Munsha' . p. 313.

2) Mathal, vol. Ill, p. 57.

3) Compare, Kabir. pp. 156-157 with Kashshaf, vol. I

p. 113. Itqan. vol. Hi, p. 147.
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Metonymy may appear in a single word, as illustrated

in the above mentioned Qur' anic verse, or in a compound

expression as when one might say "Zayd has a long sword

belt" meaning that he is a tall man. Allusion, on the

other hand can only exist in compounds because it

implies a further meaning, which requires more than

a single word as its vehicle."'"
Diya' -ad-Din indicates that one can find both

good and bad metonymy. Whereas in al-Jami4 al-Kablr,

he divides the good metonymy into a number of categories,

in al-Mathal as-Sa' ir he rejects these divisions, which

had been created by other scholars, on the grounds that
2

there is no clear distinction between them. Diya' -ad-

Din provides for bad metonymy a number of examples among

which is the following verse by al-MutanabbT.

" Inrii 4 al"a shaghafi bi-ma fi khumriha

1a-a4 iffU ' anuria fi sarawilatiha."

Trans:

"In spite of my longing for what is under her

veil, I refrain from what lies under her

drawers."

1)

2)

3)

Mathal, vol. Ill, p. 57.

Kabir. p. 157-165. Mathal, vol. Ill, pp. 58-59.

Mathal, vol. Ill, pp. 70-71. Kabir, p. 166.
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Diya' -ad-Din dismisses this verse on the grounds that

although the poet wished to express his purity, he

presented it in such an obscene way that immorality

itself would have been more acceptable than this

protestation of pure love in the form of this metonymy

l) Mathal, vol. Ill, p. 71. Kabir.

Sina'atayn, p. 384. Tiraz, vol.

P.

I,

166. See also

PP. 432-433.
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CONCLUSION: AN ASSESSMENT OF DIYA' -AD-DIN'S PLACE

AMONG ARABIC RHETORICIANS.

Any evaluation of Diya' -ad-Din1s literary output will

ultimately rest on the position of al-Mathal as-Sa' ir in

the corpus of Arabic literature. Although he presents

some materials in al-Jami* al-KabTr which cannot be

found in al-Mathal as-Sa' ir. the general conservative

tone of the former work would indicate that it was in

the nature of a rough draft, for it is in his major study,

al-Mathal as-Sa' ir, that we find his ideas developed.

Although the work is universally accepted as a treatise

on rhetoric one must still question the validity of this

classification. Whatever may be the reason for the work

being read today, there is evidence to suggest that much

of the popularity of the work in Diya' -ad-Din's own time

rests not only on the rhetorical content, but also on

other materials contained within it.

The Mathal as-Sa' ir is a work of rhetoric, but it

goes further than the mere cataloguing of literary

figures, and presents the reader with criteria for

making literary judgments. It is as much a work of

literary criticism as a handbook of rhetorical devices.

Had this work restricted itself only to literary theory

its popularity might well have been diminished, but

Diya' -ad-Din's main intention in writing it was to

provide scribes and budding poets with literary models

which would illustrate the correct use of rhetoric in
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their compositions. In this respect Diya' -ad-Din can

be considered a pioneer, for while the early rhetoricians

saw rhetoric as an aid to literary criticism, and their

successors were to develop the art for its own sake,

Diya' -ad-Din*s genius lies in his application of

principles which had previously remained generally

theoretical to epistolography. Although Ibn-Shlth al-

Qurashl, his contemporary, includes a chapter on rhetoric

in a primarily epistolographic treatise, entitled
in

Ma'"5.1im al-Kifaba wa-Maghanim al-Isaba, the two disciples
are treated separately.'1' piy"a' -ad-Din however,

synthesises them so that throughout the whole work the

principles of rhetoric and their application are found

side by side.

As a work of pure rhetorical theory, al-Mathal as-

Sa' ir does make several contributions. The medieval

rhetoricians aspired to the discovery of new literary

figures in much the same way as today's botanists dream

of discovering new genera. piya*-ad-Din is no exception,

and makes a somewhat extravagant claim to have discovered
2

thirty new figures. Although this cannot be sub¬

stantiated, he did discover one new figure, al-istidraj,

and can be credited with introducing several figures

1) See Ma'alim, pp. 6l-85 •

2) See Kabir, p. 3. Mathal, vol. I, p. 37-
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from grammar and philology into the study of rhetoric,"*"
and having subdivided several existing figures in the

2
best scholastic tradition. The fact that the work

was not read only for its rhetorical content is further

suggested by its popularity in spite of its apparent

deficiencies, in that Diya' -ad-UIn neglects several

well established figures. It is probably the uneven

nature of his treatment of existing rhetorical feature;

l) They include tawkld ad-damirayn (strengthening of

one pronoun by the other), 4atf al-muzhar ' al"5.

damirih wa-l-ifsah bihi ba'dah (the syndesis of

the explicit noun on its pronoun and then mention¬

ing the noun after it), at-tafsir ba'd al-ibham

(explanation after vagueness), isti*mal al-'amm fx

n-nafy wa-l-khass fi l-ithb"at (the use of the

general word in the negative and the use of the

particular in the affirmative), al-khit"ab bi-1-

.jumla l-fi'liyya wa-l-.jumla 1-ismiyya (addressing

by the means of the verbal sentence and the noun

sentence), quwwat al-lafz li-quwwat al-ma'na

(strength of the wording for the strength of the

meaning). See Mathal, vol. II, pp. 191, 199, 202,

209, 242, 249.

2) See for instance, Mathal, vol. I, pp. 338-341,

vol. II, pp. 163, 166, vol. Ill, pp." 3-5, 9, l8,

23, 25, 29.
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that makes the work vulnerable to criticism. Diya' -ad-

Bin's intention is certainly to include all the

rhetorical devices and his major omissions are probably

due to ignorance of their existence, rather than wilful

neglect."'" Diya' -ad-Bin goes further than the mere

cataloguing of known figures; he actually proceeds to

develop some of the figures such as saj * , ta.jriis, "i j~az,

itriab and takrxr. Unfortunately he over-simplifies,

and neglects to represent the existing treatment of

major figures such as simile, metaphor and metonymy.

There is no doubt that this uneven treatment of

rhetorical figures somewhat diminishes the usefulness

of the work as a compendium of rhetorical tropes. It

is clear that he did not possess the penetrating mind

necessary to transcend more superficial divisions and

to analyse the underlying principles of rhetoric. He

was perhaps aware of his own limitations, and consequently

avoided a more profound analysis of existing figures,

contenting himself with the presentation of the

superficial rhetorical approach implicit in the system

of classification which he adopted. Some of the

l) Among the topics he failed to deal with are al-fasal

wa-1-wasl and al-qasr, both of which received much

attention from 4 Abd-al-Q"ahir al-Jur j"anT, ar-KazT

and as-SakkakT. See Dala' il, pp. 146-163, 215-232.

Nihaya, pp. 130, 147. Miffah, pp. 119» 138.
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reverence accorded to al-Mathal as-Sa' ir is no doubt

due to the claim which Diya' -ad-Din makes for it. He

fraudulently claims to have consulted all existing works

on rhetoric."'" Although he did consult most of the

major works, namely those of Ibn-al-Mu'tazz, Qudama b.

Ja'far, Abu-Hil"al al-'Askarl, al-Amidi, al-QacTi 1-

Jurj"ani ar-Rummani, al-GKanimT, al-Hatimi, Ibn-Sinan

al-Khafaji., and az-Zamakhshari, he fails to make mention

of the works of 1 Abd-al-Qahir al-Jur j"ahi whose Asrar al-

Balagha and Dala' il al-I*jaz present the most analytic

approach to rhetoric, and whose genius overshadows not

only his predecessors but also most scholars who followed

in his path.

There is no evidence at all that Diya' -ad-Din was

aware of the works of his contemporaries, ar-Kazi. and

as-Sakkaki. His failure to mention al-Jurj"ani however,

cannot stem from ignorance, for he incorporates several

quotations from the Dala' il al-I* j"az but in all except

2
one instance he claims them as his own. Although his

1) See Mathal, vol. I, pp. 35-36. Kabir, pp. 1-3.

2) The one quotation which he acknowledged does not

name 4Abd-al-Qahir al-Jurj"an"i as the author, but

only refers to him as "one author from among the

scholars". See Kabir, p. 76 and compare with

Dala' il, p. 25. For other quotations compare for

instance, Mathal, vol. I, pp. 214-215 with Dal"a' il,

pp. 31-33> Mathal, vol. II, p. 279 with Dala' il,
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contemporaries, ar-Kazi and as-Sakkak"i, relied heavily

on the contributions of 4Abd-al-Qahir al-Jurjarii,^
Diya' -ad-Din's apparent ignorance of his works might

be explained by the suggestion that al-Jur j"ani * s fame

was restricted geographically and had not reached Iraq,

Syria or Egypt. This argument however, cannot be

seriously put forward as there is mention of al-Jurj"arii' s

books in the works of other contemporaries of piy"a' -ad-

Din, Ibn-az-Zamlakahi and Ibn-Abi-l-Isba' al-Misri, who
2

lived in Syria and Egypt. It is most probable that

Diya' -ad-Din was aware of al-Jurjanl's Dala' il al-I'.jaz

but had been unable to examine it in its entirety, for

had he done so he would surely have included certain

topics discussed at length by him. These quotations

which Diya' -ad-Din drew from the Para' il al-It.j"5.z were

perhaps derived from another source which had in its

pp. 95-9^. Mathal. vol. II, pp. 307-308 with

Pars' il. pp. 108-109. Kabir. pp. 104-117 with

Dal a' il, pp. 77-83. Kabir, p. 124 with Dala' il.

pp. 95-96. See also Mahm&d Faraj al-'Uqda,

"al-Mathal as-Sa* ir", Ma.jallat al-Azhar, vol. XIII,

(1942), pp. 183-184. Nu'aym al-HimsT, "al-Balagha

bayn al-Lafz wa-l-Ma'na", Ma.jallat al-Ma.jma4 al-

*Ilmi 1-*Arabi, vol. XXV, pt. 3 (July, 1950), p. 442.

1) See Nihaya, p. 4. Miftah, p. 81.

2) See Tibyan, pp. 13-14, 16, 30. Tahrxr, p. 89-

Isba4, p. 5.
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turn relied on the Dala' il al-I^jaz.

One cannot criticise Diya' -ad-Din's system of

rhetoric without in some way accounting for the

popularity of al-Mathal as-Sa' ir. The fact that the

work deals not only with rhetoric but also with literary

criticism and epistolography gives the book far greater

appeal and currency than would have been the case had

he restricted himself only to rhetorical analysis."'" The

very fact that he avoids profound theoretical analysis in

favour of a more dogmatic approach makes the work not

only more readable but of far greater use to readers who

wished to find knowledge which may be applied to their

own writing. In presenting a rhetorical figure he not

only illustrates it by citing examples from the accepted

authors but often adds a passage illustrating his own

use of the figure. In some cases he provides a complete

letter, several pages long, to illustrate the rhetorical

device in question. These lengthy illustrations are

2
intended to serve as epistolographic models. His position

1) *Abd-al-Karlm al-Ashtar, "Akhir an-Nuqqad al-,Arab

al-Qucfama, Diya' -ad-Din b. al-Athlr", Ma.jallat Ma.jma*

al-Lugha l-'Arabiyya bi-Dimashq. vol. XLII, pt. 3,

(1967), p. 532. Turath. vol. II, pp. 105-106.

2) See for instance, Mathal, vol. I, pp. 138-169, 172-

189, 19^-209, 279-282, 295-301, 320-331, vol. II,

PP. 369-371, 372-37^, 375-385.
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as head of Divan al-Insha1 gave him the authority to

arbitrate on questions of epistolographic style.

The popularity of al-Mathal as-Sa' ir however, can

probably best be accounted for by the very nature of

the work. Diya' -ad-Dln's method of presentation is far

from apologetic and when he disapproves of other scholars,

as is often the case, he can become extremely aggresive.

Diya' -ad-Din never hesitates to make a judgment on the

opinions of others and seems to consider it a weakness

in himself to accept any statement without challenge.

However unjustified this may be as a scholarly approach,

it cannot be denied that this method creates interest.

It had the effect of rallying the partisans of the

various literary schools around Diya*-ad-Dln or the

victims of his attacks. His championship of the literary

school of rhetoric challenged those scholars whose approach

was basically theological. In al-Mathal as-Sa' ir we find

the best exposition of that literary theory presented by

the literary school.

Whatever reason might be suggested for the popularity

of the work we can definitely say that it was not based on

well structured and unassailable argument. Diya' -ad-

Din's arguments can often be demolished with no great

effort; Diya*-ad-Din did not usually mention a scholar by

name unless he wished to attack him, and in order to do

so he used every means available to him. This desire led

him to occasionally misrepresent other authors, as in the
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instance of az-Zamakhsharl as regards apostrophe, and

to contradict himself as well as other scholars, as in

the instance of the tagdim and ta' klr in the Qur' anic
cL 1-1 SL 2

verse: "iyyak na'bud va-iyyak nasta'in". His effort

to accommodate the type of ma.jaz mentioned al-

Ghazall into his own tripartite division forced him to
3

contradict his own previous arguments. The frequent

appropriation to himself of other people's opinions also
k

throws doubts on the integrity of his judgment. Although

he is severe in his criticism of others, he can be

surprisingly casual in his own representation of generally

accepted knowledge. In assessing al-Mutanabbi's literary

qualities for instance, he states that five-sixths of the

world population are agreed as to his superiority over

other poets.Such badly presented opinions cannot but .

1) Compare Mathal, vol. II, pp. 171-172 with Kash.sh.~hf,

vol. I, p. 8.

2) See Mathal. vol. II, pp. 217-219. Kablr, p. 109.

Idah, vol. I, p. 111. Falak, pp. 247-248.

3) See Kablr. pp. 28-29. Mathal, vol. II, pp. 83, 88-

89. Mustasfa, pp. 341-345. Falak, pp. 198-214 and

see above in this thesis, pp. |

4) See above in this thesis, pp. ' 76 > ' ^0 / 2-3-2. , 2. Q/, 2.

5) Istidrak, p. 3.
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prejudice the reader against his literary judgment.

However bad his argument may be, we must acknowledge

that the wider readership did not look for well-

documented argumentation, but rather for dogmatic rules,

arguments, bold opinions and knowledge which may

usefully be applied. The aggressive nature of his

criticism meant that scholars could, and most probably

would, disagree with him; they could despise him for his

superficial treatment of rhetoric, but what they could

not do was ignore him. On the other hand, Diya' -ad-Dln1 s

contentious arguments attracted to him partisans so that

we find constant references to al—Mathal as-Sa' ir in the

work of contemporary and later rhetoricians. Among these

could be mentioned Ibn-AbT-Hacild,^ Ibn-AbT-l-Isba* al-0 7 0

2 _ 3
Misfl, Muhammad b. Muhammad at-TariukhT, al-Khat"ib al-

• ' • • 7 •

4 5
QazwTrix, Shihab-ad-DIn al-Halabl, Yahya b. Hamza l-'AlaWl,

1) See for instance, Falak, pp. 32-35.

2) Tahr^lr, pp. 91, 111, 212, 213. Isba* , p. 12.

3) Tatawwur, pp. 316-319• Ahmad Matlub, Manahij

Balaghiyya, (Kuwait, 1973), PP. 268-269.

4) Idah, vol. II, p. 425- QazwTnT, pp. 199-200.

5) Tawassul. pp. 5, 21, 91-92.

6) Tiraz, vol. I, pp. 3-^, 68, 129, 199, 200, 265,
368-372.
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1 2
Xbn-Qayyim al-Jawziyya, Baha' -ad-Dln as-Subkl and

3
Sa4d-ad-Dln at-Taftazani.

The well thought-out analytic approach to the

psychological bases of the literary figures, such as was

presented by 4Abd-al-Qahir al-Jurjarii, required of

most students more effort than they were generally

prepared to make. It is indicative of the satisfying

nature of Diya' -ad-Din's work that it continued to be

popular without attracting commentaries and supg^-

commentaries. This would suggest that the work was

capable of being read and understood easily and it is

this together with the fact that it treated rhetoric as

an applied rather than a pure science, that accounts for

Diya' -ad-Din' s continued popularity in the schools of

the Islamic world.

1) Fawa1 id. pp. 8, 53, 60, 80, 81, 91, 9^, 100, 108,

113, 133, 144, 148, 208, 212.

2) 4Arus, vol. I, p. 30.

3) Mutawwal,pp. 413, 457, 481.
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